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Section A: Cover Letter
December 22, 2017
City of Central
Attn: City Services Proposal
13421 Hooper Road, Suite 8
Central, Louisiana 70818-9200
RE: Request for Qualifications and Proposals for City Services
To the Selection Team:
The enclosed IBTS proposal responds to the City of Central Request for Qualifications and Proposals for
City Services, dated November 15, 2017. IBTS is eager to continue its partnership with the City of Central
as you move forward with city projects and services to improve the quality of life for all your citizens.
IBTS is a non-profit organization. We have and will continue to put service to the citizens of Central
ahead of profit. We understand that City services should not be viewed as a series of separate or
discrete projects, but rather a continuous stream of opportunities to meet the needs of the City.
In partnership with you for more than six years, IBTS has had the privilege of working with Central’s
community leaders and city employees to deliver essential local government services, as well as sharing
in the city’s recovery from the floods of 2016. We have learned, adapted, and infused innovations into
the community. As a result, we are proud of this partnership’s accomplishments, including:
•
•

•
•
•

Using our contract as a guide defining opportunities to serve rather than as a legal document
subject to interpretations and multiple change orders
Learning from our ongoing work and implementing improvements. For example:
o We increased our capacity to respond to service requests after the 2016 floods without
requesting additional funds and continue to build this capacity through the introduction
of new software solutions.
o We coordinate and collaborate extensively with various local and state agencies to
identify and solve problems such as the need to sand state and parish roads and bridges
following the recent ice storms.
Providing services beyond specific requirements of the contract to meet the evolving long-term
and event-based short-term needs of the citizens
Maintaining transparency and cultivating relationships with all stakeholders
Being a part of the community by actively supporting and participating in community-building
events

This proposal and our offer is about what we can, and will, do in the future. IBTS knows that there is
more work to do and is ready to move forward. We will continue providing exceptional day-to-day
services while simultaneously working with you to identify new processes, procedures, and technologies
to achieve continuous improvement of quality of life in the community.
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We will continue our efforts with our current staff, who have been with you on this contract and will
provide stability and continuity in service delivery going forward. These individuals live and work in and
around Central, where their commitment to public service benefits their neighbors, friends, and family.
IBTS also engages local businesses, keeping your local dollars local to support the Central economy.
Having local IBTS staff and engaging local businesses reinforces our community partnership.
The partnership with Central leadership, our ability to adapt and respond to the city’s changing needs,
and our focus on innovative and cost-effective service delivery has resulted in a high level of community
satisfaction with the City’s services. As one resident expressed it,
“I do not believe I have ever encountered an organization where
everyone was so pleasant and willing to assist you. You have the
absolute best. No questions asked. People deserve to hear that
people appreciate them for their kindness and assistance.”
IBTS looks forward to continuing its relationship with the City of Central. We will maintain close
connections with residents, businesses, community groups, and other key stakeholders to continue
building on the trust IBTS has already earned and the confidence the City of Central has in IBTS.
During the past six years, IBTS has grown three-fold in its staffing, management, and technical capacity.
Particularly, IBTS has better capacity to serve in disaster recovery, grant writing and management, and
stormwater management. IBTS also added partners and subcontrators with specific expertise to
augment IBTS capacity as a prime contractor.
As a sign of our on-going commitment to the City of Central, we again pledge that should our
expenses including a reasonable fee for the risks of this project be less than the final fixed price of the
contract, IBTS will return the excess amount back to the City or provide additional services as
determined by the Mayor and City Council.
Finally, as the Chief Executive Officer of IBTS, I will remain the key point of contact due to the high level
of importance that I place on the work in Central, both personally and professionally. As such, I will be
directly involved in ensuring that IBTS carries out its commitments as outlined in this proposal.
My team and I look forward to meeting with you to discuss our proposal further.
Sincerely,

Ashok Goswami, P.E.
Chief Executive Officer
Institute for Building Technology and Safety
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Section A: Executive Summary
This Executive Summary provides an overview of the Institute for Building Technology and Safety (IBTS)
response to this RFQ&P. It includes a review of subjects including our understanding of the project and
Central’s needs as well as team, legal, and financial qualifications. We also include summaries of current
and proposed information technology and other equipment, transition plans, and emergency and
catastrophic response plans.
Current Situation
The City of Central is re-competing its contract to provide city
services. IBTS has provided those services for the past six and
one-half years. During that time we have learned many valuable
lessons and adjusted our approaches accordingly. IBTS is
presenting its proposal to continue those services to help the
City enable local growth, security, and positive possibilities for
the future. By continuing as trusted partner we will deliver the
timely and cost-effective services the City has come to expect.
As we do today, we will continue solving challenges by adapting
our approaches to address emerging needs and helping the City
develop innovative approaches to improve quality of life in the
City of Central.

IBTS Mission
To deliver quality services
that meet the challenges of
governance at all levels
while enhancing public
safety, economic
development, and the
general welfare of the
community.

IBTS is a non-profit organization. We have and will continue to put service to the citizens of
Central ahead of profit. We have learned, adapted, and infused innovations into the
community. As a result, we are proud of this partnership’s accomplishments, including using
our current contract to define opportunities to serve rather than as a legal document subject to
interpretations and multiple change orders, providing services beyond specific requirements of
the contract to meet the evolving long-term and event-based short-term needs of the citizens,
and maintaining transparency and cultivating relationships with all stakeholders.

TIMELINE OF ACHIEVEMENTS
CENTRAL

2012
 Open House for City
Service Center

IBTS

2011
 Crisis Communication and
Emergency Preparedness
Plan Updated

 Middle & intermediate school
opened
 Revamped City website

 Ordinances integrated with Municode
 FIT permitting software live
 Central’s application submitted to
FEMA CRS program
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 BRCC Center of Excellence
 Winter Weather Event

2013
 First zoning maps developed
 Online access to City zoning
ordinances, codes, and maps
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We hope to continue providing service through our dedicated staff and team members that live and
work in the community, many of whom felt the impacts of the 2016 flood first-hand in their own homes,
and where their commitment to public service and local progress benefit their neighbors, friends, and
family. Our local presence and close relationships with citizens, businesses, community groups, and
other key stakeholders undoubtedly contributes to our successes and high level of customer
satisfaction.
Our ability to serve the City of Central is a privilege and core to our community service, non-profit
mission. The IBTS staff has grown to have the City of Central’s needs and priorities top-of-mind and in
their hearts every day. Our ability to serve the City of Central is a privilege and core to our community
service, non-profit mission. The IBTS staff has grown to have the City of Central’s needs and priorities
top-of-mind and in their hearts every day.

The City of Central / IBTS Partnership

Since 2011, the City of Central and IBTS have built a solid partnership to meet the expectations of the
Mayor, City Council, citizens, and City stakeholders. Over time, the partnership has strengthened and
with increasing clarity identified what it takes to create the tools, processes, and procedures needed to
propel the City of Central forward.

We have achieved success by:

Being a Partner

• Learning lessons with you.
• Building vital relationships in the
community.
• Giving back to the community.
• Keeping stakeholders informed.

Being Adaptive

• Handling new requirements
without change orders or
contract modifications.
• Enhancing service delivery.
• Updating and improving
equipment, resources, and
processes.

2016

2014
•Mayor Jr. Shelton 1st
Official Visit to Central
Municipal Services

•Cypress Lakes started
• Veterans Memorial begun
•Pat’s Home Center opens on
time

•Codification of ordinances
•FEMA CRS implemented,
10% insurance rate
discount for citizens

2015
•Revised zoning maps issued
•99% work order complete

•August Flood
• First Christmas in Central

• Offices stayed open 7
days/week, 16 hrs/day for 2
months following floods
•City of Central 2016 flood
case study published
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Being Innovative

• Identifying potential
challenges, new capabilities,
and new technologies
• Leveraging work in other IBTS
communities to identify best
practices and reduce costs.

• Ice rink – 8,000 attendees
•Finished sidewalk
expansion
•2017 -2018 Emergency
Preparedness Plan updated

2017
• Mobile work order system
•6th consecutive year of
clean financial audits
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Summary of Our Proposal
Required Information
PRIMARY CONTACT
Ashok Goswami, MBA, PE
Chief Executive Officer
Institute for Building Technology and Safety
703.481.2000 x201

agoswami@ibts.org

YEARS OF BUSINESS
41
TYPE OF CONTRACTOR
Prime Contractor with Subcontractors

Years of Business for IBTS
IBTS has been in business since 1974 and has been organized in its current structure since 1998.
Established as a nonprofit corporation, IBTS has successfully conducted contract, grant, and cooperative
agreement work on behalf of government entities across the nation. We have been providing public
service in Louisiana for more than ten years. Our
team of more than 350 employees is based in 10
field offices in five states plus the District of
Columbia and including two offices in Louisiana.
IBTS staff spans across a range of disciplines
including program and municipal service managers,
natural disaster recovery experts, engineering,
architecture, planning, and building official
disciplines, regulatory, financial, fraud, and legal
analysts, as well as grant writers, administrators, and
contract managers.
Financially Solvent
IBTS brings excellent financial capacity and stability
to the City of Central; especially important in the
current challenging economy. IBTS’s financial
strength and solvency are evidenced through
independent sources:
Business Information Report: Dun & Bradstreet
Financial Statements
IBTS consistently maintains excellent Dun &
Bradstreet ratings. Our most recent quarterly report,
excerpted here, presents a snapshot into our
financial strength. For example, our Financial Stress
Rating is in the 99th percentile; meaning we are
among the top 1% of firms in the country in terms of
Institute for Building Technology & Safety
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financial strength and stability. Likewise, our credit ratings, prompt payment indicators, and supplier
evaluation scores are all indicative of a healthy, well managed, and reliable financial status.
IBTS’ net assets are over $15M and line of credit is over $11M.
Sterling Audit Results
In accordance with Office of Management & Budget (OMB) Circulars A-133 and A-122, IBTS’s internal
controls, procedures, financial statement information, and cost principles are rigorously reviewed on a
regular basis. These audits have consistently yielded good results with no material noncompliance and
no adverse findings whatsoever for the last 15 years.
Respondent’s Structure and Successful Experienced Team
IBTS is fully capable of performing all services called for in the RFP&Q and as described in our proposal.
Toward that end, to ensure that Central’s needs are met at all times, IBTS has established contractual
agreements with a comprehensive team of local partners. These subcontractors provide additional staff
and expertise to meet specialized needs when emergencies and natural disasters occur (flood, snow,
etc.). This allows IBTS to quickly increase staff on an as-needed basis. All subcontractors are supervised
by IBTS and IBTS is solely responsible for their performance and remuneration.
If a subcontractor performs at a level that does not meet IBTS’ or the City’s expectations or decides not
continue participation within the team, IBTS will actively and promptly seek to replace the subcontractor
with an alternate local subcontractor. We will quickly reach out to our internal and external contacts,
resources, and subject matter experts, to ensure seamless service delivery.

Institute for Building Technology & Safety
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CITY OF CENTRAL MUNICIPAL AND EMERGENCY SERVICES LOCALLY BASED DELIVERY TEAM

IBTS
SULLIVAN ROAD CENTRAL,
LA

Prime

Current Services
Vendor

•
•
•

PELICAN CONTRACTORS
OF LA
BERWICK, LA

Subcontractor

GULF ENGINEERS &
CONSULTANTS GEC
BATON ROUGE, LA

Subcontractor

LOUISIANA VEGETATION
MANAGEMENT INC.
BATON ROUGE, LA

Contracted
Service

PAUL’S TREE SERVICE
WALKER, LA

Contracted
Service

SOUTHERN SYNERGY LLC
LAPLACE, LA

Contracted
Service

ARMCO ELECTRIC
CENTRAL, LA

Contracted
Service

CRAWLER SUPPLY
BATON ROUGE, LA

On call

Provides public
works, emergency
and special events
staffing to IBTS
Previously provided
GIS support to IBTS
team, now providing
engineering support

•

Provides mowing,
litter control, and
herbicide services to
IBTS since 2011
Working with IBTS
since 2017

•

Provided striping
service to City
through IBTS since
2012
Has provided service
to IBTS since 2011

•

Has provided service
to IBTS since 2011

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
Weststar Construction, Inc.
Baker, la

Emergency
Support
Agreement

•

Currently provides services to city of
central
Fully staffed to serve today’s needs of
the citizens
Incorporate new and evolving
capabilities learned from serving other
cities and our national board of city
management
Employee sourcing capabilities for
emergency events.
Highly skilled workforce in various
construction trades
GEC can help integrate innovative
online solutions for GIS
Drone/aerial imaging capabilities
Several key staff members with state
disaster response experience
Economist on staff
Louisiana Vegetation mows public rightof-ways and lands, including
roundabouts, and performs
maintenance around city entrance signs
Provides tree removal services from
public rights-of-way and servitudes
under public maintenance
Currently provides road striping
services to City of Central on an annual
basis
Performs maintenance on school
signals
Available 24/7 on call to respond to
emergencies
Provides heavy equipment to city
services for public works projects
Provides heavy equipment needed to
respond to emergencies
Crawler Supply supplied forklifts and
other necessary equipment after the
flood of 2016
Agreement to provide IBTS priority for
construction equipment during and
after an emergency

Additional Expertise and Surge Capacity
As a results of lessons learned during our current contract in Central combined with experiences
delivering related services in other cities, IBTS realized there is an opportunity to build on our current
Institute for Building Technology & Safety
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success to do even better in the future. The learnings following the 2016 flood have been especially
powerful and made clear the potential benefits from enhancing our team. Consequently, we have
actively worked to increase the breadth and depth of our local team members.
In partnership with eight team members, IBTS provides quality services to the City of Central, services
that are rooted in IBTS’s six and one-half year history and based on the knowledge and expertise IBTS
has gained during these years. Improving residents’ quality of life is paramount for IBTS, which is why
IBTS is very pleased to announce that GEC, Pelican, and the other local firms described above have
agreed to join or continue to work with the IBTS team so that, together, sustainable plans can be quickly
and efficiently implemented. We have expanded our local, on-call engineering resources and created
surge capacity to meet broad workforce needs.
GEC provides engineering and consulting services to clients in Louisiana and throughout the U.S. and
overseas. GEC was established in 1986 in Baton Rouge as a small engineering consulting firm. It has
grown over the years into a firm of national prominence, providing complete and proficient services to
clients. With extensive, licensed subject matter experts with over 40 years combined experience, GEC
will support the IBTS team in providing engineering and emergency services professionals to extend and
augment IBTS’ current staffing team.
Pelican Contractors is headquartered in Berwick, Louisiana, and contracted to IBTS exclusively to have
available field personnel ready to assist the IBTS staff in times of increased work orders and in an
emergency readiness capacity. Pelican shares IBTS’ philosophy and is committed to go the extra mile to
get any and all tasks done in a safe and efficient manner. Pelican’s continuing their agreement with the
IBTS team will ensure that work orders are completed faster. It will also ensure that IBTS has the ability
to respond to emergencies more quickly by increasing its staff on an as-needed basis.

As a sign of our on-going commitment to the City of Central, we again pledge that should our
expenses including a reasonable fee for the risks of this project be less than the final fixed
price of the contract, IBTS will return the excess amount back to the City or provide additional
services as determined by the Mayor and City Council.
Proposal Structure and Organization
We have summarized the highlights of our proposal in this executive summary. We understand the City
of Central’s need to obtain the best value from its support contractor, and to reinforce our readiness to
continue as the City of Central’s partner, we have reviewed our offer to ensure we are providing the
best value option.

Our Qualifications and Experience document both IBTS’ and our teammates’ past
performance delivering requirements similar to those of Central. We have also addressed
how we will start the new contract and, should it be necessary, transition out.
Our Resumes highlight IBTS’ ability to ensure service delivery continuity and stability by
providing a fully-functional team that is already working and living in Central. We are
known to both the city leadership and the residents for dedication to the City’s success.
This team has worked with Central since 2011, learning about City requirements,
Institute for Building Technology & Safety
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identifying challenges, and solving problems. As a result, we do not require any ramp up
time to provide services—the team will be in place and ready on Day One to continue
their efforts.
Our resources and equipment are in place and in use today, and we strive to stay ahead
of emerging requirements by identifying new resources to increase city efficiencies. We
have detailed our information technology (IT) resources, including our internal IT
management services, indicating what IT resources (software and hardware) we have in
place and which are dedicated to Central.
We have provided similar detail on our non-IT resources and included documentation of
additional equipment we will make available through our teammates to augment our
already in-place equipment.
We have provided our bond and insurance information in Section F of this proposal. We
are fully able to meet the bond and insurance requirements outlined in the RFP&Q. IBTS
and our team members do not have any real or apparent conflicts of interest with
respect to performing the proposed work.
Section B: Contractor’s Qualifications and Experience
Experience
IBTS provides city services for more than 50 cities across the Midwest and South. During the past 40
years, IBTS has developed processes and tools to support municipal services which include
administrative services, financial services, public works and emergency services, permit and inspection
services, planning and zoning services, engineering services, storm water management, and code
enforcement. The IBTS team has successfully delivered each of these services by having a solid
partnership of our customers, an understanding of their cultural environment as well of their written
requirements, combined with the ability to balance immediate community requirements with the ability
to adapt to emerging needs and provide innovative solutions to tough problems.
In our proposal, we have documented both IBTS’ and GEC’s support to multiple communities, delivering
services and completing project similar to those required by the City of Central. These contracts
substantiate our ability to provide consistent, high quality support. The following table summarizes the
customers and work performed that we have presented in Section B.

Institute for Building Technology & Safety
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Administrative Services

Financial Services

Public Works and
Emergency Services

Permit and Inspection
Services

Planning and Zoning
Services

Engineering Services

Stormwater Management

Code Enforcement

Corporate Experience References Mapped to RFQ Requirements

Section H. Approach to Scope Reference Number

H.6.1

H.6.2

H.6.3

H.6.4

H.6.5

H.6.6

H.6.7

H.6.8

#1 City of Guymon, Oklahoma
#2 Mid-America Regional Council (MARC) Master Services
Agreements
#3 League of Kansas Municipalities (LKM) Master Services
Agreements
#4 North Louisiana Building Department Services
#5 Jefferson Parish Submerge Roads Repairs
Municipal Services with Government Agencies
#6 HUD Monitoring and Inspection Services
#7 DC Metro Silver Line Extension
#8 Baltimore City, Maryland Public Schools Construction
Program
#9 Baton Rouge Streets and Road Rehabilitation Program




























































#10 Greater New Orleans Expressway Commission- General
Engineering Consultant
Disaster Recovery



Local Government







































Local Government

#11 City of Guymon, Oklahoma









County Government
#12 Rebuilding South Louisiana
#13 CDBG-DR Grant Management, Cleveland County, Oklahoma







State Government
#14 New York City ‘Build-it-Back’ Construction Inspections and
Architectural Services
#15 SLSCO Condition and Damage Assessments, New York City
































Federal Government
#16 FEMA Manufacturing Home Quality Monitoring Advisory
and Assistant Service
#17 FEMA Temporary Housing with SHAW Environmental







As shown above, the IBTS team has relevant experience completing all eight of the services required for
this contract.
Transition
Transition activities always present risk and uncertainty. There is the potential for disruption in service,
inability to staff a team required to deliver the work, and a slow ramp up creating service issues.
Transition and startup success frequently has long-term impacts on the overall performance of the
contract in providing the services requested by the client. The risk is particularly significant for delivering
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city services because the contractor must satisfy both city residents and the needs of elected officials
while establishing new processes, training new staff, and understanding ongoing issues and data.
Our goal is to ensure that Central gets all the right services. We can ensure that is true with our team.
We have the staff in place, as well as established process and procedures for delivery. We can “reset”
our contract while we continue to perform. We have performed transition in and start up on several of
our cited examples. We plan for key factors, such as a plan for data, people, processes, and
communications. This includes frequent and direct communication with the client regarding progress
against the plan.
Should the situation arise in which we need to transition our work to a new contractor, we are prepared
to provide an efficient and detailed turnover to ensure that we provide Central quality performance
throughout the transition.
Our approach to transition and start up is further described in Section H.

Terminations
As result of IBTS’ commitment to service, the company or any subsidiary entity has not been terminated
prior to the end of any contract term. This same holds true for GEC and Pelican.

Section C: Resumes
The City of Central does not want any disruption of current services. The IBTS team is trained and
knowledgeable about the location and characteristics of Central’s infrastructure, financial and budgetary
system, land uses, and existing and proposed development, etc. There will be no learning curve or loss
time in in service delivery and or delay in the momentum of projects in progress.
The IBTS team is staffed to continue to execute both the routine and emergency services of this contract
with existing personnel and has augmented its staff with GEC and Pelican. This approach substantially
reduces the City’s risk.
Our team possesses a varied skill set, focused expertise, and decades of experience in their fields. GEC’s
engineering work has focused on transportation, traffic, infrastructure, lighting design, intelligent
transportation systems, and communications. With the IBTS staff and the added resources from GEC,
the City of Central will have a skilled in-house staff with local government experience with as needed
access to civil/ structural engineering professionals who can handle any type of municipal issue or
infrastructure engineering concern. The organization chart below depicts the key and leadership staff,
augmentation of staff for emergencies and special needs, and their roles.

Institute for Building Technology & Safety
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The table below provides a summary of our key proposed personnel.
Key Leadership and Their Roles and Responsibilities
Name
Role
David Ratcliff
Program Director
•
Oversees day-to-day program
operations
•
Primary contact for City

Relevant Experience Highlights
•
•
•
•
•

Matt Zyjewski
Deputy Program Director/ Acting Planning &
Zoning Director
•
Advises of planning-related
activities
•
Assists with administration of city
services
Ray Louis
Public Works Director
•
Manage and oversee staff response
times
•
Manage staff in day-to-day project
workflow
•
Final review of completed work for
accuracy
Jim Ferguson, PE, CBO, CFM, CSI
Engineering Manager/Advisor
•
Supports in the engineering plan
review
•
Provides expertise in public works,
hazard mitigation and construction
needs
•
Supplemented with GEC
engineering consultants

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Program Director for providing city services and emergency services to
City of Central for six years
Previously oversaw staff of 250 employees at East Baton Rouge Parish,
overseeing multi-million dollar contracts
Supervised crews and assisted on-site in removing collapsed bridges
throughout City after 2016 flood
Worked for 97 days straight after 2016 flood and kept office in City of
Central open to help citizens 7 days a week for nearly two months
Oversaw investigation of 24 miles of drainage, assisting City in
identifying problem areas
Led the City’s first codification effort
Implemented International Property Maintenance Code in City to
address property maintenance violations comprehensively
Regularly achieve high voluntary compliance rates (around 90%) for
code enforcement matters
Worked nearly a month straight in the aftermath of the flood to assist
citizens
More than 30 years of experience with East Baton Rouge public works
and City of Central combined resulting in a detailed understanding of
the problems needs for public works for City of Central
Directed public works crew support in multiple emergency response
situations such as hurricanes, wind, and ice storms
Expert in land surveying, wastewater management, drainage,
floodplain management, and city inspections
As the Floodplain Manager and Drainage Engineer, achieved the first
ever Class 6 CRS Rating for East Baton Rouge Parish / City of Baton
Rouge
Provided design oversight as the Chief Design Engineer for several
major infrastructure programs in East baton Rouge Parish (Sanitary
Sewer, Drainage, Bridges, and Roads) worth $2M
Responsible for over 60 public works construction projects as the
Chief Construction Engineer for East Baton Rouge Parish
Directly Involved in response and recovery operations for five declared
emergencies in the State of Louisiana in the past 12-years

Other staff who are known to the community and continue as part of our stable team include:
NAME
Jack Gleason
Michele LoBianco
Adam Williams
Robert Joyner
Kathrynn Cowen
Debbie Mouton

ROLE
Building Codes and Floodplain Manager
Financial Services Supervisor
Senior Planner
Floodplain Manager
GIS/Planning
Assistant City Clerk
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Staff Retention
IBTS makes every effort to retain high-performing staff. We conduct annual reviews of all staff to check
on performance and growth needs. We encourage cross-training to increase flexibility and value to our
clients. To help retain staff, we provide opportunities for professional growth, including continued
training and certification funding, as well as participation in professional organizations to improve their
skills and knowledge. Upon attainment of degrees or certifications, we give staff members a pay bonus.
IBTS also offers performance bonuses to staff for outstanding service along with opportunities for merit
and service salary increases. These programs are all used in combination to promote and retain high
performing individuals, and replace others.

Staff Replacement
Should the need arise to replace key staff, IBTS will immediately begin a search for a replacement. We
develop a plan to coordinate selection with senior Central elected officials to ensure a decision aligns
with City goals and expectations, we well as meeting any changing need for the position. This approach
increases City satisfaction and establishes a basis for success.

Section D: Information Technology Resources and Equipment
The City of Central requires reliable, scalable, and efficient IT services to meet the dynamic needs of
municipal government. In addition to maximizing efficiency and availability of normal day-to-day
operations, IT services must also be reliable and scalable in the event of emergency and/or natural
disaster. IBTS will continue to leverage its technology infrastructure and resources to meet those
requirements.
In 2017, IBTS made a significant investment in its IT infrastructure to improve and enhance the
innovative services the City of Central has come to expect. We invested in hardening our IT
infrastructure, installing redundant network circuits, adding an on-site backup generator, and opening a
private cloud, located in state-of-art center with access to major network backbones. This environment
is capable of handling the growth of our current and future customers, including Central.
Like any modern city, Central’s technology needs include a demand for resilient infrastructure, solid
processes, and modern applications. IBTS is constantly striving to provide the optimum level of service
as well as new services, amid a rapidly evolving technology landscape. These city services include:
• Email, calendar, telephone
• Storage, backup and recovery (email, files)
• Security (network, antivirus, authentication)
• Printing and recordkeeping
• Productivity applications, GIS, mobile work order, FIT/GOVmotus, 311.
To augment our in-place technology infrastructure and resources, we will include our local vendors:
Verma, to provide additional on-site IT support and GEC to provide on-site application support for
resources such as ESRI ARCGis. These two local firms reduce response times to address issues at any
location in the City of Central, assuring continuous resilient operations.
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Section E: Equipment and Resources Other than for IT
IBTS provides modern, efficient resources to support city services during normal operations and during
all types of emergencies.
In 2017 as a result of our assessment of needs in the aftermath of the flood of 2016, we have refreshed
both our office related and field related resources spending more than $500,000 on new or replacement
capital equipment and facilities. The various calamities ranging from floods and ice storms to new and
extended special events support such as for Halloween or the Christmas in Central also provided both
insight and demonstration of the use of our new equipment and service agreements.
Also in 2017, IBTS purchased $400,000 worth of capital equipment dedicated to the City of Central
which has resulted in the reduction of the overall time required to perform street repair services in the
public works department.

Section F. Insurance and Bond
F.1 Proof of Ability to Secure All of the Insurance Coverage
A current Certificate of Insurance which meets all of the City’s current and future requirements is
presented in Section F.1 as evidence that IBTS is able to procure the required insurance. Upon contract
award, our insurer will issue a new Certificate of Insurance and will provide evidence that the required
insurance is in place prior to starting work under the new contractF.2 Proof of ability to secure the Bond
Requirements
F.2 Proof of Ability to Secure the Bond Requirements

We have provided a bond commitment letter from our surety company in Section F.2, as
evidence of our ability to furnish the required bonds. Our bond significantly exceeds the annual
compensation requirements as set forth in the RFP. This is a demonstration of our strong fiscal
position and financial accountability for our performance.
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Section G. Proposal
Our Pricing Proposal, presented in Section G, demonstrates IBTS resolve to continue to deliver, and
expand, our high-value, adaptable services to the City of Central in the coming years. As has been the
case since 2011, IBTS Building Department Services are not included in the pricing. IBTS will refund 10%
of permit and inspection fees collected over $200,000 in a given year.

Section H. Contract
As the incumbent in partnership with the City of Central and its citizens, IBTS has delivered all areas of
the scope of work, in addition to supplementing additional services as requested by the City over the
past six and one-half years without resort to change orders or significant added cost. IBTS reaffirms its
commitment to improve City operations and service to the citizens of Central. Section H presents our
Agreement to Execute Contract, Signature of Document, Declaration of No Conflict of Interest,
Transition Plan including Duration, Emergency and Catastrophic Response and our Approach to Scope of
Services.
H.5 Emergency and Catastrophic Response
The August 2016 flood led to a re-assessment of the City of Central’s emergency and catastrophic
response needs. Toward this end IBTS and Central have worked closely on implementation and of the
2017-2018 Emergency Preparedness Plan. The Plan defines specific roles and responsibilities for IBTS in
preparation for, response to, and recovery from a disaster. Additionally, after literally experiencing and
living through this flood together, IBTS and the City leadership recognized the benefit of expanding
access to local disaster-related resources and expertise. Accordingly, the IBTS team has significantly
enhanced its locally-based emergency and catastrophic response capabilities through the addition of
GEC as a teaming partner.
Notably, our Transition Plan including duration includes a comprehensive process too efficiently and
effectively ‘transition out’ if another contractor is selected to provide the requested services.
In addition, our approach to Scope of Services treats our current and future contract with the City of
Central as permission to serve the citizens of Central– IBTS will continue to do whatever it takes to meet
evolving needs. Our public-service approach highlights both the services we have provided previously
and proposes the incorporation of new innovative ideas that will continue moving the City forward. In all
cases, innovations are designed to build upon the services, processes, and tools IBTS already provides to
the City.
H.6.1 Administrative Services
IBTS maintains a people-first, nonprofit approach to administrative services and understands the
importance of efficient and effective internal administrative processes. The technology solutions
provided by IBTS in the current contract have met all City demands and provided additional capabilities
to the City. Benefits to the continued use of these technology solutions include the seamless
continuation of service delivery by City of Central staff, who are all trained and experienced in using
these IBTS provided programs. This will shorten the time, reduce the costs, and eliminate the potential
backlash from citizens that may come from switching platforms.
IBTS has recently hired a full-time, experienced Grant Writer with extensive local government grant
administration experience. The Grant Writer will benefit the City by identifying available funding from
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federal, state, and local sources, leading grant preparation, maintaining required documentation,
assisting with grant-compliant procurement of materials and supplies.
H.6.2 Financial Services
Effective financial services result in City-wide savings that allow for better service delivery to the
citizens. IBTS will leverage our working relationship with the City’s Director of Finance to continue
making finance and fund accounting processes more efficient, while ensuring the City’s needs and goals
are met.
H.6.3 Public Works
Our Public Works team’s dedication to the residents of Central, combined with their refined
understanding of and experience in municipal public works, allows them to deliver service that exceeds
both the scope of work outlined in the current contract and the citizens’ expectations. We relish the
high expectations of our neighbors. Our staff members work around-the-clock to improve the natural
and built environment of the City of Central and to respond to citizen requests in the timeliest manner
possible. We take an all-hands-on-deck approach to Public Works, as staff from all departments assist
DPW with both mundane and extraordinary tasks – from bridge inspections to unloading donations
during the 2016 flood.
H.6.4 Permit and Inspection Services
The City of Central is a growing and vibrant community. Central building inspectors use their combined
depth and breadth of municipal knowledge and local experience to go above and beyond the permit and
inspection review services outlined in the contract. The team provides superior service to the citizens of
Central, in addition to support for other City departments, such as Public Works, in completing tasks
that range from directing traffic to conducting bridge inspections and ensuring gas lines are in
compliance. IBTS’s industry-leading service and unmatched knowledgebase of national, state, and City
ordinances and regulations expedites the issuance of permits. This reduces building project time for
homeowners and contractors, making way for increased economic development and ultimately
reflecting positively on the City. Additionally, being your neighbors means our inspectors already have
relationships not just with local contractors and residents, but also with other service providers that we
can contact immediately as a need or an emergency arises.
H.6.5 Planning and Zoning Services
Planning and zoning is the lifeblood of the long-term vitality of Central residents, economic growth, and
physical environment. Our team has a deep understanding of the City’s and the citizen’s priorities and
the underlying factors behind the decisions that ultimately result in best achieving the City’s immediate
needs and long-term development goals. The Planning Department will continue to work and provide
input to the City’s Master Plan update.
H.6.6. Engineering Services
As Central continues to grow and develop, the City will have increasing need for on-call engineering
services. To meet this need, the IBTS team has expanded to include Gulf Engineers & Consultants (GEC),
a local engineering firm that is a leader across the State of Louisiana. Central knows GEC and GEC knows
Central. GEC personnel will be available to be onsite and effective within one hour of requests during
normal business hours, ready to put their expertise to work in all areas of engineering services.
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H.6.7 Stormwater Management
Certified Stormwater Inspectors (CSI), lead City of Central’s Stormwater Management services. The team
is expert in dealing with Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) enforcement at the local level,
including prevention of silt and other contaminants from commercial and residential development sites
from entering into local drainage ways.
H.6.8 Code Enforcement
The 2016 Flood changed the landscape in Central. Our team is designed to handle code enforcement
services in a post-flood environment. Beyond community-wide compliance, under the guidance of
Central’s leadership, our team will begin to target neglected homes that have been not been attended
to by owners. Neglected homes and properties can undermine property values and pose significant
health, safety, and welfare concerns. As identified by the City, the team will pursue condemnation
hearings and make significant effort to locate and counsel owners who have abandoned properties.
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I’d like you to pass along
my thanks to the ditch-cutting
crews who do such a terrific job on
all the locations in Central! It is
taken care of promptly and they
leave it looking perfect. I take great
pride in living in Central. The
municipal services provided are
one reason for that.
– Central Resident

I have worked in the legal
profession for over 50 years. I
do not believe that I have ever
encountered an organization
where everyone was so
pleasant and so willing to assist
you. I say “hats off Central,” you
have the absolute best, no
questions asked.
– Local Attorney

As a first-time homebuyer/builder, I want to
communicate how appreciated the outstanding
service we have received from the City of Central’s
Permitting, Inspection, and Planning/Zoning
departments has been thus far… We are so thankful
for the timely responses on anything we’ve needed!
This process has been made more enjoyable and less
stressful because of people who care!
– Central Resident

I am writing about the excellent job done by the
employees in your permit office. I have wonderful
experiences each time I’ve needed their assistance,
even as they were remodeling and dealing with the
heavier work load after local flooding.
- Local HVAC Contractor
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After more than six years serving the citizens of Central,
IBTS has an exceptional understanding of both the city’s
needs and how to meet them. Starting on our first day in
Central in 2011, IBTS has combined staff expertise with our
service-over-profit philosophy to deliver outstanding city
services.
Each day since, we have applied a commitment to
improving these services, applying lessons learned from the
previous day to the next one. The result has been a
successful partnership with Central built on collaboration,
commitment, and value, ensuring high satisfaction among
both citizens and city leadership.

This section identifies that the City
of Central will receive a team with
combined 60+ years of
qualifications and experience in
both full municipal city services
that ensure quality of life for
citizens, and engineering services
focused on infrastructure health
for the City.

MORE THAN AN ENGINEERING FIRM
IBTS Strengths

GEC Strengths

 Municipal Services

 Civil Engineering Services

 Community Leadership

 Comprehensive Disaster Recovery

 Experience Serving Public

 Road Construction/ Traffic Management

 Staffed Certified Building Officials

 Drainage/ Stormwater Management

 Dedicated Equipment to City of Central

 Master Planning Experience

 In-house IT Capabilities

 Grant Management Skills

 Staffed FT Grant Writer

 Owner Representative
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With this first-hand perspective, Team IBTS will apply the lessons learned in Central over the past six
plus years with the best practices, processes, and tools we have established through our work providing
city services in more than 50 cities across the country over the past 40 years.
To enhance our ability to continue meeting and exceeding Central’s needs, IBTS will work with nine
strategic partners as part of Team IBTS, as defined in Section A. Team IBTS includes local firms that
reflect the City’s environment, local laws, and culture. These partners will complement and build on
IBTS’s existing strengths across the range of known and anticipated services to sustain the positive
momentum of the last six plus years, including quality of life and economic development gains.
IBTS has an in-depth understanding of City of Central governance; accordingly, we have assembled the
best local support teams to continue providing the City with excellent service.

We understand City
of Central
Governance
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We use the best
local support firms
in the area…
Paul’s Tree Services
Southern Synergy, LLC
Armco Electric
Central Crawler

..to support and manage
the City of Central with
customer service
excellence
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Section Structure
Section B includes three subsections:
•

•
•

B.1 Relevant Experience: Our relevant experience delivering city services and emergency
response services. This contains several subsections detailing experience with local government
city services, other government services programs, and experience with emergency and
catastrophic response.
B.2 Transition: Our transition into the next contract and its associated startup activities and
transition out of the current contract plan.
B.3 Previous Contract Terminations: We have had no previous contract terminations.

B.1 Relevant Experience

This subsection highlights Team IBTS’s capabilities, evidenced through the 17 numbered examples of
programs that reflect our most relevant experience providing exceptional delivery in the eight services
required by the City of Central.
The following table provides an overview of these examples. Details outlining our approach in each of
these programs are organized into three service areas: Local Government (B.1.2), Municipal Services
(B.1.3), and Emergency and Catastrophic Response Services (B.2).
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Section H. Approach to Scope Reference Number

H.6.1

H.6.2

H.6.3

H.6.4

H.6.5

H.6.6

H.6.7

H.6.8

#1 City of Guymon, Oklahoma
#2 Mid-America Regional Council (MARC) Master
Services Agreements
#3 League of Kansas Municipalities (LKM) Master
Services Agreements
#4 North Louisiana Building Department Services
#5 Jefferson Parish Submerge Roads Repairs
Municipal Services with Government Agencies
#6 HUD Monitoring and Inspection Services
#7 DC Metro Silver Line Extension
#8 Baltimore City, Maryland Public Schools Construction
Program
#9 Baton Rouge Streets and Road Rehabilitation
Program
#10 Greater New Orleans Expressway CommissionGeneral Engineering Consultant
Disaster Recovery




























































Table B.1 Local Government









































Local Government


#11 City of Guymon, Oklahoma







County Government
#12 Rebuilding South Louisiana
#13 CDBG-DR Grant Management, Cleveland County,
Oklahoma







State Government
#14 New York City ‘Build-it-Back’ Construction
Inspections and Architectural Services
#15 SLSCO Condition and Damage Assessments, New
York City
































Federal Government
#16 FEMA Manufacturing Home Quality Monitoring
Advisory and Assistant Service
#17 FEMA Temporary Housing with SHAW
Environmental







Overview of programs examples that reflect our most relevant experience in the eight services required by the City
of Central.
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B.1.1 References

Our relationship with City of Central, as with all of our clients, is based on trust and mutual respect,
backed by honesty and transparency. IBTS encourages the selection committee to contact any of the
listed references to learn more about IBTS’ best practice solutions, work ethic, and client relationships.
Project References

PROJECT NAME & DESCRIPTION

Local Government

City of Guymon, Oklahoma

Complete suite of municipal services; Performs administrative and technical
services needed for operations of a municipality (exception of fire and police).

Mid-America regional Council (MARC) Master Services Agreements

Provides ongoing and on-call municipal services to 26 cities and counties

League of Kansas Municipalities (LKM) Master Services Agreements

Provide ongoing and on-call municipal services to 4 cities

North Louisiana Building Department Services

Provided Building Department services for 21 cities, towns and parishes in
Northern Louisiana

Jefferson Parish Submerge Road Repairs

Provided design, construction administration and resident inspection of a
Streets Improvement Program for specific projects located throughout Council
Districts 1, 2, and 5 in Jefferson Parish.

CLIENT CONTACT
& PHONE
NUMBER

CONTRACT
VALUE

NUMBER
OF
EMPLOYEES

Mayor Kim
Peterson
580.651.5531
Georgia
Nesselrode,
816.701.8207
Kate Cooley
785.354.9565
Cathy Darden
318.766.3542

$9.4M

85

$900K

12

$200K

6

$500K

4

Juan Gutierrez
504.736.6500

$1.25M

12

Municipal Services with Government Agencies

HUD Monitoring and Inspection Services

Rick Mendlen
202.402.5608

$25M

36

DC Metro Silver Line Extension

W. Michael
Coppa
804.786.4398

$3.25M

12

Baltimore City Public Schools Construction Program

Gary McGuigan
410.223.4150

$925K

10

Baton Rouge Streets and Road Rehabilitation Program

Tom Stephens
225.389.3186

$2M

6

Greater New Orleans Expressway Commission

Carlton
Dufrechou
504.835.3118

$2.5M

10

Provides HUD with technical assistance and actionable data, based on
operational, process, and function audits
Conducted construction inspections and reported results in an 11-mile
extension of Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority’s (WMATA),
Metro system
Provides plan review and Inspection for the design and construction phases of
seven (7) schools
Since 1990, provided management of this program including; construction
administrative, onsite inspection and material testing
Since 1991, provided general engineering services for the 24 mile long Lake
Ponchartrain Commission
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Project References

PROJECT NAME & DESCRIPTION

CLIENT CONTACT
& PHONE
NUMBER

CONTRACT
VALUE

NUMBER
OF
EMPLOYEES

Matthew
Rabkin
202.380.7990
Darry Stacy
405.366.0201
Lou Mendes
347.607.8028

$20M

12

$13M

6

$70M

40

SLSCO Condition and Damage Assessments, New York City

Kelly Huck
347.682.4002

$10.2M

30

FEMA Manufactured Home Quality Monitoring Advisory and
Assistance Services

Matthew
Rabkin,
202.212.1011

$38.5M

84

FEMA Temporary Housing with SHAW Environmental

Now CB&I

NA

NA

Rebuilding South Louisiana

Disaster Recovery

installation, maintenance, and decommissioning of Tank and Pump Systems for
FEMA in responds to the severe flooding in Southern Louisiana

CDBG-DR Grant Management, Cleveland County, Oklahoma

Achieve and maintain compliance with CDBG guidelines

New York City ‘Build-it-Back’ Construction Inspections and
Architectural Services

Assists homeowners, landlords, and tenants in whose homes and properties
were damaged by Hurricane Sandy
Performs HUD CDBG-DR Scope & Estimates using state-of-the-art tools to
assess home damages resulting from Hurricane Sandy

Provides FEMA with advisory and assistance services in support of its
Manufactured Housing Unit program

As a sub consultant assisted with the environmental investigation, setup and
startup of FEMA temporary housing units in the New Orleans area post Katrina
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B.1.2 Local Government Experience

Numbers in brackets reference the corresponding number in Section H.

#1 City of Guymon, Oklahoma
Project Highlights:




Cost savings of $1.2 million in the first year
Reduced City’s DB Pension by $307,000 per year by switching employees from a Defined Benefit to Defined
Contribution 401K plan
Created national awareness of City through various articles, webinars, and ICMA and NLC publications

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.










Administrative Services {H.6.1}
Human Resources
Parks and Recreation {H.6.3}
Utilities
Community Development
Public Works {H.6.3}
Finance and billing {H.6.2}
IT Services and GIS {H.6.1}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
IBTS entered into a private-public partnership (P3) with the City
of Guymon in the spring of 2016 to provide managerial support
for most the City’s departments. The City identified several
challenges and priorities, which IBTS used to drive service
delivery and measure the results of our success.

At the time, the City’s challenges included a lack of subject matter
experts and key
personnel to
“We believe that the IBTS-CS
professional services provided to the City
professionally
of Guymon have proven to be very
manage City
beneficial and we believe there is a great
departments, low staff
deal of value in continuing the
morale, inefficient or non-existent standard operating
management relationship for a second
procedures (SOPs), and no property tax to utilize as a revenue
year,” ~ Larry Mitchell, Interim City
generation source.
Manager for Guymon, Oklahoma
PROGRAM STARTUP
IBTS’ Human Resource Acquisition Team brought local subject matter experts and key
personnel with experience in the areas outlined as deficient by the City, including: public administration,
planning and zoning, land use, design, landscaping, maintenance, community development, public
government finance, and customer service to help mitigate the city’s concerns.
Using input from City personnel and contactors, IBTS developed a comprehensive municipal services
program, driven by a combination of the City’s values and IBTS’ expertise in municipal government
service delivery. True to IBTS’ “mission over margin” philosophy, IBTS also provides the City with a suite
of additional customized services.
These include:
• Customer service/Call Center equipped with 24/7 live voice response
• Safety program to reduce hazards in the work place
• Procurement of the best-value contractor to complete a new soccer complex
• Update of the City’s Comprehensive Plan
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PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
IBTS’ service to Guymon has brought tangible cost and time savings to the City. For example, after just
one year of service delivery, IBTS presented the City with savings achieved in the first year, which will
enable the City to purchase new police vehicles. By switching employees from a Defined Benefit to
Defined Contribution 401K plan, IBTS also reduced the City’s pension costs significantly.
Most Recent Program Achievement
In summer of 2016, design services for a new, $3 million project to provide Guymon with sewer
service for future growth on its east side were underway. The project included a 24-inch gravity
sewer main that would be over 20 feet deep in places.
After recognizing that this design would result in operational issues from oversizing and depth, IBTS
staff met with Guymon’s City Manager and Mayor, then with the City Council to suggest changing the
project to meet more current needs.
At a special meeting, IBTS staff presented current daily problems associated with existing lift stations
that cause citizen service issues, high maintenance costs, and worker safety issues. They provided a
proposal the City Council to change the project, taking the $3 million left in bond money and bidding
out rehabilitation or replacement of multiple lift stations and designing a much more operationfriendly collection system project for the land to the east. The Council agreed with the reprioritization
of funds and design work began.
Bids were opened in the fall of 2017 for rehabilitation of seven lift stations. Since then, work has been
awarded, materials ordered, and work is scheduled to begin in the next three weeks.
Under the previous work, the lift station work would have required an additional bond that would
have been difficult to make payments on based on the current financial condition of the city. The new
project will replace the worst of the lift stations and make roughly half of the lift station
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#2 Mid-America Regional Council (MARC) Master Agreements
Project Highlights:




Growth from one initial client to 26 municipal jurisdictions
Leverages efficiency by sharing personnel across jurisdiction lines
Provides scheduling flexibility with cross-certified inspectors

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.

 Building Code Department
{H.6.4}
 Flood Plain {H.6.6}
 Accessibility {H.6.8}
 Fire Code Review & Inspection
{H.6.4}
 Property Maintenance {H.6.8}
 Stormwater {H.6.7}
 Permitting Software {H.6.4}
 Planning & Zoning {H.6.5}
 Energy Management & Green
Building {H.6.6}
 Wastewater Plan Review

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
Kansas City area cities voiced a
need for on demand municipal
services to the Mid-America
[IBTS] takes care of it. You
Regional Council (MARC) and
allow your builders to contact
IBTS. These cities were having
them directly for inspections
challenges finding and
or plan review, so it’s a real
affording full time employees
nice, clean relationship. It
for highly skilled positions. To
definitely helped us out.
serve this need, IBTS entered
~Matthew Tapp, Former Director
into a Master Service
of Planning, Clay County,
Agreement with MARC and
Missouri
opened its Kansas City
Regional Office in 2014.
Today, IBTS has service
agreements and is serving the needs of 26 jurisdictions.
PROGRAM STARTUP

IBTS provides its services under a Master Service Agreement with the Mid-America Regional Council
(MARC). MARC is the council of governments for the Kansas City metropolitan area which includes two
states, 8 counties and 119 municipalities. This Regional Approach allows for the efficient sharing of
highly skilled personnel across city boundaries. IBTS’s knowledge of local governments enables it to
apply well-honed processes, methods, and techniques, and is generating satisfied residents and
operational savings.
With each new jurisdiction that selects to use IBTS’ services the Kansas City IBTS office facilitates an
onboarding process. This includes identifying the jurisdiction point person, ordinance requirements, and
developing administrative guidelines, a communication strategy, and the reporting process.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
The growing numbers of satisfied clients associate IBTS as problem solvers and a vital part of their
organization. The satisfaction throughout every jurisdiction on every service provided demonstrates our
ability to alleviate municipal shortfalls and provide complete city services to demanding citizens.
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#3 League of Kansas Municipalities (LKM) Master Services Agreement
Project Highlights:
 Access to experienced certified staff
 Quick response upon retirements and sudden illnesses
 Growth from initial client to four in first six months

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.

 Building Code Department
{H.6.4}
 Flood Plain {H.6.6}
 Accessibility {H.6.8}
 Fire Code Review & Inspection
{H.6.4}
 Property Maintenance {H.6.8}
 Stormwater {H.6.7}
 Permitting Software {H.6.4}
 Planning & Zoning {H.6.5}
 Energy Management & Green
Building {H.6.6}
 Wastewater Plan Review

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
Communities across Kansas are experiencing employee
retirements at a high pace. Add the challenge of recruiting
experienced certified people to replace the retiring employees
and the challenges for Kansas Cities becomes significant. The
IBTS solution of sharing professionals across city boundaries
solves this challenge. Starting in the summer of 2017 IBTS
expanded it services across the State. By the end of 2017, four
(4) cities had executed service agreement were receiving
services.

PROGRAM STARTUP
IBTS provides its services under a Master Service Agreement with
the League of Kansas Municipalities (LKM). LKM is the Kansas
state association of municipalities with members from
populations of 14 to 390.000. This state wide approach allows
for the efficient sharing of highly skilled personnel across city
boundaries. IBTS’s knowledge of local governments enables it to
apply well-honed processes, methods, and techniques, and is generating satisfied residents and
operational savings.
With each new jurisdiction that selects to make use of IBTS's services the Kansas City IBTS office
facilitates an onboarding process. The process includes identifying the jurisdiction point person,
ordinance requirements, administrative guidelines, communication strategy and the reporting process.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
IBTS efficiently leveraged our Kansas City Regional Office to gain operating approval from LKM in order
to provide ongoing and on-call services to four (4) cities in the State of Kansas. This efficiency has
allowed IBTS to utilize fully certified management and service professionals, providing scaled municipal
services specifically tailored to each municipality’s need.
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#4 Northern Louisiana Building Department Services
Project Highlights:




Offers access to experienced and certified staff
Provides scheduling flexibility with cross-certified inspectors
Leverages efficiency by sharing personnel across jurisdiction lines

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.

 Building Code Department
{H.6.4}
 Flood Plain {H.6.6}
 Accessibility {H.6.8}
 Fire Code Review & Inspection
{H.6.4}
 Property Maintenance {H.6.8}
 Stormwater {H.6.7}
 Permitting Software {H.6.4}
 Planning & Zoning {H.6.5}
 Energy Management & Green
Building {H.6.6}
 Wastewater Plan Review

PROGRAM BACKGROUND

After Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, Louisiana’s Building Code
Departments were inundated, creating backlogs of six to eight
weeks for plan reviews and three to four weeks for inspections
in some areas.
IBTS helped Louisiana jurisdictions manage these enormous
requests by implementing solutions for regional building code
departments; many of which are self-sustaining and still
operational to this day.
This need increased in 2007 after the State of Louisiana
mandated building codes. Many jurisdictions struggled to
comply with the law, which required them to establish an
operational building department with an active building official.

PROGRAM STARTUP
IBTS opened the Bossier City, Louisiana, office to assist in
developing a regional, Northern-Louisiana approach to help
jurisdictions comply with new state mandates for building
departments. By combining services to several regional jurisdictions, IBTS provided numerous
communities of all sizes with a certified building official who managed each department under one
umbrella. The process included identifying the parish’s point person, and establishing administrative
guidelines, communication strategy, and the reporting process.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
IBTS has individually tailored the scope of support for each parish by having services only for each
specific need and city over the past five years while maintaining the highest standards of certification
required by the State of Louisiana. By centralizing management and field professionals, IBTS is able to
leverage a scale of support services for all 21 cities, towns, and parishes in Northern Louisiana beyond
those economically feasible for a single location.
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#5 Jefferson Parish Submerge Roads Repairs
Project Highlights:


Designed 85,000 square yards of Portland cement concrete pavement for street replacement



Monitored and evaluated plans and schedules

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.

 Building Code Department
{H.6.4}
 Flood Plain {H.6.6}
 Accessibility {H.6.8}
 Fire Code Review & Inspection
{H.6.4}
 Property Maintenance {H.6.8}
 Stormwater {H.6.7}
 Permitting Software {H.6.4}
 Planning & Zoning {H.6.5}
 Energy Management & Green
Building {H.6.6}
 Wastewater Plan Review
{H.6.5}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
IBTS designed the first two Jefferson Parish projects to bid (Bid
Package #1 & #2) for repairs for Hurricane Katrina roadway
damage under a FEMA-funded program. This included 85,000
square yards of Portland cement concrete pavement for street
replacement.
IBTS managed Jefferson Parish agreements and design staff, and
coordinated the bidding process with Jefferson Parish, including
pre-bid meetings, addenda, and review of bids. During
construction, IBTS managed project inspection, testing reports,
contractor payment request, and project closeout. All design
was in accordance with Jefferson Parish, AASHTO, and FEMA
requirements.

Completed Roadway

Completed Roadway
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B.1.3 Municipal Experience with Government Agencies

In response to needs experienced and expressed by various municipalities and government agencies,
IBTS offers services to oversee and carry out standalone projects for clients who are not a municipality.

#6 HUD Monitoring and Inspection Services
Project Highlights:
 Provides technical advisory research and support to aide HUD in regulatory compliance and policy
 Monitors and evaluated plans and schedules
 Creates detailed written processes and operational procedures to ensure consistency and accuracy
 Reports to HUD staff to ensure coordination and confirm action items and priorities

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.

 Contract Administration
{H.6.1}
 Flood Plain {H.6.6}
 Accessibility
 Inspections {H.6.4}
 Zoning Ordinances {H.6.5}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
Through a contracted effort with this national program, IBTS
provides HUD with reliable technical assistance and actionable
data, based on operational, process, and function audits. HUD
uses these to guide decisions, conclude regulatory compliance,
and pursue related enforcement actions.

PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
This project requires IBTS to provide uniform, credible, and fair
monitoring of processes and products achieved by quality
assurance audits, business operational audits, desk and
checklist audits, and high-level meetings with public and private
entities with specific program roles and responsibilities.
IBTS successfully achieves these deliverables by applying its decades of experience serving federal
programs, ensuring this program's by managing day-to-day technical activities, determining levels of
industry compliance within the regulatory program, and maintaining an implicit understanding of
political dynamics.
For this program, IBTS provides:
• Technical advisory research and support to aide HUD in regulatory and policy;
• Detailed project management and work plans, including budgets and resource identification;
• Evaluation plans and schedule monitoring;
• Detailed written processes and operational procedures to ensure consistency and accuracy;
• Routine monitoring of staff performance and quality control of project deliverables; and
• Reports to HUD staff to ensure coordination and to confirm action items and priorities.
IBTS conducts quality audits and various types of inspections at more than 125 production locations to
verify whether actual quality program performance and regulatory compliance meets requirements and
expectations. The audits determine whether adequate controls exist, if they are functioning as intended,
and if third parties are performing in accordance with procedures and regulatory obligations. IBTS also
conducts operational audits at more than 45 agency headquarters and completes paperwork reviews to
determine conformance to federal standards and regulations, adherence to established processes and
procedures, and compliance with policy and guidelines.
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#7 DC Metro Silver Line Extension
Project Highlights:
 Supported inspections, notice of approval or rejection of ongoing work, and completed final inspections.
 Monitored work of special inspection agents under Chapter 17 of the International Building Code.
 Inspected construction of electrical infrastructure to power the trains, mechanical and plumbing associated
with the tunnels and building, mechanical, electrical, plumbing and fire protection associated with four stations
along the track

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.







Inspections {H.6.4}
Utilities
Zoning {H.6.5}
Engineering {H.6.6}
Code Compliance {H.6.8}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
IBTS has been the sole provider of comprehensive code
inspection for the Commonwealth of Virginia for all above
ground and surface construction and systems for 4 of its 5
stations in an 11-mile extension of Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority’s (WMATA), Metro system.

IBTS conducted construction inspections and reported those
results to the Virginia Department of General Services.
Construction inspections comprised review of at-, above- and
below-grade rail lines, stations, and all related systems and
infrastructure, in accordance with requirements of the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code.
Our services also included providing project management and reporting, staffing, scheduling, and timely
deliverables through completion. Construction inspectors coordinated with contractors and the
Commonwealth to support inspections, notice of approval or rejection of ongoing work, and completed
final inspections. This included compilation and submission of project inspection reports, photos, notes,
etc. As construction is substantially different compared with vertical construction of a building, IBTS also
monitored work of special inspection agents under Chapter 17 of the
International Building Code.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
Through our comprehensive code inspection services for the Commonwealth of Virginia, IBTS
successfully ensured that all activities related to the Metro Rail extension were completed in accordance
with requirements of the Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code.
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#8 Baltimore City Public Schools Construction Program
Project Highlights:


Performs field inspections of new construction, additions, alterations, and repairs to certify to the MSA that
such work was completed in compliance with applicable building codes.

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
IBTS was selected by the Maryland Stadium Authority (MSA) to
provide third party plan review and inspections for the design
and construction phases of seven schools planned for
replacement or renovation in the City of Baltimore.
These services are related to The Baltimore City Public Schools
Construction and Revitalization Act of 2013. The Act authorizes
the MSA to finance up to $1.1 billion for the renovation and/or
the replacement of city schools’ buildings.

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.






Inspections {H.6.4}
Engineering {H.6.6}
Zoning {H.6.5}
Code Compliance {H.6.8}

Under this contract, IBTS is working closely with the MSA, Baltimore City Schools, the program manager,
the LEED program consultant, the design team, the construction manager and other contracted firms.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
IBTS’ responsibilities include:
•
•
•

All code compliance reviews and inspections,
Issuing a final inspection report stating that the facility is in
compliance with all applicable Baltimore City building codes,
Reviewing design plans and specifications to certify that
structural, non-structural, plumbing, mechanical/ HVAC, electrical,
elevator, and fire and life safety disciplines are in compliance with
applicable building codes.

IBTS is performing field inspections of new construction, additions, alterations, and repairs to certify to
the MSA that such work is constructed in compliance with applicable building codes.
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#9 Baton Rouge Streets and Road Rehabilitation Program
Project Highlights:



Provides local certified engineers and inspectors by DOTD in Asphaltic Concrete Paving inspectors
Selected as the prime consultant to provide future inspection services

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.








Inspections {H.6.4}
Material Testing
Construction Administration
Engineering {H.6.6}
Utilities
Roadway Repair {H.6.3}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
Under this program, GEC has been the prime consulting
engineer, responsible for construction inspection for all City of
Baton Rouge Street Improvements, since 1991.
When the City passed a renewal of the Sales Tax Street and Road
Rehabilitation Program, which extended the roadway
improvement program for five more years, it selected GEC as the
prime consultant to provide inspection services.

Under the contract, GEC provides one project engineer, one
senior chief inspector, and two chief inspectors, all of which
must be certified by DOTD in both asphalt and concrete construction. In addition, GEC provides five to
six inspectors certified by DOTD in Asphaltic Concrete Paving, Portland Cement Concrete Paving or
Embankment and Base Course construction.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
Under this program, GEC conducted a pre-construction conference and assigned the appropriate full
time certified inspections.
The lifecycle of the program included:
•
•
•

Full time inspection by certified inspectors
Weekly progress reports
Administration of multiple contractors
•
Review and approval of pay estimate
•
Issuing work directives
•
Daily meetings with program director and field coordinator
•
Preparation of a pre-final punch list
•
Final inspection and project close out
•
One-year warranty inspection
•
Coordination and oversight of field and plant inspection services
by sub-consultants.
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#10 Greater New Orleans Expressway Commission Causeway (GNOEC)
Project Highlights:



Provides as-needed repairs, renovation, design, and maintenance
Designed, installed, and maintains the GNOEC network system that supports the toll plaza, closed circuit
television cameras along the bridge, and the network operations center

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.










Contract Administration {H.6.1}
Purchasing {H.6.1}
Bridge Assessments {H.6.3}
Engineering {H.6.6}
Inspections {H.6.4}
Roadway Repair {H.6.3}
Planning and Zoning {H.6.5}
Capital Improvement Services {H.6.1}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
GEC has performed ongoing assistance to the Greater
New Orleans Expressway Commission Causeway (GNOEC)
Bridge Maintenance Retainer (Trust Indenture Services),
providing as-needed repairs, renovation, design, and
maintenance for the 24-mile Lake Ponchartrain
Causeway Bridge.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
Most significantly, GEC electrical has designed, installed,
and maintained the GNOEC network system that
supports the toll plaza, closed circuit television cameras
along the bridge, and the network operations center.

This system includes capability for communication with the GNOEC Police Department as well as a
number of smaller accessories including proximity sensors, limit sensors, gates, and other devices as
needed to support operations.
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B.2 Emergency and Catastrophic Response
IBTS has significant direct experience and success in responding to emergency and catastrophic events
at the local, county, state, and federal level. As demonstrated through the experiences described below,
we understand the needs of local communities for quick response; accurate recordkeeping for difficultto-understand regulations; and how to interact across multiple agencies and jurisdictions. Simply put,
IBTS understands all aspects – from coordinating, continuing, and restoring city services; to recovery
efforts, such as debris removal; to long-term recovery such as applying for federal grants and overseeing
their implementation.
We have provided support in response to multiple past emergencies, including Hurricanes Sandy,
Katrina, Rita, and the 500-to-1,000 year flood of 2016.

B.2.1 Local Government Experience

#11 City of Guymon, Oklahoma Emergency Response
Project Highlights:





Quick response to cleanup efforts
Received federal reimbursement for recovery efforts
Innovative solutions to additional staffing and equipment needs
Collaboration between Mayor, Police and Fire

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.











Emergency Services {H.6.3}
Human Resources
Parks and Recreation
Utilities
Community Development
Public Works {H.6.3}
Finance and billing {H.6.2}
IT Services and GIS {H.6.1}
Administrative Services {H.6.1}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
Locally, IBTS performs emergency services for the City of
Guymon, Oklahoma. Similar to the City of Central, Guymon
emergencies are centralized to their specific geographic and
economic needs and shortfalls.
With an existing collaboration between the Mayor, police and
fire departments, and a close relationship with the local utility
companies, IBTS always answers the call to respond to any and
all city emergencies.

During its nearly two years of delivering municipal services to
the City, IBTS has experienced emergency events created by
unpredictable ice storms and blizzards. These storms prevented
citizens from driving, kept businesses from opening, closed
schools, disrupted utility functions, and created a hardship for
citizens at-large, leading the Mayor to declare official States of Emergency for the City.
One such event occurred in April 2017, when the City endured a massive blizzard that downed trees and
powerlines, creating widespread power outages and dangerous conditions for citizens. As a testament
to IBTS’ commitment, IBTS crews were in the field before a single call could be taken, developing action
plans to pull trees out of roads and driveways, checking drainage systems for blockages, setting
barricades in flooded roads, and directing traffic around hazards, such as drowned power lines and
downed poles.
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The IBTS team worked for months to clean massive amounts of storm debris from public areas and
private properties. To streamline the process, IBTS developed a storm debris policy to defer the cost
citizens encountered on their personal property and to help speed up the recovery efforts.
The council passed the policy, which allowed the City to pay citizens to pick up storm debris and deliver
it for weighing at a City-managed transfer station. The storm debris policy resulted in citizens cleaning
up over 60 tons of debris.
IBTS also sought local labor professionals to help with the immediate surge of work orders and cleanup
efforts, and collaborated with the local electric utility to ensure power lines and electricity were
restored in a manner that not only allowed businesses and schools to open, but also mitigates long-term
power outages.
IBTS tracked and completed FEMA and ODEQ applications which resulted in a 75% of eligible clean up
and disposal reimbursement to the City of nearly $60,000.
In all city emergencies, IBTS places the needs of the community first. Our local teams do not just work
for the city; they are part of the community. This mindset and work ethic sets IBTS apart.

City of Guymon, Oklahoma
April Blizzard Recovery Efforts
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B.2.2 County Government Experience

#12 Rebuilding South Louisiana
Project Highlights:



Continued to receive additional tasking based on our high level of service
Provide 24x7x365 support to the region, enabling us to reduce the response time from the FEMA-required two
hours to a mere 50 minutes

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section
H.








Emergency Services {H.6.3}
Financial Services {H.6.2}
Inspections {H.6.4}
Zoning {H.6.5}
Code Compliance {H.6.8}
Grant Administration {H.61}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
In August of 2016, East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana, and
surrounding parishes saw unprecedented flooding events.
Livingston Parish, specifically, recorded more than 31 inches of
rainfall in 15 hours. This catastrophic flooding was considered the
worst natural disaster since Hurricane Sandy, displacing tens of
thousands of residents. This prompted the state to apply for FEMA
assistance to aid in its road to recovery.
This program supports disaster survivors by placing them in
temporary housing, including manufactured housing units (MHUs),
until the survivor is able to transition back to a long-term or
permanent housing solution. As part of IBTS’ contract with FEMA,
we are tasked with numerous aspects of this program.

IBTS has built an outstanding team to complete these tasks and help the flood victims in East Baton
Rouge and the surrounding parishes. We are aware of the struggles that the community experiences on
a daily basis as they work to rebuild, as several members of the IBTS team were also displaced. Our daily
approach emphasizes compassion, treating those affected with respect, and working with them on an
individual basis to ensure their safety.
PROGRAM STARTUP
In this recovery effort, FEMA selected IBTS to oversee the entire lifecycle of its MHU program, from the
development of requirements, through MHU purchase, storage, transportation, installation and
maintenance, and deactivation and disposal.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS

IBTS is responsible for maintaining fire safety tank and pump sprinkler systems in MHUs to the highest
degree of readiness possible. We are committed to provide the personnel and resources required to
support FEMA, working daily to exceed their requirements to ensure the safety and well-being of those
affected by this disaster. The IBTS team is in constant communication with the FEMA Joint Field Office to
report our activities and provide detailed information on the work performed.
Our commitment extends beyond program requirements to ensure that affected individuals, already
experiencing the hardships of displacement and loss, are safe in their temporary housing units. IBTS
provides the highest degree of service maintaining life safety equipment and performing building and
mechanical system inspections to ensure the safety of each MHU occupant.
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#13 CDBG-DR Grant Management, Cleveland County, Oklahoma
Project Highlights:




Successfully met all federal regulatory requirements
Projects have been completed as planned and are fully funded
Through the use of IBTS’ proprietary compliance tool, IBTS caught mistakes in documents, reducing exposure
for the state and county, preventing the loss of millions of dollars of federal funding

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section
H.







•
•
•
•
•

Emergency Services {H.6.6}
Financial Services {H.6.2}
Inspections {H.6.3}
Zoning {H.6.5}
Code Compliance {H.6.8}
Grant Administration {H.6.1}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
In Cleveland County, Oklahoma, IBTS demonstrated its ability to
work as an extension of local government to execute a large HUD
CDBG-DR program. IBTS initiated a prioritized plan for Cleveland
County that detailed the steps required to achieve and maintain
compliance with CDBG-DR guidelines and standards.
In addition, IBTS’ responsibility for program oversight for
engineering and construction activities included:

• Overseeing compliance in eligibility activities;
• Meeting CDBG-DR program national objectives;
Identifying how each activity addressed a need from the disaster;
Preventing benefit duplication from all sources;
Providing program oversight for engineering and construction activities, including compliance,
contractor change orders, and monthly Davis-Bacon compliance monitoring;
Approving contractor payment applications; and
Reviewing environmental studies, submission, and HUD approvals for identified projects.

PROGRAM STARTUP
IBTS initiated a prioritized, three-phase plan for Cleveland County's HUD CDBG-DR program that detailed
the steps required to achieve and maintain compliance with CDBG-DR guidelines and standards:
•
•
•

Phase 1: Review and document program activities to-date and provide recommendations;
Phase 2: Reorganize program roles and responsibilities to minimize stakeholder risk and
maximize compliance; and
Phase 3: Provide program administration

To-date, Cleveland County has received $13 million in CDBG-DR funding from the State of Oklahoma for
their projects, which include 10 infrastructure projects and other smaller projects. They have applied for
additional grant-funded projects that may also become part of the IBTS sub-recipient responsibilities.
As the prime consultant, IBTS was responsible for carrying out permitted activities that conform with
applicable CDBG-DR requirements. IBTS assumed responsibility of compliance for federal and state laws
and regulations that govern the use of project funds, placing the burden of compliance on IBTS as the
sub-recipient.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
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The IBTS team successfully implemented monitoring and oversight procedures for procurement and
performance review, technical assistance, internal audit functions, and reports to prevent fraud, abuse
and mismanagement of funds, and monitoring standards and procedures. IBTS also documented the
eligibility of each project, ensured that they met the national objective, and tied each project to the
disaster.
IBTS has guaranteed us compliance to CDBG requirements
and thus far they have performed flawlessly. To have their
network of experts onsite and just a phone call away has
been very comforting. Having IBTS on the team helps us
ensure that we are providing the best product to the taxpayer
and maximizing our success with the current CDBG funds. ~
Darry Stacy, Cleveland County Commissioner
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B.2.3 State Government Experience

#14 New York City Build-it-Back Construction inspections and Architectural
Services
Project Highlights:




Implemented dual construction inspections process to verify conformance with the scope of work and program
requirements
Field technology solutions developed by IBTS allowed for rapid construction review and inspections
With IBTS’ support, a once foundering program got back on track to help New York’s communities recover from
Superstorm Sandy.

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.








Emergency Services {H.6.6}
Financial Services {H.6.2}
Inspections {H.6.4}
Engineering Services {H.6.6}
Code Enforcement {H.6.8}
Grant Administration {H.6.1}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
In New York City, IBTS continues to demonstrate its ability to
work within a complex and far-reaching recovery program to
provide construction inspection and architectural services to
Build-it-Back, the Hurricane Sandy CDBG-DR program.
Our disaster inspection services ensure program compliance
while quickly getting displaced residents back into safe,
structurally sound housing. IBTS evaluated more than 4,500
homes – 1,250 of which were elevated or reconstructed – in less
than three years as part of the program.

In August 2013, the New York City Economic Development
Corporation (“NYCEDC”) selected IBTS to provide construction-related services required in support of
the Build-it-Back housing recovery program on behalf of New York’s Housing Recovery Office (HRO).
From this effort, IBTS was awarded a second contract in November 2013 by the Build-it-Back program
for construction inspections and special inspection services.
PROGRAM STARTUP
In less than 60 days from contract award, IBTS mobilized 40 professionals; established a temporary and
a permanent office; completed and approved the project execution plan, project specifications, policies
and procedures, and standard operating procedures; and developed a field technology solution for the
entire program. IBTS performs this work and other New York contracts locally from its Brooklyn office.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
Understanding the need for complete documentation of CDBG-DR funding expenditures, IBTS
implemented formal image captioning and archival processes. This provided detailed photographic
inventories of buildings, and damage and repair work, and allowed accurate image logging and labeling
to ensure consistency with accepted procedures and to facilitate retrieval and analysis.
Construction inspections required specialized software to capture program needs. IBTS used electronic
tablets with inspection process software designed to present all needed background materials and
capture all relevant data, including:
•

Verification of contract and construction documents;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspection checklists and observations;
Verification of installed quantities (dimensions, square footage, number of pieces, etc.);
Descriptions of installed materials;
Detailed scope of activities associated with home raising;
Verification of completed environmental remediation;
Visual documentation of construction recovery through capturing images of: building elevations
at the front, rear, and sides; storm-related damage; and any post-storm repairs.

#15 Sullivan Land Services (SLSCO) Condition and Damage Assessment, New
York City
Project Highlights:




Ensured builders were not over estimating what they need for the job, which protects municipal investments
Developed custom databases to support the assessments
Created automated systems to dispatch field personnel and process paperwork

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section
H.








Emergency Services {H.6.6}
Engineering Services {H.6.6}
Inspections {H.6.4}
Zoning {H.6.5}
Code Enforcement {H.6.8}
Grant Assistance {H.6.1}

retain the experience.

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
IBTS performed over 500 CDBG-DR scope and estimates for Sullivan
Land Services (SLSCO) in the New York City Department of Design
and Construction program.
For these inspections, IBTS utilized state-of-the-art field inspection
tools to create damage assessments on these properties. From
mobile check-in, to digital photo documentation, to custom
databases to track projects, IBTS pioneered a streamlined and more
accurate damage assessment process. IBTS trained local
professionals in this technology, who then worked alongside the
experienced IBTS team, to ensure that communities are able to

PROGRAM STARTUP
Each assessment in New York includes a comprehensive review of the building envelope, framing,
environmental, MEP, interior finishes and foundations. The moment the IBTS teams arrived on site,
they were ready to conduct the inspection with laser measurements, digital camera, and real-time
correspondence with other team members so that a thorough analysis is ensured.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
IBTS developed customized strategies to evaluate and annotate architectural plans to determine
material quantities. The report templates were customized to meet client needs, from the title block, all
the way down to how each estimate was organized and displayed. All completed documents were
transmitted through a read-only PDF format, guaranteeing that IBTS’ findings can be safely evaluated by
all parties.

B.2.3 Federal Government Experience

#16 FEMA Manufactured Home Quality Monitoring Advisory and Assistance
Services
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Project Highlights:




Provides acquisition assistance
Ensures proper home design and production
Assists with post-production (occupancy) and storage log inventory requirements

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section H.








Emergency Services {H.6.3}
Engineering Services {H.6.6}
Grant Assistance {H.6.1}
Zoning {H.6.5}
Code Compliance {H.6.8}
Inspections {H.6.4}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
IBTS provides FEMA with advisory and assistance services in
support of its Manufactured Housing Unit (MHU) program. This
covers the entire process, from acquisition assistance, to
ensuring proper home design and production, and assisting
with post-production (occupancy) and storage log inventory
requirements. IBTS has a full grasp of each phase of the MHU
life cycle and, accordingly, brings a holistic technical approach
that meets FEMA’s objectives.

PROGRAM STARTUP
FEMA’s advisory and assistance needs are primarily for monitoring its manufacturing vendor’s quality
systems and ensuring product compliance with FEMA’s requirements.
While third parties may be involved within the FEMA MHU supply chain, IBTS understands that FEMA is
looking to ensure each MHU product meets specific requirements, and that these requirements may be
improved over time to address FEMA’s specific needs and challenges. As such, the IBTS team
continuously collaborates with FEMA to enhance requirements, ensuring they address they address
identified needs and challenges.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
IBTS delivers monitoring and related inspection and investigation services for FEMA with appropriate
levels of tact, sensitivity, and the expertise necessary to identify the need for and then implement
change. Changes based on regulatory and requirements-based audits have the potential for negative
impacts and unintended consequences, therefore IBTS consistently works to achieve a meaningful but
balanced approach to program needs on behalf of FEMA.
Through implementation of three approaches that guide IBTS’ approach and work efforts, IBTS has
minimized any negative impacts. These include:
•
•
•

Understanding industry dynamics and reducing tension and irritation that can result from auditbased activities.
Establishing mutually agreeable solutions to challenges and situations to gain buy-in.
Establishing mutually agreeable timelines and measurements to ensure progress while
maintaining accountability and responsibility.
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#17 FEMA Recovery IA TAC (Task Order 15-Haul & Install) Jefferson Parish,
Louisiana
Project Highlights:

 Provide technical services




Direct support of the temporary housing mission for individuals impacted by Hurricane Katrina
Involved in setting up over 6000 FEMA trailers in Jefferson Parish

SERVICES PROVIDED
Numbers in brackets reference the
corresponding number in Section
H.






Emergency Services {H.6.3}
Engineering Services {H.6.6}
Inspections {H.6.4}
Zoning {H.6.5}

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
Within days after Hurricane Katrina, the Shaw Group requested
GEC’s subcontracting assistance on their large multi-million dollar
FEMA Recovery IA TAC (Task Order 15 – Haul & Install). GEC
provided technical services on a cost plus basis for temporary
housing assessments for this FEMA Technical Assistance Contract.

“Assessments” are professional services provided by engineers
and other technical staff who determine if FEMA temporary
housing (travel trailers) can be safely and properly located on a
property. This scope of work also included facilitating communications between applicants and FEMA
from the time of their application through the lease-in process. GEC’s contract included all services
required, from receipt of a FEMA application; to temporary housing acquisition/installation, operations
and maintenance support; to site deactivation and trailer refurbishment.
GEC was involved in setting up over 6,000 FEMA trailers in Jefferson Parish of the over 20,000 installed
by Shaw statewide. GEC permanent staff members in every technical group except LTM were actively
involved in this project at various times throughout the project.
PROGRAM STARTUP
The scope of GEC’s services directly supported the temporary housing mission for individuals impacted
by Hurricane Katrina. Professional services were required seven days per week, and included:
• Site assessments of private properties
• Interaction with affected individuals applying for temporary housing (customers) and
contractors to facilitate timely and responsive installation service
• Quality assurance/quality control inspection of temporary housing units installed by others to
ensure compliance with FEMA specifications
• Written documentation for all tasks.
PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENTS
This eight-month project provided an opportunity for GEC to address major organizational and logistical
management challenges. Because the project was beyond the available workforce and vehicle pool that
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existed at GEC on a permanent basis, the GEC
project management team developed a plan to
hire 25 additional temporary field technicians
and provide them with safety and technical
training.
Project management also obtained 25 rental
vehicles and obtained cell phones for all field
personnel compatible with Shaw’s equipment.
Shaw assigned GEC responsibility for all
assessments and coordination with their trailer
installation contractors in the east bank portion
of Jefferson Parish. The GEC project management
team, working closely with Shaw, quickly
organized sub areas and a routing system for
each of our customer service representatives
(CSRs) to optimize driving time and distance.
GEC also developed a documentation system to
deal with the ample required recordkeeping, and
organized a seven day a week call center to
efficiently coordinate between the overwhelming
number of citizen inquiries and the field CSRs.
Compassionately dealing with the individual
human tragedies of the Katrina disaster was an
untrained task that all of GEC’s staff had to learn
to address. Many Katrina victims (our customers
and their children) were living in carports, tents
and cars, cooking outdoors and showering with
backyard garden hoses. Therefore, timeliness
was paramount to GEC in the “lease-in” into
temporary housing process for each of these
individuals and families.
By late May 2006, GEC had successfully
completed their portion of the project, but more
importantly, left behind a satisfied prime
contractor (Shaw), client (FEMA), and thousands of satisfied customers.
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B.2.4 Guymon, OK: A Case Study

Since 2016, IBTS has provided full municipal services to
the City of Guymon, Oklahoma. As with every
community we serve, IBTS doesn’t just view ourselves as
a service provider, but as a true partner to the
community. Committed from before Day One to
providing the City with value beyond the standard dayto-day services, Guymon has seen IBTS’ above-andbeyond service come through in everything from
employee training to driving an informed Capital
Improvement Plan.
IBTS doesn’t take the term “partnership” lightly, which is why we began working to develop an
understanding of the City’s priorities, issues, and local culture before the City even signed a contract.
IBTS started by sitting down with the City
Administrative Services
Manager and Council Officials to give the
City a chance to identify their top priorities
•IBTS provides support staff for the City Manager, City
Clerk, City Treasurer, Mayor and City Council, including
and issues, including:
records management; contract administration; policy
• Lack of subject matter experts
implementation; daily communications; customer
• Lack of key personnel to professionally
service call center and work order tracking and
manage the departments of:
reporting; departmental support; public and media
relations; Municipal Court services, human resources,
Community Development, Human
and contracting.
Resources, Public Works, Parks and
Recreation, Safety, Finance, Utilities,
Human Resources
Billing, and Customer Service.
•IBTS coordinated existing City staff to IBTS supervision
• No property tax to utilize as a revenue
on date of services commencement.
generation source
•The onsite team implemented employment recruitment
• Low staff morale
processes for new hires.
After taking a deep-dive into City data to
examine existing salaries, benefits, SOPs,
technology, equipment and resources, and
more, IBTS developed a customized plan
of action to provide City services within
the context of the City’s identified
priorities.
IBTS entered into a partnership with
Guymon to lead managerial oversight of
most of the City’s departments, with the
exception of Public Safety, the Swimming
Pool, and the Airport. IBTS also provides
emergency services to Guymon, and has
helped guide the City through severe ice
storms and blizzards, most recently in
August 2016 (see example #11).

•IBTS has full administration of comprehensive HR
services and payroll.

Parks and Recreation
•IBTS provides programming and activity
management; parks and facility maintenance and
management; public property maintenance; mowing
and field preparation; rodeo grounds maintenance;
swimming pool, playground, and cemetery (grounds)
maintenance.

Utilities
•IBTS is responsible for providing the City’s utility
services, including water treatment and distribution
operations; meter reading; billing and collection;
accounting and reporting; system planning and plant
and line maintenance; wastewater collection system
operation and maintenance; and wastewater plant
maintenance excluding plant operations and gas system
operation and maintenance.
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So far, the results of our service delivery have resulted in:
• Cost savings of $1.2 million in the first year
• Modernization of the City’s comprehensive plan and ordinances
• Development of City policies and SOPs
• Quicker response time of building department employees
• A reduction of Pension costs by $307,000 per year by switching employees from a defined
benefit to defined contribution 401k plan.
Startup/Implementation
IBTS’ success in providing more efficient and effective
city services to Guymon began with a program/startup
implementation focused on transparency and trustbuilding at every step of the way. IBTS assembled a
team of local subject matter experts, key personnel,
and contractors to help manage the City’s
departments and develop a cohesive organization to
quickly and professionally solve the community’s
needs. IBTS ensured to keep open communication
with staff throughout the implementation process,
providing honest answers to any and all questions.
This quelled any “fear of the unknown,” and built a
lasting since of trust between the City and IBTS.
Building on our pillar of transparency, IBTS also placed
an emphasis on two-way communication – not only
did we provide trade- and state-specific training for
contractors and a multi-day orientation for City
personnel, we also gave team members the
opportunity to provide input to IBTS on how to make
processes more efficient and effective for everyone.
This sentiment has been carried throughout the
program, as IBTS continues to hold weekly staff
meetings to give department directors and staff
members an opportunity to express their concerns
and site areas of success. This has resulted in service
that is driven by Guymon and guided by IBTS.

Community Development

•IBTS performs planning and zoning;
building plan review, permitting, and
inspections; land development
inspection; code compliance; GIS; and
contractor and business licensing.

Public Works Services
•IBTS maintains a core Public Works
program including infrastructure and
facilities maintenance, janitorial services
and maintenance of grounds, roads,
bridges and common areas.

Financial Services
•IBTS performs revenue collection,
budgeting, and financial reporting;
Capital Improvement Program
administration; fund accounting;
accounts payable and receivable; General
Fixed Asset accounting; forecasting; risk
management; purchasing; and
procurement.

IT Services
•IBTS provides oversight on
implementation of the City’s document
management archival system; onsite
technology experts to provide support
for the city’s infrastructure and
operation; daily communication of all IT
system‐related incidents and service
requests requiring IBTS involvement;
Help Desk support locally and tiered
support through the IBTS
Headquarter's IT Help Desk.

Service beyond the Day-to-Day
As a result of our transparent, two-way
communication with local staff, IBTS identified
additional solutions to assist the City in improving
service delivery. These include:
• Customer Service/Call Center, equipped with 24/7 live voice response and software to track and
complete every request.
• Safety Program, designed to identify workplace hazards, and inspect and evaluate work place
environments, equipment, and practices for compliance
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•
•

Soccer Complex contractor procurement management, using newly implemented RFP process
to select the most efficient and effective contractor using City and community input.
Comprehensive Plan Update, including a clear action plan and modernization of city codes.

The Result
IBTS recently entered into negotiations to renew its contract with the City for a second term, serving as
a true testament to the partnership, rooted in high-quality service delivery, that IBTS has built with the
City.
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B.3 Relevant Experience in Transition and Startup
Transition and startup success frequently has long-term impacts on the overall performance of the
contract in providing the services requested by the client. The risk is particularly significant for delivering
city services because the contractor must satisfy both the citizens of the city and the needs of elected
officials while establishing new processes, training new staff, and understanding ongoing issues and
data.
The IBTS team working in the City of Central has this experience on both startup and transition activities
with multiple other cities and programs. In section B.1, above, this experience is highlighted in several
contracts where we work with cities. Our experience has demonstrated that some of the key factors are
a plan for data, people, processes, and communications. This includes frequent and direct
communication with the client regarding progress against the plan.
One of our most dynamic and complicated startups and transitions was conducted in the City of
Guymon, Oklahoma. In this project, we converted 85 existing city staff to IBTS staff while continuing to
deliver services. We developed a transition for benefits, salaries, job duties, performance structure
while continuing to deliver services, including natural gas and water distribution, operating the library,
and running public works.
Our transition plan included specific activities for developing and accessing job roles and responsibilities,
filling vacant management positions, and determining how to support other city functions, such as
police and fire, with IT services from our new staff.
We developed extensive communication packages with the new employees, local citizens, city manager,
Mayor, and council members. We held weekly meetings with many of these groups to provide status
updates, resolve issues, and complete the process. This transition lasted a number of months while we
identified and resolved service expectations, work processes, and employee expectations.

B.4 Terminated Contracts
As result of IBTS’ commitment to service, the company or any subsidiary entity has not been terminated
prior to the end of any contract term. The same holds true for GEC and Pelican.
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Section C. Resumes
Section C. Resumes

Page

C.1 Staff Resources

57

C.2 Resumes of Key Individuals

59

C.3 Procedures for Replacing Key individuals

87

This section includes descriptions of Team IBTS’ corporate leadership and staff resources, as well as
resumes of our corporate leadership, key personnel responsible for delivering city services, and
emergency response services support. Also included is a table that summarizes staff roles and career
highlights, as well as a description of our procedures for hiring and replacing key individuals.
Our staff resources and management plan is based on our six-plus years of supporting the city and
elected officials. A critical measure of any city’s service performance is consistency in meeting
expectations. The IBTS team is in place, trained, experienced, and knowledgeable of the characteristics
of every drainage ditch, description of every piece of public property, and the location of utilities and
City infrastructure.
Likewise, we understand the City’s financial and budgetary
system, current land uses, and proposed developments,
among other things. With IBTS, there is no learning curve or
loss time risk in implementation of service delivery, and the
ability to continue the momentum of projects and progress
is extremely valuable.

This section demonstrates that
IBTS is your low risk city and
emergency services provider
through performance of their
current duties serving the City
of Central and past experience
throughout Louisiana.

We have an understanding of the needs and impacts of
representing the city through our actions, decisions, and
deeds. This trust and understanding of the decisions and services is only available because our team has
been your partner through multiple activities and emergencies, helping the City respond and grow.
Through this knowledge, we have identified our management structure, key staff, and also increased oncall staff for engineering professional and field support for normal and emergency operations. This
flexibility will allow IBTS to staff normal daily operations, respond to special needs such as events
support, and quickly staff up in response to emergency situations.

C.1 Staff Resources

IBTS’ team possesses a varied skill set, focused expertise, and decades of experience in their respective
fields. With the IBTS staff and the added resources from GEC and Pelican, the City of Central will have a
customized in-house resource of local government experience with as needed access to comprehensive
professional engineering services with a wide range of experience and expertise that can handle any
type of municipal issue or infrastructure engineering concern.
Over the years, IBTS’ work has focused on the full-range of municipal services and third-party oversight
functions including inspections, permits, planning, quality assurance, and data management. GEC’s
engineering work has focused on transportation, traffic, infrastructure, lighting design, intelligent
transportation systems, and communications.
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Figure C.1 presents the Team IBTS proposed project organization. Our project organization enables our
Program Director to harness and manage all resources, including those for specialty projects for the
Mayor or his staff and emergency operations center.
Likewise, our structure also provides the Mayor and City leadership with direct lines of communication
with our Program Director and the senior executives of the Team IBTS. The benefit of this is that it
enables the Mayor and city staff to have a highly responsive organization to address their needs.

Figure 6.1. The IBTS organization is fully staffed with direct manager responsible for delivery of each service area.
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C.2 Resumes

Corporate leadership resumes are in section C.2.1, key staff resumes are in section C.2.2, emergency and
disaster support resumes are in Section C.2.3

C.2.1 Corporate Leadership Resumes

Team IBTS corporate leadership provides executive guidance through experience in providing city
services, managing public works projects, and leading emergency and disaster response.

Team IBTS Corporate Leadership

The table below summarizes some of the relevant experience for guiding our team’s support to the City
of Central for City Services and emergency response. Team IBTS’ years of experience leading city and
state offices as well as private and public companies provides the broad experience and perspectives
needed to understand and anticipate Central’s future needs.
IBTS Team Corporate Leaders
Ashok Goswami, PE
CEO of IBTS

Relevant Experience Highlights
• As CEO of IBTS, manages more than 300 personnel on an
average of 30 states daily providing overall direction, policy,
and management since 2002.
• Provides direct oversight and management of significant IBTS
programs such as City of Central and the US. Department of
Housing and Urban Development’s National Manufactured
Housing Program.

Dion Rudnicki
COO of IBTS

•
•
•

Led business lines with annual targets ranging from $300M to
$1B in revenues.
Representative for IBM to organizations such as NGA and
NACo to discuss future trends in municipal government IT and
other technology needs.
Developed industry specific solutions for IBM.
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ASHOK GOSWAMI, PE
City Role: IBTS Executive Office
30 years of experience in managing building inspection, plan review, quality
control, and training projects.

QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

Mr. Goswami is a knowledgeable executive and building code
professional with more than 30 years of experience in managing
technical projects related to building inspections, plan reviews,
quality control, and training. He has broad experience in program
administration and developing policies and strategies for complex
projects that involve many levels of government.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2002 – Present // CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, IBTS
As Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Goswami has oversight for overall
policies, planning, and supervision of the management team of
IBTS. He provides leadership and direction to the staff that
successfully meets client requirements. His responsibilities
include:
•

•

•

EDUCATION
M.B.A., Southeastern
University, Washington D.C.,
1980
•
M.S., Civil Engineering, Punjab
Engineering College, India, 1972
•
B.S., Civil Engineering, Punjab
Engineering College, India, 1970
•

CERTIFICATIONS
•
Registered Professional
Engineer
•
Certified Quality Auditor (ASQ)
•
One- and Two-Family Dwelling
Building Inspector (CABO)
•
One- and Two-Family Dwelling
Mechanical Inspector (CABO)
•
One- and Two-Family Dwelling
Plumbing Inspector (CABO)
•
American Society for Quality
Control (ASQ)
•
American Society for Testing
Materials (ASTM)
•
Main Line TV Inspection
Certified

Interacts with clients to understand their needs and
priorities and provides advice on key code enforcement,
contract administration, staff performance, and conflict
resolution issues.
Leads in the overall development of strategy on political
and legal issues; advises on assigning specific
responsibilities for implementing the strategy; explains
technical and administrative details to key individuals; and educates IBTS management, staff,
and others on the important aspects of current projects.
Acts as government’s representative and the principal participant in industry meetings.

1976 – 2001 // DIRECTOR, HOUSING BUILDING TECHNOLOGY DIVISION (NOW IBTS)
Mr. Goswami administered all government contracts and supervised task activities and project
managers for 25 years. His responsibilities included:
•
•
•

Provided contract direction to ensure client satisfaction, developed policies for oversight to
contract performance and technical support.
Developed project management plans, staffing plans, staff development plans, budget, and cost
control procedures.
Provided guidance on technical, administrative, and legal matters affecting the code
enforcement issues.
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DION RUDNICKI
City Role: IBTS Executive Office
30+ years of business experience, primarily encompassed in the U.S.
government

QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

Mr. Rudnicki has proven track record of leading teams across
multiple disciplines to enable them to successfully deliver upon
client expectations, exceed annual sales targets, meet P&L
objectives, and develop new opportunity pipelines. He brings 30+
years of business experience primarily with the US federal
government as well as the international and regional/local
government marketplace.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION
•
B.S., Mechanical Engineering,
University of Notre Dame
BOARD MEMBERSHIPS
•
Wolf Trap Foundation for the
Performing Arts, 2016 – Present
•
Greater Washington Board of
Trade, 2012 - Present
•
Maryland Business Roundtable
for Education, 2016 – Present
•
Center for Inspired Teaching,
2015 – Present
•
World Affairs Council, 2015 –
2017
•
Junior Achievement of Greater
Washington, 2006 – 2014
•
The Woods Academy, 2000 –
2006

2017 – Present // CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, IBTS
As the Chief Operating Officer, Mr. Rudnicki is responsible for the
day-to-day operations, working across the organization to ensure
IBTS delivers high-quality services to our clients that are on-time
and within budget. He is also responsible for:
• Implementing and cascading the organizational mission,
vision, and strategic plan to the entire management team/staff.
• Overseeing all external facing division providing services, maintaining client relationships
divisions, developing a collaborative team of leaders, and implementing policies, procedures,
and partnering to have scalable and stable performance.
• Achieving client satisfaction; negotiating agreements; reviewing contracts, teaming, and
purchasing; and allocating resources for all internal and external operations.
2008 – 2017 // VICE PRESIDENT, IBM CORPORATION
Mr. Rudnicki led the development of the industry-specific solution strategy for IBM’s $8B+ global
government business. Using marketplace analysis, Mr. Rudnicki led the repositioning of IBM’s
government solution offerings to more broadly include analytics, mobile/social, cognitive, and cloud
capabilities that resulted in significant revenue growth across both product and service lines. In this role,
his responsibilities included:
• Collaboratively worked with marketing and think-tanks teams to deliver integrated points of
view and campaigns to the government marketplace.
• Managed the Washington, D.C., client briefing center, aiding thousands of public sector senior
officials in the understanding of IBM’s core capabilities.
• Served as IBM’s senior crisis management executive and point person regarding broad-based
issues and concerns for the 4,000+ employees living in the Greater Washington Metro Area.
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C.2.2 Key City Services Resumes

Team IBTS key staff will continue in their existing roles supporting city services. This low risk solution will
be supplemented with additional staff and capabilities in areas such as grant management and
emergency services. Note that Section 2.3 presents emergency services leadership staff.
The table below presents a summary of the role and relevant experience of our key city services staff.
Name
Role
David Ratcliff
Program Director
• Oversees day-to-day program
operations
• Primary contact for City

Relevant Experience Highlights
•
•
•
•
•

Matt Zyjewski
Deputy Program Director/ Acting
Planning & Zoning Director
• Advises of planning-related
activities
• Assists with administration of
city services

•
•

Ray Louis
Public Works Director
• Manage and oversee staff
response times
• Manage staff in day-to-day
project workflow
• Final review of completed
work for accuracy

•

Jim Ferguson, PE, CBO, CFM, CSI
Engineering Manager/Advisor
With GEC Consulting Support
• Supports in the engineering
plan review
• Provides expertise in public
works, hazard mitigation and
construction needs

•

•
•

•
•

•

Program Director for providing city services and
emergency services to City of Central for six years.
Previously oversaw staff of 250 employees at East Baton
Rouge Parish, overseeing multi-million dollar contracts.
Supervised crews and assisted on-site in removing
collapsed bridges throughout City after 2016 flood.
Worked for 97 days straight after 2016 flood and kept
office in City of Central open to help citizens 7 days a
week for nearly two months.
Oversaw investigation of 24 miles of drainage, assisting
City in identifying problem areas.
Led the City’s first codification effort.
Implemented International Property Maintenance Code
in City to address property maintenance violations
comprehensively.
Regularly achieve high voluntary compliance rates
(around 90%) for code enforcement matters.
Worked nearly a month straight in the aftermath of the
flood to assist citizens.
More than 30 years of experience with East Baton Rouge
public works and City of Central combined resulting in a
detailed understanding of the problems needs for public
works for City of Central.
Directed public works crew support in multiple
emergency response situations such as hurricanes, wind,
and ice storms.
Expert in land surveying, wastewater management,
drainage, floodplain management, and city inspections.
As the Floodplain Manager and Drainage Engineer,
achieved the first ever Class 6 CRS Rating for East Baton
Rouge Parish / City of Baton Rouge.
Provided design oversight as the Chief Design Engineer
for several major infrastructure programs in East Baton
Rouge Parish (Sanitary Sewer, Drainage, Bridges, and
Roads) worth $2M.
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•
•
Jack Gleason, CBO
Engineering and Floodplain Manager
• Completes building
inspections, plan reviews,
and code enforcement issues
Michele LoBianco, CPA
Financial Services Supervisor
• Maintains account payable
system
• Administers processes for
collecting fees and revenues
for the City
• Prepares financial statements
for the City’s Finance
Director’s review
Adam Williams, AICP
Senior Planner
• Performs Field Inspections
• Reviews permits and
performs zoning compliance
• Researches grant
opportunities

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Robert Joyner, CSI
Floodplain Manager
• Completes subdivision
reviews and inspections

•
•
•
•

Responsible for over 60 public works construction
projects as the Chief Construction Engineer for East Baton
Rouge Parish.
Directly involved in response and recovery operations for
five declared emergencies in the State of Louisiana in the
past 12-years.
20+ years of experience working in building department
services, natural gas, water, and sewer.
Career built on local government programs.
Certified Building Official and qualified to work on steel
gas lines and PE gas lines.
Structured, negotiated and financed $13.0 million in
corporate financing for an expansion project.
For a multi-million dollar company reduced past due
balances as a percentage of accounts receivables by
35.2% and reduced days sales outstanding as a
percentage to accounts receivable by 24.0%.
Managed a $300 million investment portfolio.

Analyzed new residential and commercial construction
proposals ensuring that each proposal was in compliance
with the Comprehensive Zoning Ordinances. Wrote
reports and made recommendations to the Parish Council
to either support or deny new construction projects for
Jefferson Parish, LA.
Assisted citizens of Central in understanding the
Development Code and the Comprehensive Zoning Code.
Assisted citizens of Central in processing applications for
land subdivisions, rezoning cases and new development
proposals.
Assisted citizens of Central with developing site plans
necessary to receive building permits and waivers from
the Board of Adjustments.
Attended numerous after work hour meetings for the
Planning and Zoning Commission, the Board of
Adjustments and Public Participation meetings.
Certified Stormwater Inspector.
Co-managed substantial damage determinations for
Central after 2016 flood event.
Managed IBTS investigation, reporting, and
correspondence for multi-million dollar debris removal
RFPs in Central.
Catalog and submit Central’s MS4 annual report for
SWMP.
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Kathrynn Cowen
GIS/ Planning
• Assists Floodplain Manager
• Coordinates shared data with
East Baton Rouge Parish
Maintains COC GIS Data

•

•

•

•
•
Debbie Mouton
Assistant City Clerk
• Prepares Council agenda,
minutes, resolutions, and
ordinances
• Maintains website in regards
to Council items
• Attends Council meetings

•

•
•

•
•
Anthony Marino
Grant Assistance
• Secures grants in relation to
emergency preparedness,
aviation, and commercial
property development
Sherri LeBas, PE
VP of GEC

•
•
•
•
•

Directly responsible for Central’s Beaver Bayou Study,
which resulted in a 2016 LOMR affecting approximately
one quarter of the City of Central. Base Flood Elevations
were lowered approximately two feet, and a large
unnumbered A zone was reclassified as Floodzone X or
AE, saving the citizens of Central thousands of dollars in
Insurance Premiums each year.
Provided Floodplain Management services following a
1000 year storm in the City of Central, which flooded two
thirds of the City.
Coordinated the efforts between FEMA and the City of
Central inspectors to evaluate over 3000 flooded
structures in the Special Flood Hazard Area for possible
substantial damage.
Submitted initial application to get the City of Central into
FEMA’s CRS program.
Served on the first Planning & Zoning Commission for the
City of Central.
Assisted in IBTS City of Central contract start-up in 2011.
Some of which included building utility set-up,
maintenance set-up, coordinating with Corporate for IT
set-up, scheduling appointments for Program Director,
preparing office for opening day.
Developed monthly IBTS reports to Mayor and Council
concerning services provided to the City of Central.
Manage and maintain City of Central official documents
including Ordinances, Resolutions, Agendas, and Minutes
for Council and various boards, commissions, and
committees.
Create and maintain public notices and publish in the
Official Journal as mandated by law.
Served on the Board of Directors for the Louisiana
Association of Municipal Secretaries and Assistants, an
affiliate of the Louisiana Municipal Association.
45 years of experience in East Baton Rouge government
41 years of experience in airport
management/development.
Involved with FEMA for 20 hurricanes.
Member of the Governor of Louisiana’s Unified
Command Group from 2010 to 2016.
Responsible for the review and modification of the
Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development (LADOTD) Emergency Operations Manual.
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Lead the State of Louisiana’s emergency response for
Emergency Support Function 1(ESF1) (coaches, school
buses and contraflow) and ESF3 (debris removal and
infrastructure assessment).
• Coordinated with parishes and cities during emergency
response and recovery.
• Worked around the clock during emergency events often
sleeping on a cot at the LADOTD Emergency Operations
Center or working the nightshift at GOHSEP.
• Worked with Orleans and Jefferson Parish to join Federal
Emergency Management Administration (FEMA) funding
and FHWA funding in the repair of the roadway
infrastructure after significant flooding.
• Managed and designed the Hooper-Sullivan Intersection
Improvements for the EBR Greenlight program.
• While a principal at Professional Engineer Consultants
Corp., reviewed and approved several subdivision plans
in Central.
• Served as Project Manager/Design Engineer on various
LADTOD projects.
• Managed projects ranging from the preparation of an
environment assessment, acquisition of right-of-way,
design studies, preliminary plans, final plans, and utility
relocation.
• Developed Louisiana State Base Map and Linear
Reference System (LRS) for over 95,000 miles of state and
local roadways in Louisiana.
• Conducted the largest flood loss estimation study for
over 2,200 linear miles of river systems using a previously
unreleased flood damages model (HEC-FIA) – OK, LA, TX,
and AR.
• Worked with FEMA, CPRA, and DOTD to create a
Cooperating Technical Partnership (CTP) between FEMA
and CPRA to conduct Risk MAP activities within the
Louisiana Coastal Zone.
• Managed a team of DBA Administrators, GIS Developers,
Analysts and Technicians at the FEMA TRO in 3 separate
client locations over 3 years.
• Managed the development of parcel map database
development and migration for 4 Louisiana Parishes and
municipalities including The City of Central, St. Landry,
Avoyeles, and St. Tammany Parish.
See Section C.2.3 for Disaster and Emergency Response
Services for her role and resume
•

Jerome Lohman, PE
VP GEC

Mark Forsyth, GISP, CFM
Geographic Information System (GIS)
• Responsible for working with
FEMA and the State of
Louisiana to setup
Cooperating Technical
Partnership (CTP)

JoAnne Moreau
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The next pages present the resumes for our city services key staff.
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DAVID RATCLIFF
City Role: Program Director

Local Resident

40 years of experience in public works, building inspections, and construction
management in the City of Baker, the City of Baton Rouge, and the City of
Central

BENEFITS TO CITY OF CENTRAL

Mr. Ratcliff has nearly 40 years of experience in private and
public work functions for both the infrastructure construction
field and municipal government service with both City and
Parish agencies.

EDUCATION
•
McNeese University, Lake Charles,
LA, 1971
CERTIFICATIONS
•
DHH Class IV Waste Water
Collection License
•
Emergency Management ICS 300
•
Emergency Management ICS 400
•
Pipe Hunter Operative Training
certified
•
Val Con Wash & Jet Truck Training
Certified
•
Main Line TV Inspection Certified

He brings experience beyond technical capabilities. Mr. Ratcliff
is dedicated to the City of Central, the safety and well-being of
its citizens, and to ensure he is available 24/7 for Mayor Jr.
Shelton. Mr. Ratcliff is a known and active member of the
community. This is demonstrated in the numerous actions he
has done over the last 6 years from clearing debris from
culverts during flood events, responding to oil spills on local highways, to writing new code language to
ensure future stability for the City of Central, Mr. Ratcliff is devoted to the Mayor, the citizens, and the
future of City.

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

2011 – Present // MANAGER, IBTS
Mr. Ratcliff manages IBTS municipal services for the City of Central, LA. He is directly responsible for:
• Overseeing day-to-day operations of municipal services and serves as liaison between Mayor,
City Council and Staff,
• Maintaining relationships with local, state, and federal resources,
• Attending all City Council meetings and provides monthly and yearly reports to to the Mayor
and Council,
• Managing staffing and resources for citywide special events,
• Assisting City Engineer, City Attorney and Mayor related to City Parish and Federal Projects,
• Working directly with State Fire Marshal, DEQ, DHH, Police Chief.
2010 – 2011 // SENIOR CONSTRUCTION MANAGER, INSPECTOR, AND FIELD INVESTIGATION
TECHNICIAN, PEC- Mr. Ratcliff led PEC’s automated data collection efforts related to the design and
construction of an estimated $60 million fiber optic cable installation by LONI for the State of Louisiana.
1992 – 2010 // INSPECTOR/MANAGER/ASSISTANT MANAGER, CITY OF BATON ROUGE- Mr. Ratcliff’s
job duties consisted of preparing operation and maintenance budgets estimated at over $10 million,
supervising up to 135 employees, working with bid analyses and proposals.
1972 – 1990 // MAINTENANCE WORKER/BUILDING INSPECTOR/CHIEF BUILDING INSPECTOR, CITY OF
BAKER- Mr. Ratcliff reviewed plans of both commercial and residential properties, including subdivision
developments. He inspected all electrical, plumbing, sewer, rehab, repair and zoning. He also managed
the sewer rehab program for the City of Baker’s collection system.
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RAY LOUIS
City Role: Public Works Director

Local Resident

40 years of public works experience in the City of Central & East Baton Rouge Parish

BENEFITS TO CITY OF CENTRAL

Mr. Louis has nearly 40 years of experience in public works for both the City of Central and East Baton
Rouge Parish in Louisiana. Mr. Louis’ knowledge of the infrastructure of the City of Central cannot be
matched with simple technical merit. Mr. Louis through 6 years of hands on experience and exploration
for the better good of the City, utilizing long-term relationships with East Baton Rouge Parish knows the
nuts and bolts of the City’s public works needs and future needs.
He works hard to ensure that he and his crews take care of citizen’s needs. An example of their support
is this comment from a local resident, “Mr. Louis, I wanted to take this opportunity to thank you and
your men for the outstanding work done last week on the serious drainage problem that we have been
experiencing here on Oak Cluster Drive. The drainage problem here had become very dangerous washing
out the road and causing multiple sinkholes. Your quick response was deeply appreciated. Your men were
very professional and courteous and when they had completed the work, they left our property in
excellent condition. All of us who live and work here want to thank you again!”

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

2011 – Present // PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR, IBTS
Mr. Louis serves as the Public Works Director for IBTS in the City of Central, LA. He maintains the public
works relationship between the City of Central and East Baton Rouge Parish. In this role, he:
•
•
•
•

Manages all maintenance for city drainage, roadways, ridges, grass cutting, new subdivision
inspections, and inspections of new driveway covers installed by homeowners,
Assists the Planning and Zoning Manager as well as the Floodplain Management Manager,
Meets with Council Members, the City of Central Mayor, and citizens in regards to repairs for
storm drains and to answer any drainage concerns or complaints,
Works closely alongside the City of Central Mayor and Fire Chief in preparation for emergencies,
such as natural disasters.

2004 – 2011 // LEAD INSPECTOR, EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH SEWER ADMINISTRATION- From 2004
to 2011, Mr. Louis was self-employed, where he led the inspections for their sanitary sewer upgrade
program. He managed nine inspectors for East Baton Rouge Parish.
1979 – 2004 // PROJECT MANAGER, EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH WASTEWATER COLLECTION- Mr.
Lewis had 25 years of service as the Project Manager for the East Baton Rouge Parish Wastewater
Collection. In this position, he oversaw the CCTV contract which pertained to land surveying. Mr. Louis
managed ten inspectors during this time.
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MATTHEW ZYJEWSKI
City Role: Deputy Program Director/ Acting Planning & Zoning Director
Local Resident
10 years of municipal service experience in public-private partnerships
“What I look forward to everyday is helping people, even if I immediately do
not know the answer or solution. My mission is to make Central the greatest
place in which to live, work, and grow.”

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

2011 – Present // DEPUTY PROGRAM DIRECTOR/ ACTING
•
M.P.A., Public Administration,
PLANNING & ZONING DIRECTOR
Louisiana State University,
Expected graduation 2019
Mr. Zyjewski assists the Program Director of the City of Central,
•
B.U.P., Urban Planning, University
LA, with the administration of city services. He leads a team of
of Cincinnati, 2009
20 employees from the planning and zoning department, code
enforcement and building department, public relations, and
AWARDS
administrative services. His responsibilities include:
•
Certificate of Appreciation for
• Review all planning and zoning applications and present
Outstanding Service in the City of
Central, 2013 & 2015
staff reports at Planning Commission and Board of
•
Peterson Prize Honorable Mention
Adjustment meetings,
for Historic American Buildings
• Advise developers, contractors, citizens, and other
Survey (HABS), 2009
officials on planning related activities,
•
University of Cincinnati Honors
• Educate general public regarding local ordinances and
Scholar, 2009
make recommendations to improve existing ordinances
• Coordinate with Master Plan consultant and Economic Development Director,
• Review and approve invoices for accuracy and adherence to established budgets.
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES MANAGER, IBTS
Mr. Zyjewski assisted the Program Director with administrative functions as well as served as a back-up
to the Assistant City Clerk. In this role, Mr. Zyjewski’s responsibilities included:
• Reviewed public records requests for consistency with state and local laws,
• Administered occupational license department,
• Assisted in recovery efforts from the Great Flood of 2016 including building permitting and
invoicing.
ASSISTANT PLANNING & ZONING MANAGER, CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER, IBTS
Mr. Zyjewski assisted customers with planning and zoning applications and procedures and prepared
staff reports for re-zoning and conditional use permit cases. In this role, his accomplishments included:
• Organized city’s first codification effort (Municode),
• Instrumental in the implementation of the International Property Maintenance Code (IPMC),
• Regularly achieved 85-90% voluntary compliance rate for code enforcement violations.
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JIM FERGUSON, PE, CFM, MBA
City Role: Engineering and Floodplain Manager
Construction and engineering oversight experience in Baton Rouge, West Feliciana
Parish, and the City of Central
“I love City Perk and Café, locally owned and operated. The atmosphere is warm
and the people are wonderful and kind. It embodies the spirit of the community.”

BENEFITS TO CITY OF CENTRAL

Mr. Ferguson has over 22 years of experience in the public and
private sector. Over his career, he has become a subject matter
expert in the areas of drainage, hydrology, and floodplain. Mr.
Ferguson brings the City of Central expert floodplain
management and engineering capabilities within an hour of
request.

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

2016 – Present // ENGINEER, FLOODPLAIN MANAGER, AND
PLAN REVIEWER, IBTS
As a regular part-time employee, Mr. Ferguson offers full support
and expertise in the engineering plan review, public works,
planning and zoning, infrastructure and construction needs, as
well as drainage, floodplain management, and hazard mitigation.

EDUCATION
•
M.B.A., Louisiana State University,
2004
•
B.S., Civil Engineering, Minor in
English, University of Mississippi,
1995
CERTIFICATIONS & REGISTRATIONS
•
Floodplain Manager (CFM), No. US09-04257NHI
•
NHI Bridge Inspector
•
Levee Inspector, State of Louisiana
•
Certified Stormwater Inspector
Chief Building Official, U#0245
•
Professional Engineer in Louisiana,
Virginia, Oklahoma, Texas,
Mississippi, Florida, and Kansas

2015 – Present // INSTRUCTOR, LOUISIANA TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (LTAP)
Mr. Ferguson serves as an instructor for LTAP, which is a joint venture between the Louisiana DOTD,
Louisiana State University, and the Louisiana Transportation Research Center that provides relevant
training for local and state agencies on a variety of topics. Classes instructed include Bridge Repair and
Maintenance as well as Hydrology and Drainage Design.
2014 – Present // CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, WEST FELICIANA PARISH GOVERNMENT
Mr. Ferguson provides administration of all Parish public works infrastructure, planning and zoning,
permitting, and building and grounds maintenance. He is also responsible for the Parish sewer and
water utilities.
2003 – 2014 // CHIEF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER, BATON ROUGE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Mr. Ferguson held several positions to include Special Projects Engineer (Drainage and Bridges), Chief
Design Engineer, and Chief Construction Engineer. In these roles, he provided construction and
engineering design oversight for all capital improvement and infrastructure projects. This included
designing municipal drainage projects and managing the Bridge Program (300+ bridges), the Statewide
Flood Control, the US Army Corp of Engineers Program, and the FEMA Program.
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JACK GLEASON
City Role: Chief Building Inspector

Local Resident

Building inspection experience in the City of Baker, Iberville Parish, & City of Central
“I really enjoy helping the residents and contractors; they are good people.”

BENEFITS TO CITY OF CENTRAL

Mr. Gleason has over 20 years of experience working with
natural gas, water, and sewer from his previous positions. He
maintain direct connection with each citizens he works with by
giving them his personnel phone numbers to contact at their
convenience with questions and concerns.

CERTIFICATIONS
•
Certified Building Inspector,
Certificate No. 8072568
•
Louisiana State Uniform
Construction Code Council,
#U01091

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

2013 – Present // CHIEF BUILDING INSPECTOR, IBTS
At IBTS, Mr. Gleason is the Chief Building Inspector for the City of Central and Iberville Parish in
Louisiana. In this role, he assists in code enforcement issues as needed.
2008 – 2013 // CHIEF BUILDING OFFICIAL, CITY OF BAKER
Mr. Gleason worked on the natural gas system for the City of Baker, LA, including steel gas lines and PE
lines.
2003 – 2008 // BETHANY WORLD PRAYER CENTER
While at the Bethany World Prayer center, Mr. Gleason’s duties included:
•
•
•

Shipped all material nationally and internationally to customers,
Set up conference materials across the country to sell merchandise for the church,
Worked with pastors at retreat encounters, dealing with their personal problems.

1983 – 2003 // CITY OF BAKER
During his time with the City of Baker, LA, Mr. Gleason’s responsibilities included:
•
•
•

Read natural gas and water meters,
Performed building inspections while the building inspectors were on leave,
Worked on the natural gas, water, and sewer systems.
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MICHELE LOBIANCO, CPA
City Role: Financial Services Manager

Local Resident

“My favorite spots in Central are Stabs, Me’Pa’s Diner. My son works at Geaux
Clean Car Wash.”

BENEFITS TO CITY OF CENTRAL

Ms. LoBianco is a CPA with more than 25 years of experience in financial
reporting, analyses, SEC, and other regulatory reporting, budgeting,
investing, auditing, and strategic planning. Her proficiencies include
financial modeling and capital and business planning which will benefit
the City by looking forward and finding opportunities and developing
better financial goals.

Certification
•
C.P.A., 1996
EDUCATION
•
B.A., Management,
Southeastern Louisiana
University, 1991

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

2017 – Present // FINANCIAL SERVICES MANAGER, IBTS
In the City of Central, LA, Ms. LoBianco supports and assists the City’s Finance Director with finance
functions, and coordinates with local, state and federal agencies charged with the collection and
disbursement of taxes, assessments, fees, charges and other impositions for the collection of revenue
due to the City. Her key responsibilities include:
•
•
•

Administer the existing processes for fees, charges, and miscellaneous revenue pertaining to
occupational business licenses lawfully enacted by the City,
Maintain and administer the accounts payable systems,
Provide necessary materials to City’s Director of Finance for the preparation of annual budgets.

2011 – 2017 // CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, CAPITOL CITY PRODUCE COMPANY, LLC
In this role, Ms. LoBianco’s accomplishments included structuring and financing $13.0 million in
corporate financing for expansion project; reducing past due balances as a percentage to accounts
receivables by 35.2%; reducing days sales outstanding as a percentage to accounts receivables by 24.0%.
2010 – 2011 // FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING ANALYST, CHEVRON PRODUCE COMPANY
Ms. LoBianco’s responsibilities included preparing, reviewing, and analyzing monthly profits/losses;
accounts payables/receivables; working with traders and schedulers regarding crude oil orders.
1985 – 2010 // SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT/CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, FIRST GUARANTY BANK
While at First Guaranty Bank, Ms. LoBianco’s responsibilities included overseeing and reviewing
accounting staff's work and process including financial statements, investment reports, external
reporting, accounts payable, and reconciliations of all balance sheet general ledger accounts; conducting
analyses to address interest rate risk, cost reduction; increasing noninterest income thereby increasing
profits; working directly with external CPAs, auditors, and legal counsel on corporate issues.
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ADAM WILLIAMS III, AICP
City Role: Senior Planner

Local Resident

30 years of experience in planning and zoning for the City of Sidell, Jefferson
Parish, the City of Biloxi, and the City of Central
“My favorite thing about the City of Central are the people. Coming from a
hurricane prone area like the Mississippi Gulf Coast, I can relate to how a
natural disaster can impact a community and what it takes for a community to
recover. It takes the resiliency of its citizens and I can tell you that the citizens
of Central are a strong lot.”

BENEFITS TO CITY OF CENTRAL

Mr. Williams has nearly 30 years of experience in planning and
zoning experience. He supports the relationship between City
officials and the general public by demonstrating courteous and
cooperative behavior while explaining planning issues interacting
with citizens, visitors, and City staff.

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

2016 – Present // SENIOR PLANNER, IBTS
Mr. Williams works with the general public to provide technical
assistance regarding planning and zoning activities. His job
responsibilities include:
•
•
•

EDUCATION
•
B.L.A., Landscape Architecture,
Louisiana State University, 2004
CERTIFICATIONS
•
Certified Planner, American
Institute of Certified Planners,
2012
MEMBERSHIPS
•
American Planning Association
•
American Institute of Certified
Planners

Provides planning assistance regarding various land use projects
Performs field inspections to gather data as part of the development review process
Reviews permits, performs zoning compliance, and also responds to complaints

2015 – 2016 // PLANNING TECHNICIAN, CITY OF BILOXI COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT Mr. Williams was responsible for customer service at the Planning Division front desk. In this role, he
initiated the permit application process with walk in customers and verified zoning, setbacks, overlays
and flood zones using ArcGIS.
2014 – 2014 // COMMUNITY/ENVIRONMENTAL/AVIATION PLANNER, LANIER ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSULTANTS, LLC. - Mr. Williams was responsible for ensuring that Keesler Air Force Base was in
compliance with all Federal, State and Local Environmental Regulations as well as the Air Installation
Compatible Use Zone Study.
2003 – 2008 & 2008 – 2013 // DESIGN REVIEW PLANNER, JEFFERSON PARISH PLANNING
DEPARTMENT- Mr. Williams guided developers through the Parish development review process,
analyzed proposals, wrote reports, made recommendations, created district urban design regulations
and produced urban design and planning design drawings for Parish projects.
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ROBERT JOYNER
City Role: Floodplain Manager

Local Resident

Engineering and floodplain management experience in the City of Central
“The people of Central are very resilient. In August 2016, we experienced a natural
disaster that could have thrown a city into chaos, but the Central residents instead
came together to make the City better and stronger, helping out however they
could.”

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

2016 – Present // FLOODPLAIN MANAGER, IBTS
Mr. Joyner serves as the Floodplain Manager for IBTS in the City of Central, LA. In this role, his
responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•

Subdivision review and inspection
MS4 and SWPP approval, inspection, and enforcement
Public works and public infrastructure maintenance (roads and drainage)
Permits and payments

2014 – 2014 // SUMMER INTERN, FUGRO CONSULTANTS
While completing his degree, Mr. Joyner served as a summer intern for Fugro Consultants. While there,
his responsibilities were:
•
•
•

Performed and recorded lab tests
Learned the procedure and skills to classify and analyze soil data
Received OSHA Basic Plus Certification

EDUCATION
• B.S., Civil Engineering, Louisiana State University, 2015
CERTIFICATIONS
• Louisiana EI #0032804
• Certified Floodplain Manager (CFM) #US-16-09572
• Certified Stormwater Inspector #8563
• OSHA Basic Plus
MEMBERSHIPS
• American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
• Association of State Floodplain Managers
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KATHRYNN COWEN
City Role: GIS/Planning

Local Resident

30+ years of experience in planning and zoning and floodplain management
“Central has been “home” to me since 1977. I love the peace and quiet, and the
slow pace of life.”

BENEFITS TO CITY OF CENTRAL

Kathi Cowen has over 30 years of experience in the private sector
as a Designer/Draftsman. She is proficient in AutoCad and GIS,
and has hands on experience designing subdivisions, and drawing
plats, similar to the ones that are reviewed by the City on a daily
basis.

EDUCATION
•
Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy,
Louisiana State University, 2005
CERTIFICATIONS
•
ASFPM Certified Floodplain
Manager (CFM)

Ms. Cowen was appointed to Central’s first Planning Commission
following the 2005 incorporation of the City. She also served as Planning and Zoning Manager for the
City of Central under the prior City Services Contractor. Ms. Cowen was serving as the Floodplain
Manager for the City at the time of the August 2016 Flood and was instrumental in helping the City and
IBTS respond to that devastating event, providing expertise and GIS data to enable the staff to make the
best decisions possible in a stressful situation.

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

2014 – Present // FLOODPLAIN MANAGER/GIS/PLANNING, IBTS
Ms. Cowen has served as a Floodplain Manager, GIS Manager, and Planner. In this role, her
responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Maintaining Central’s GIS data and coordinating shared data with East Baton Rouge Parish,
Creating a comprehensive geodatabase of the City’s GIS data, containing current flood zone,
zoning, streets, building footprints, addresses, servitudes, utilities, and sewer locations,
Cataloguing and transmitting all recorded plats to the Assessor’s office in a timely manner
Maintaining and creating addresses and adding same to the City’s GIS database,
Reviewing plats and subdivisions submitted to the City for compliance with all applicable City
requirements and plat checklists.

2012 – 2014 //DESIGNER/DRAFTSMAN, SJB GROUP, LLC. -Ms. Cowen worked as a Designer/Draftsman
for a local Engineering and Surveying firm. In this role, she was responsible for designing and creating
plans for subdivisions, roadways, and infrastructure projects.
2011 – 2012 // TEACHER, ITI TECHNICAL COLLEGE- Ms. Cowen has taught AutoCad and Civil 3D at a local
Technical College.
1992 – 2011 // DESIGNER/DRAFTSMAN, CSRS INC. - Ms. Cowen has worked as a Designer/Draftsman
for a local Engineering & Architectural firm. At CSRS, she was responsible for designing and creating
plans for subdivisions using AutoCad and Civil 3D.
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DEBBIE MOUTON
City Role: Assistant City Clerk

Local Resident

6 years of municipal service experience in the City of Central
“My family and I are so proud to be a part of the Central community for over
21 years. Central truly is a community that cares!”

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION
•
Realtor License, Bob Brooks School
of Real Estate, 1998
•
Accounting, Spencer Draughon
Business College

2011 – Present // ASSISTANT CITY CLERK, IBTS
Ms. Mouton prepares the Council agenda, minutes, resolutions,
and ordinances for the City of Central, LA. She also drafts some of
the ordinances for planning and zoning for council introduction. Hard copies of packets including any
Planning & Zoning items complete with maps and documents and including the monthly IBTS report are
distributed at council meeting. As Assistant City Clerk, some of Ms. Mouton’s other responsibilities
include:
•

•

•

Maintains the City of Central website with appropriate Council items and their designated times.
Links go into the posted agenda for documents which are considered public. All public meetings
are placed on COC website under Public Notice of Meetings.
Compile monies collected on a daily basis (permits, inspections, occupational license, contractor
license, CBOA application fees, traffic reports, etc. Balance money, write deposit, copy each
check, make bank deposit, match receipt with daily cash logs, etc.
Attends Council meetings, Construction Board of Appeals meetings, Administrative Hearings,
Budget Committee meetings (occasional), Infrastructure Committee meetings (occasional).

2008 – 2011 // PARALEGAL – CASE MANAGER, SPENCER H. CALAHAN INJURY LAWYERS
As a paralegal in Baton Rouge, Ms. Mouton’s responsibilities included:
•

•
•

Prepared legal documents; petition for damages, request for admissions, interrogatories;
request for production of documents; answers and responses to discovery, case management
schedule, pre-trial order, pre-trial brief, position paper for mediation, etc.
Obtained and compiled medical record summaries and other information needed for demands
and trial preparation.
Kept close contact with clients concerning insurance issues, property damage issues, medical
treatment status, etc.
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ANTHONY MARINO
City Role: Grant Assistance
45 years of experience in East Baton Rouge Parish

QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

Anthony Marino has 45 years of experience with the Parish of East Baton Rouge, including four years in
the Financial Department and 41 years at the airport, serving as Director for 21 of those years.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

DIRECTOR, EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH AIRPORT
During his tenure as Director, he has uniquely utilized creative funding methodology to secure $426
million in construction without the use of local government funding. He has utilized 22 different funding
sources to accomplish these projects.
His aviation experience includes FEMA relationships during 20 hurricanes. He oversaw the development
of a 660 FEMA trailer park on the airport for Hurricane Katrina and the August 2016 flooding. He was the
responsible party for preparation of report for FEMA, FAA, and other aviation funding sources to
facilitate airport and tenant repairs. His responsibilities also include:
•

•
•

Turn Key Acquisition Relocation Program for 600 homes, sound proofing for 2,600 homes, and
easements for 450 homes under the “Federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Act” 49 CFR Part 24,
Redevelopment of a 600 acre aviation commercial park,
Over 25 years of Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) compliance and outreach program
according to the code of the Federal Regulations, Title 49, Parts 23 and 26
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SHERRI LEBAS, PE
City Role: Contract Administration
Professional Engineer with over 30 years of state service in Louisiana

QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

Ms. LeBas is Vice President of Business Development for the multi-discipline
consulting engineering firm, Gulf Engineering & Consultants, Inc. (GEC). She
is a professional civil engineer with more than 30.5 years in state service in
Louisiana; with work experience at the Louisiana Department of
Transportation and Development (LADOTD) as well as the Louisiana State
Division of Administration, Facility Planning and Control. In May of 2016,
Ms. LeBas brought her skills and experience to GEC after many years of
public service.

EDUCATION
•
B.S., Civil Engineering,
Louisiana State
University, 1985
CERTIFICATIONS
•
Professional Engineer,
Louisiana, Civil, 23844

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2010 – 2016 // SECRETARY, LADOTD
As Secretary, Ms. LeBas’ worked closely with the Governor’s administration, State legislature and
stakeholders on transportation policies and laws. Under Ms. LeBas’ leadership, in 2015, the LADOTD
completed the update of the Louisiana Statewide Transportation Plan which provides the future plan for
the multimodal transportation system in Louisiana. Her responsibilities included:
• Administered the Department’s operation and capital programs and emergency response for
the State’s multimodal transportation infrastructure which included an annual budget of $1.7
billion and over 4,200 employees.
• Worked closely with federal, regional and local officials to prioritize the funding in order to
provide a sound transportation system for the citizens and businesses of Louisiana.
• Over $7 billion was invested in capital improvements in multimodal infrastructure including
roadways, bridges, ports, airports, and rail crossings. Through strategic investment of
transportation dollars, the backlog of highway needs was reduced by $2 billion.
2008 – 2010 // DEPUTY SECRETARY, LADOTD
As Deputy Secretary, in addition to administrative business, legislative issues, and policy, Ms. LeBas’s
responsibilities included:
• Management of the $430 million American Recovery Reinvestment Act program.
• Worked with the LADOTD Secretary in securing $1.4 billion in state surplus funding for
transportation.
• Managed the implementation of the program meeting the deadline set by the LADOTD
Secretary in concert with the expectations of the legislators and citizens.
1995 – 2008 // CHANGE MANAGEMENT FACILITATOR/ ASSISTANT PROGRAM MANAGER/ DESIGN
ENGINEER, LADOTD - Ms. LeBas’ tenure at LADOTD also includes serving as a Change Management
Facilitator, Assistant Program Manager for the $5.2 billion Transportation Infrastructure Model for
Economic Development (TIMED) Program, and as a Design Engineer and Project Manager in the Road
Design Section.
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JEROME LOHMANN, PE
City Role: Public Works
Over 30 years of experience in engineering, surveying, and construction

QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

Mr. Lohmann has over 30 years of diversified engineering, surveying and
construction experience. He began his career in the A/E/C industry in
1969. Since that time, he has gained progressive experience, an Associate
degree in Applied Science (Surveying), and a B.S. in Civil Engineering. His
career has extensive experience in the area of surveying (right-of-way,
boundary, topographic, hydrographic, construction, route/ location, etc.),
highway and transportation systems, drainage design, etc.

EDUCATION
•
B.S., Civil Engineering,
Louisiana State
University, 1998
•
A.A.S, Surveying, 1977
CERTIFICATIONS
•
Professional Engineer,
Louisiana, Civil, 24673

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

PROJECT MANAGER/ DESIGN ENGINEER, LADOTD
Mr. Lohmann has been responsible for the design and management of projects ranging in magnitude
from bridge replacement projects to a major Interchange on I-49. In this role, he has:
• Managed projects that have provided services ranging from the preparation of an
Environmental Assessment, acquisition of right-of-way, design, final plans, and utility relocation.
• Knowledgeable of LADOTD and EBR City/Parish regulations, policies, and procedures having
managed the design of many State Routes for the EBR City/Parish.
PROJECT SUPERVISOR/ LEAD ROAD DESIGN ENGINEER, JEFFERSON PARISH
Mr. Lohmann’s responsibilities as Project Supervisor included the design of Preliminary Plans for 6-lane
interstate, including complete design of two double lane ramps with acceleration and deceleration
lanes, QA/QC of horizontal and vertical geometry, typical sections and a very complicated construction
phasing, signing and striping and estimated quantities. The project will replace existing bridges within
the existing interstate rights-of-way. The construction phasing was very complicated due to super
elevated roadways at both ends of the bridge sites that tied into a state project originally designed in
Metric.
LEAD ROAD DESIGN ENGINEER, HOOPER – SULLIVAN INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS
This project replaced 1.4 miles on Hooper Rd. and 0.9 miles on Sullivan Rd. The roadways consisted of
rural two lanes with shoulders and were redesigned as 4-lane divided urban roadways with subsurface
drainage. Mr. Lohmann’s responsibilities included:
• Managed the project from the design study through final plans.
• Served as the lead road design engineer and was responsible for complete development of the
roadway plans, including the topographic survey, horizontal and vertical geometry, existing and
design drainage maps, right-of-way maps, sub-surface drainage design, cross drain design,
erosion control, striping, earth work calculations, and construction phasing.
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C.2.3 Disaster and Emergency Response Services Support Resumes

IBTS has staff providing disaster and emergency response services within the State of Louisiana and
across the country. Staff is currently deployed in California, Florida, New York, North Carolina, and
Puerto Rico. Several are long-term Louisianans based in the Baton Rouge area. This expansion of staff
and their experience within Louisiana will greatly augment our capability to support the City of Central
should the need arise in the future.
Towards that goal, Ms. JoAnne Moreau has joined the Team IBTS through GEC exclusively to provide
natural disaster and emergency response support. Ms. Moreau, with the support of additional GEC and
IBTS staff along with field crews from Pelican, will lead our activities in conjunction with our Public
Works Director and Program Director. The IBTS Team will provide support to the Mayor and City
Emergency Operations Center as directed.
Figure C.3 below depicts how the Mayor in conjunction with our Program Director and Public Works
Director will access these resources and directly communicate with our emergency services support
lead.

Figure C.3. Team IBTS Disaster and Emergency Response Services Support
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The table below highlights our staff with experience beginning with disaster planning and preparedness
through disaster recovery. While the staff has experience around the nation, the staff is currently based
in the Baton Rouge area and can quickly be assigned to the City of Central as needed.

Name
Role

JoAnne Moreau, CEM, LEM
Emergency Management Services
• Develops and maintains
emergency procedures,
policies, and guidelines and
updates according to local,
state, and federal standards
• Directs and supports IBTS
team resources in the event
of an emergency or natural
disaster
Gerard DuCote, CFM, CESCO
FEMA Recovery Program Manager
• Schedules, coordinates, and
reviews work associated with
FEMA public assistance
grants for communities
• Manages site inspectors, cost
estimators, technical
specialists, and insurance
specialists
Steve Green
Financial Operations on CDBG

Relevant Experience Highlights
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Michael Spletto
Senior Advisor

•
•

Phouc Lam
CDBG-DR Grant specialist

•
•
•

Successful coordination of over 15 Presidentially-declared
disasters.
30 years of emergency management and local government
experience.
Created a Community Preparedness branding program to
assist and inform citizens on all-hazards planning.

Manager of compliance and Inspections for State of
Louisiana Disaster Recovery Unit where he trained and
supervised field inspectors on HMGP, NFIP, and EHP
regulations.
While with FEMA Louisiana recovery office conducted
floodplain and environmental reviews.
Supervised case management staff reviewing program
applicants requesting review of flood zone determination.
Serves as a liaison between FEMA and communities.
Establishes financial processes and controls to assure
reimbursement and control of funds on grants.
Served as financial manager for State of Louisiana Office of
Community Development, Disaster Recovery Unit.
Served as branch manager within the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, Governor’s Office for Local Development.
VP at 3PL for CDBG Disaster lead for CDBG projects.
Directed disaster recovery programs in Harris County TX,
State of Illinois, City of Minot ND, and State of New Jersey.
Providing CDBG-DR support for Cleveland County, OK HUD
funded recovery efforts.
Develops CDBG-DR forms and checklists for collaborative
partners and staff on procurement, bids, and contracts.
Provided support to administer CDBG-DR grants for
counties affected by flooding from Hurricane Ike in 2008
and Souris River flood of 2011.
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JOANNE MOREAU, CEM, LEM
City Role: Emergency Management Services
30 years of emergency management and local government experience in
Louisiana

CURRENT ROLES AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

CERTIFICATIONS
•
Certified Emergency
Manager (CEM),
International Association of
Emergency Managers
•
Louisiana Emergency
Manager (LEM), Louisiana
Emergency Preparedness
Association

JoAnne Moreau is an action-oriented Emergency Management
professional who is very well-versed on state and federal emergency
management procedures. Proficient at leadership development,
creating and maintaining emergency plans, analyzing policies and
processes, implementing drills/exercises to help make emergency
administration a seamless process. Specializes in local government
coordination, grant administration, direction and control of
emergency operations, corrective actions and maximizing the use of resources to incorporate all aspects
of Public Safety.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

DIRECTOR, EAST BATON ROUGE MAYOR’S OFFICE OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS
Ms. Moreau provides supervision and oversight of all agency operations, including mitigation and
emergency plan development and maintenance, coordination of parish emergency response,
coordination of disaster declarations, and state and federal assistance. Her responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop and maintain emergency procedures, policies, and guidelines and update in accordance
to local, state, and federal standards,
Ensure emergency protective measures are implemented during all-hazards incidents to include
local disaster response and recovery,
Created a Community Preparedness branding program to assist and inform citizens on allhazards planning,
Coordinated emergency response drills required by state and federal guidelines
Established training, planning, and coordination committees,
Administration and grant management of Department of Justice, Homeland Security, Hazard
Mitigation, and Flood Mitigation Assistance programs.
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GERARD DUCOTE, CFM, CESCO
City Role: FEMA Recovery Program Manager
20 years of experience in disaster recovery work, serving as a liaison between
FEMA and communities applying under the Public Assistance program

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2017 – Present // FEMA RECOVERY PROGRAM MANAGER, IBTS
As a FEMA Recovery Program Manager, Mr. DuCote is IBTS’s liaison
between FEMA and communities with disaster damage under the public
assistance program. He supports federal, state, local, and eligible
private and not-for-profit applicants in the development of disaster
recovery plans. In this role, his job responsibilities include:
•
•

•

EDUCATION
•
B.A., History, McNeese
State University
CERTIFICATIONS
•
Certified Floodplain
Manager
•
Certified Environmental
Officer
•
FEMA Qualified
Environmental
Floodplain Specialist

Schedules, coordinates, and reviews work associated with
FEMA Public Assistance grants for communities,
Manages and reviews the floodplain, environmental, and
historic preservation specialist and provides supervision of the
disaster site inspection and technical specialists,
Manages the tasking and review of work from site inspectors, cost estimators, technical
specialists, and insurance specialists.

2013 – 2017 // CERTIFIED FLOODPLAIN MANAGER, FEMA LOUISIANA RECOVERY OFFICE
In this role, Mr. DuCote’s responsibilities included:
•
•
•

Led the review for the Archdiocese of New Orleans Environmental and Historic Preservation
Review from preliminary damage assessment to closeout,
Floodplain management and environmental review for Public Assistance and Hazard Mitigation
projects,
Geospatial analysis of project location for regulatory and permit requirements.

2008 – 2013 // MANAGER OF COMPLIANCE AND INSPECTIONS, STATE OF LOUISIANA DISASTER
RECOVERY UNIT
Mr. DuCote’s responsibilities included:
•
•
•

Trained and supervised field inspectors in the fundamentals of the HMGP, NFIP, and EHP,
Managed the operation of the program compliance and inspection team,
Reviewed rebuilding and elevation plans to ensure compliance with NFIP, HMGP, and
environmental and historic issues.

2007 – 2008 // PROGRAM RESEARCH ANALYST, ICF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SERVICE
At ICF Emergency Management Services, Mr. DuCote’s supervised the case management staff for
program applicants requesting a review of flood zone determination.
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STEVE GREEN
City Role: Senior Program Director, Disaster Recovery
Over 25 years of experience in the design and oversight of financial operations
for federally-funded disaster recovery programs

QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

Mr. Green is responsible for the design and oversight of all financial
operations. He also assists in the development and implementation of
project policies and procedures especially in dealing with Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) requirements.

EDUCATION
•
M.B.A., Bellarmine
University, May 1983
•
B.S., Accounting,
University of
Kentucky, May 1975

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

FINANCIAL MANAGER, CDM SMITH
In this role, Mr. Green’s responsibilities included:
•
•
•

Established and implemented financial processes and controls for CDBG-DR funded projects,
Providing financial and other required information as needed for HUD DRGR performance
reports,
Worked on project management on several disaster recovery projects including Galveston and
Harris County, Texas; Minot, North Dakota; the State of Illinois; and the State of New Jersey.

TRANSITION TEAM PROGRAM LEAD, STATE OF LOUISIANA, OFFICE OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT,
DISASTER RECOVERY UNIT
In this program, Mr. Green had oversight responsibility of the contractors acquired to assist in this
effort. Responsibilities included the establishment and oversight of a Project Management Office,
contract preparation, contract negotiations, logistical preparation, and implementation.
FINANCIAL MANAGER, STATE OF LOUISIANA, OFFICE OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, DISASTER
RECOVERY UNIT
Mr. Green had several areas of responsibility including:
•
•
•

Design, development, and implementation of a financial monitoring system that consisted of 25
different programs with a cumulative funding level of $13 billion,
Design, implementation, and operation of accounting and payment processing systems for
these programs,
Reviewed and approved all payments to ensure compliance with program requirements, CDBG
eligibility, contractual compliance and allow ability under state statute.

BRANCH MANAGER, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, GOVERNOR’S OFFICE FOR LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT
Duties included responsibility for all financial and programmatic information for the State’s CDBG funds.
This involved preparation of the Program Evaluation Report, all draws from HUD, all payments to
grantees and contractors, administrative cost accumulation and reimbursement, and interface with
HUD’s IDIS system.
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MICHAEL SPLETTO
City Role: Senior Advisor, Disaster Recovery
30 years of experience in the field of community development and
administration of federal grants

QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

Mr. Spletto brings 30 years of experience in the field of community
development and administration of federal grants. He has extensive
knowledge of CDBG, CDBG-DR, FEMA and HOME programs. He has
worked for local and State governments for nearly 20 years and
provided disaster recovery consulting services for over 10 years.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

August 2017 – Present // SENIOR ADVISOR, ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND DISASTER RECOVERY, IBTS
As Senior Advisor at IBTS, Mr. Spletto’s responsibilities include:
•
•
•

EDUCATION
•
MA, Sociology, University
of North Dakota
•
BS, Psychology,
University of North
Dakota
CERTIFICATIONS
•
Housing Development
Specialist

Designs, develops, and drives community outreach services capability, including the division
disaster recovery response team deployment plan and resources,
Supports disaster and grant management project design setup, compliance, and excellence,
Acts as the liaison and strategic engagement executive for HOME, Community Development,
HUD CDBG-DR, SBA-DR, and FEMA-DR engagements.

2014 – August 2017 // DIRECTOR OF DISASTER RECOVERY PROGRAMS, 3PL CONSULTING
Mr. Spletto directed several hundreds of millions of dollars as 3PL’s Vice President and CDBG Disaster
Lead. He provided top-level CDBG expertise to assure that projects started and remained in compliance
and, wherever possible, streamlined efforts to expedite recovery.
2008 – 2014 // DIRECTOR OF DISASTER RECOVERY PROGRAMS, CDM SMITH
As the Director of Disaster Recovery Programs, Mr. Spletto directed several multi-million-dollar disaster
recovery programs including Harris County, TX; State of Illinois; City of Minot, ND; and State of New
Jersey.
2006 – 2008 // DIRECTOR, STATE OF LOUISIANA DISASTER RECOVERY UNIT
Mr. Spletto assisted in the creation and delivery of the single largest disaster program in the country,
which included over $13 billion of assistance. While at the Disaster Recovery Unit, Mr. Spletto was
involved with assisting over 100,000 homeowners to receive compensation for their losses, which
included the largest buy-out program in the country.
1989 – 2006 // HOME PROGRAM MANAGER/COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
ADMINISTRATOR, STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA’S DIVISION OF COMMUNITY SERVICES
Mr. Spletto managed all aspects of the HOME and CDBG disaster programs in North Dakota for over nine
years. He was responsible for working with local governments, non-profits, and for-profit agencies, and
acted as the state point-of-contact for strategic planning.
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PHUOC LAM
City Role: CDBG-DR Program Specialist
8 years of disaster recovery experience, having worked on six Presidentiallydeclared disasters

QUALIFICATION SUMMARY

Mr. Lam has eight years of experience as a CDBG Disaster Recovery Specialist
with a comprehensive background in disaster recovery program
management, specifically as it pertains to Housing RehabilitationReconstruction, Public Assistance Reimbursement, and Public Infrastructure.

EDUCATION

•

B.S., Hospitality
Management,
University of
Houston, 1996

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2017 – Present // CDBG-DR PROGRAM SPECIALIST, IBTS
Mr. Lam currently serves as the CDBG Disaster Recovery Program Specialist for IBTS, where he is
responsible for:
• Develops required CDBG-DR forms and checklists (program applications, eligibility verification,
cost analysis, disaster justification, duplication of benefits, financial management, compliance
monitoring, and program closeout),
• Provides technical assistance to collaborative partners and staff on procurement methods and
required bids and contract documents.
2016 – 2017 // PROGRAM SPECIALIST, ARDURRA GROUP
Mr. Lam is the on-site CDBG-DR program specialist supporting Cleveland County, OK’s, HUD-funded
recovery efforts. He is responsible to ensure the county is in compliance with all regulatory
requirements of federal and state as stated in the grant agreements with Oklahoma Department of
Commerce. His responsibilities include:
• In conjunction with the State and County, developed grant administration policies and
procedures to comply with Local, State and Federal regulations,
• Performed National Objective analysis and developed telephone income survey methodology
while monitoring survey team.
2015 – 2016 // PROGRAM SPECIALIST, HAGGERTY CONSULTING
Mr. Lam is the program specialist for the CDBG-DR funded Boulder County Collaborative Disaster
Recovery Public Infrastructure program. He developed effective standard operating procedure as well as
all the required CDBG-DR forms to meet federal and state requirements. His responsibilities included:
• Developed program policy and procedures, grant applications, eligibility verification guidelines,
including cost analysis, disaster justification, duplication of benefits, financial management,
compliance monitoring and program closeout modules,
• Developed procedures and tools to track program progress and file management.
2010 – 2015 // CDBG-DR PROGRAM SPECIALIST, CDM SMITH - Mr. Lam provided support to the State
of Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity and the City of Minot to administer
CDBG-DR grants for the counties affected by flooding from Hurricane Ike, Midwest severe storms and
flooding of 2008, and the Souris River flood of 2011 in North Dakota.
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C.3 Procedure for Replacing Key individuals

The IBTS team recognizes that the key individuals for providing citywide services are a critical interface
with both the citizens and elected leadership. Their retention, training, and growth is of our highest
priority. However, in cases where replacement of key city services staff is necessary, we will work with
the Mayor in the selection of new personnel to incorporate the City’s needs and perspectives in the
process.

C.3.1 Staff Retention and Training

IBTS believes the best staff replacement is to ensure the continued service of our existing highperforming staff. We conduct annual reviews of all staff to ensure a check on performance and growth
needs. IBTS actively supports the continued training and professional growth needs of our staff to
improve their skills and knowledge in performance of their duties. We provide training programs and an
annual budget for certification related training. Upon attainment of certifications we pay a bonus to
staff. IBTS also offers performance bonuses to staff for outstanding service along with opportunities for
merit and service salary increases. We use these programs in combination to promote and retain high
performing individuals, and replace others.

C.3.2 Staff Replacement

Should the need arise to replace key staff, IBTS will immediately begin a search for their replacement
and plan for coordinating with the Mayor on their selection. IBTS encourages this coordination to
ensure a close working relationship that meets the needs of the position and interpersonal
communications that are critical to everyone’s success.
The first step for an opening is to examine internal candidates from IBTS, GEC, and Pelican. Using the
resources of three firms provides greater opportunity to identify a local candidate already onboard
ready for a new challenge. This approach benefits the city through its efficiency and continuity while
improving our retention rates and staff career growth paths.
Team
Candidates
Contract
Labor

Job Posting

IBTS Staff
Replacement
Local
Outreach

Social Media

Military
Outreach
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Figure C.1. Our multi-source strategy for identifying new candidates quickly identifies replacement staff from a large pool of
candidates.

The IBTS Talent Sourcing Strategy is composed of multiple candidate sourcing techniques, which are
typically used in combination to maximize results. These methods include:
•

Job Posting /Distribution: Our career opportunities are posted to the IBTS career site and
distributed to regional and diversity sites as well as state employment agencies. The major job
boards used are Monster, Indeed, Glassdoor, LinkedIn and specialty job boards including
professional associations.

•

Candidate Sourcing and Social Media: Candidate sourcing involves proactively searching for and
engaging qualified talent. IBTS uses several tools for candidate sourcing which include job
specific research to help determine where candidates congregate; networking and data mining
in our own recruiting database, iCIMS; sourcing on major job boards such as Indeed, Monster,
LinkedIn, Google and on professional association sites.

•

Local Outreach: When seeking talent who are local to a field office and/or customer worksite,
efforts include sourcing for candidates who reside in the local area and utilizing job ad posting
resources targeting candidates residing in the local area. As needed, or requested, additional
job ads are placed in the smaller, local community newspapers.

•

Employee Referral: Often the best candidates are referrals from existing staff. We pay a referral
bonus to employees to encourage their recommendation of candidates for job openings.

•

Military Outreach: Our military outreach program supports recruiting through working directly
with the local Transition Assistance or Solider for Life programs nationwide. We have
established relationships with all five armed services branches of the military to advertise open
positions for the purpose of providing employment opportunities to transitioning service
members (including qualified spouses) and to build a pipeline of candidates.

•

Contract Labor: Contract Labor is used to augment talent with our approved vendors and we
often use this as a tool for surge hiring with the possibility of conversion of these nonemployees to IBTS employees after a prescribed amount of time.

IBTS has used this process successfully for the last six years to replace key staff quickly with new
personnel of equal or improved qualifications. Our most recent example of this process is the hiring this
past summer of Michele LoBianco, CPA as our financial services supervisor.
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Thank you and your team
for coming out so quickly to
repair potholes on
Bridgeport….I called on
Friday and on Monday they
were filled. I’m impressed.
– Central Resident

I just wanted to thank your
crew for the good job they did
trimming the low hanging
limbs on Devall Road today.
They were very
accommodating and helpful
under less than ideal
conditions, including a really
serious hail storm.
-Central Resident

I called a couple of weeks ago about an overgrown
ditch that also had tree limbs hanging into the
street. My concern was for the safety of the many
folks who walk with their children and pets on this
stretch of road. Also the limbs hanging in the
roadway caused vehicles, including school buses to
swing into the oncoming lane. I would like to thank
you for doing an excellent job
– Central Resident

The guys who did the ditches were the
best Mother’s Day gift ever – they did
an amazing job!”
- Central Resident
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Section D. Information Technology Resources and Equipment
Section D.

Page

D.1 List of IT Resources that will be available for provision of services

92

D.2 IBTS Ability to Access Additional IT Resources

96

D.3 Replacement of Information Technology Resources

97

Information Technology serves a big role, allowing the City to:
• Provide necessary services to citizens and businesses in a user-friendly manner
• Run a smooth operation and to collaborate with stakeholders
• Meet various legal and financial obligations
• Communicate, share information, educate, and build a strong community
• Accept citizen complaints and requests, and keep them posted in the most responsive manner
• Keep the cost of services low, maintain reliability of services, and to have all the data and
records available to make decisions
IBTS has recognized the critical role Information Technology and its application plays to serve our
citizens and communities. We have been investing in development of custom software solutions, using
the latest technologies to provide services, collect and maintain data/records, and provide data analysis
to support sound decision making.
IBTS success is more than just providing IT resources and equipment. Our success comes from using the
right technologies in the most effective and innovative manner. Specifically:
• IBTS has over 25 years of experience providing IT services to federal, state, and local
governments. IBTS has won awards for its IT services. For example: Vice Presidents’ Hammer
Award. We provide IT services too many cities and host a lot of national, state, local data and
records. The IT staff is certified and covers many disciplines:
- Database Administrators
- Network Engineers
- System Administrators
- Security experts
- Help desk technicians
- Programmers and testers
- Solution Architects
• Using its own custom software systems, like FIT, to serve permits, plan reviews, inspections,
flood plain management, etc. This new technology was very well received - per the Mayor and
contractors when the switch was made a few years back. IBTS has since made many new
improvements.
• Implementing modern software solutions such as Lucity, to receive, track, and manage citizen
requests and complaints such as potholes, traffic signs, safety issues, maintenance of grass, etc..
The systems uses texts and emails to keep citizens, and city officials updated as to status.
• Using proven cloud-based solutions to store, manage and protect customer data, while keeping
the data secure and accessible in the event of disaster or disruption.
• Developing a remote inspection tool combining multiple off-the-shelf technologies to leverage
our in-house inspection assets and expertise.
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IBTS has extensive and highly experience in use of Technology for our Government customers
• IBTS has been the official record and data keeper for the 10 million manufactured homes
produced nationally under HUD manufactured home program. IBTS stores and maintains
financial, engineering, inspection, and consumer complaint data from last 40 years.
• IBTS is the only reliable provider of data for manufactured homes in the country, that is
accepted by HUD and banks, to verify manufacturing date, producer, type of home, and its
design information to determine suitability of its placement under various temp and wind zones
• IBTS managed the Hurricane Sandy recovery and construction/repair of over 5000 homes in
New York City
• IBTS maintains building inspection data for over 30 jurisdictions as well as managing flood plain
information and certificates
• IBTS has developed a solution for the State of California Fire Marshall’s office to track and
manage their plan reviews, inspections, and licensing processes.
Specific Application of IT technologies to serve City of Central
• IBTS has used scanning and other methods to store city records in an effective manner
• IBTS has GIS technology to update City of Central infrastructure data and used it for various
purposes
• IBTS has handled request for Freedom of Information for past data/records using its stored data
and records management in an organized and effective manner.
• IBTS has helped update city website and helped posting of updates and alerts.
• IBTS has all the required IT software systems in place (as required by the RFP) and staff fully
trained in their use
Success in proving IT services to City of Central and many proposed improvements
IBTS understands the City’s need to provide reliable, scalable, and efficient IT services to meet the
dynamic needs of municipal government. In addition to maximizing efficiency and availability of normal
day-to-day operations, the IT services provided by IBTS are designed to ensure reliability and scalability
in the event of emergency and/or natural disaster.
IBTS will leverage its technology infrastructure and resources by including two local vendors; Verma to
provide on-site IT support, and GEC to provide on-site application support for resources such as ESRI
ARCGis. Support from two local vendors ensures prompt response times to issues anywhere in the City.
In 2017, IBTS made a significant investment in its IT infrastructure to continue to deliver the reliable,
scalable and the innovative services our customers have come to expect. IBTS has hardened its IT
infrastructure; installing redundant network circuits, an on-site backup generator and opening a private
cloud, located in a state-of-the-art datacenter with access to the major network backbones. This
environment is capable of handling the growth of our current and future customers, including Central.
Like any modern city, Central’s technology needs are comprised of a combination of resilient
infrastructure, solid processes and modern applications. IBTS is constantly striving to provide the
optimum level of service as well as new services, amid a rapidly evolving technology landscape. These
city services include:
• Email, calendar, telephone
• Storage, backup and recovery (email, files)
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•
•
•

Security (network, antivirus, authentication)
Printing and recordkeeping
Productivity applications, GIS, mobile work order, FIT/GOVmotus, 311.

D.1 List of IT Resources that will be available for provision of services

IBTS keeps the IT Resources Up-to-Date

As Central’s technology needs grow, IBTS periodically evaluates new capabilities to determine potential
use by its customers, including Central. IBTS participates at annual conferences and other events we
attend, hosted by City Management associations such as National League of Cities (NLC) and the
International City/County Management Association (ICMA). We also work closely with technology
vendors such as Dell, Cisco, Lucity, and ESRI to ensure we maintain modern, secure, scalable, and highly
available technologies. Through coordination with these vendors we have begun to implement a
mobility-based work order system. We are also recommending new services for the city such as a
mobile app for citizens to report such items as potholes, submitted electronically with the capability to
attach photos with GPS location.

IT Security

IBTS recognizes the paramount role security plays in today’s IT environment. A significant part of this
year’s IT investment centered on installing infrastructure and processes that met today’s and
tomorrow’s threats. To achieve this, IBTS has installed redundant, state-of-the-art firewalls from
Fortinet. These firewalls are professionally monitored and managed by a third party 24x7x365. IBTS
also employs the latest network security devices for intrusion detection, spam blocking and antivirus.

Network Specifics
Central’s network connectivity is directed through a redundant stack of Cisco Gigabit Switches to ensure
fast, reliable and fault-tolerant network connectivity. IBTS provides a T1 3Mbps solution that can
accommodate the City of Central’s communications and networking needs. IBTS also plans to implement
SDWan using a best-in-breed solution from Silverpeak. This will provide a cost-effective and redundant
network capability which maximizes network performance, while minimizing any chance of a network
outage.
The existing network has served the needs of the City and with proposed improvements, the network will
be able to meet and exceed City growing and changing needs in a reliable manner.
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The illustration below represents IBTS approach to hosting and network support of Central.

The following lists the information technology resources for Central’s network:
Software/Equipment

Cisco Router
Cisco ASA Firewall
Cisco 24 port POE Switch for Phones
Cisco 24 port Switch for Servers/Printers/Users
Cisco Wireless Access Point

System Architecture with sufficient capacity

Own

Quantity

•
•
•
•

1

•

1

1
2
1

Dedicated

•
•
•
•
•

IBTS has provided and will continue to provide a centralized domain network sufficient to handle future
growth and technology needs of the City. The servers have been sized to meet the demands of the
required applications and peak loads.
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IBTS will provide Microsoft Active Directory for security and authentication. The server will host the active
directory database and also serve as both a file share and a print server. The file server will run DFS and
communicate with the home office DFS server to provide an offsite backup of file data.
IBTS will provide a Dell PowerEdge R730 with 48 GB of RAM and a redundant disk configuration running
VMware for the SQL database and application servers. These servers will run on virtual machines for the
various software applications, including SQL.
The following lists information technology components provided to support Central’s system architecture:
Software/Equipment
Dell PowerEdge R730 Application Server
Dell Email Servers
APC Smart UPS 3000VA
Windows Server 2012 R2
MS SQL Server 2014
MS Exchange Server 2013

Own

Quantity

Dedicated

•
•
•
•
•
•

1

•

2

Shared

•

1
3

Shared

1

•

2

Shared

Telephone and Unified Communications meeting or exceeding City needs
IBTS maintains a telephone system within the Central Municipal Services Building with sufficient lines and
features to handle incoming call volume. This setup will connect 28 Cisco VoIP (Voice over IP) phones. For
voice service, there are 5 POTS lines and an additional 3 lines for FAX. We also provide a toll free (800)
number that connects to Central’s business phone system to handle customer services calls. The following
list shows information technology resources for City’s telephone system.
Software/Equipment
Cisco Model IP Phones

Jabber (Instant Messaging)
Cisco Telepresence A/V unit

Own

•
•
•

Quantity
28
28
1

Dedicated

•
•
•

Desktop/Laptop
IBTS provides, installs, configures and maintains the necessary workstations, laptops and tablets for IBTS
staff assigned to City and for subcontractor staff. To prevent lost or compromised data, IBTS employs a
variety of tools. IBTS currently backs up laptop hard drive data to the ‘cloud’ and is able to track and
disable lost or stolen laptops. For virus protection, IBTS employs Cylance, which employs artificial
intelligence to learn and prevent system intrusions. The following lists information technology resources
for City’s desktop and support:
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Software/Equipment

Dell Latitude E5570 Laptop
Dell Optiplex 7010/20 Desktop PC
Microsoft Surface 3 Tablet
Microsoft Windows 7/10
Microsoft Office 2013 Pro
Mozy Online Backup
Cylance Antivirus
Adobe Acrobat 10 Pro
Absolute Endpoint Security
Adobe Reader 11
Internet Explorer 10 or above

Own

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantity
29
4
5
38
38

Dedicated

•
•
•
•
•

38

Shared

38

Shared

5

•

38

Shared

38

•
•

38

File and Print with sufficient capacity to produce documents with good quality
IBTS installs and maintains all local document production services, including a primary and secondary
printer/copier/scanner, and a large format plotter. Primary printer operations are handled by two Ricoh
MPC600 full color printer/copier/scanners capable of handling all day-to-day office printing. Secondary
printing consisting of HP Laserjet desktop printers. Large format printing is provided by an HP DesignJet
2300 plotter. The following printing-related resources are provided:
Software/Equipment
Ricoh MPC6004 Color Copier/Printer/Scanner
HP LaserJet/Officejet Printers
HP DesignJet 2300 Plotter

Own

•
•
•

Quantity
2
6
1

Dedicated

•
•
•

Email
Email services are provided using MS Exchange Server 2013. Elected officials and City employees have
MS Outlook 2016 for email, calendar and contacts. Staff in the field has Outlook webmail for remote
access. All City-related emails are subject to IBTS backup policies and included in the routine backup. The
following lists information technology resources for City’s email services.
Software/Equipment
MS Exchange Server 2013
MS Outlook 2016
Barracuda Email Archiver
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Application Hosting with reliable results
IBTS has significant experience in hosting applications, both for our internal tools as well as customer facing
applications like FIT. We fully understand the need to set up a robust hosting environment that allow for
hosting mission-critical applications such as FIT, MS Exchange, and ArcGIS. To enhance our capabilities, IBTS
has recently added a private cloud environment in a professionally managed offsite datacenter. Our private
cloud is completely virtualized and runs on the latest Dell hardware and VMware.
IBTS has a hosting plan that meets the security, backup, disaster recovery and performance needs of the
City of Central. The servers and bandwidth have been sized to easily scale to meet the peak demands of
the growing user community. The following shows the applications currently hosted by IBTS for Central.
Hosted Software
FIT
MS Exchange Server (email)
Lucity
Tyler Incode
ESRI GIS

Own

•
•
•
•
•

Quantity
12

Dedicated

•

38+

Shared

12

•
•
•

1
14

Backup (multiple levels of back up and data recovery plans)
IBTS recognizes City of Central’s critical interest in information protection and security. Altogether, IBTS
currently houses over 15 Terabytes of mission critical information supporting our client engagements.
All of Central’s applications and databases are included in a standard backup regimen. Specifically:
• File server data is backed up via DFS replication to the IBTS file server. From there it’s backed up on
to the IBTS Rapid Recovery system and then to a remote site location.
• SQL Server databases backed up, then replicated to a remote site location
• Laptop hard drives are automatically backed-up to the cloud via a commercial product

D.2 Additional Information Technology Resources in place for surge capacity

IBTS has developed multiple sources of IT resources, both for its own use and that of its customers. These
include local IT companies as well as major corporations. We use these companies to surge for specific IT
projects as well as periods of unusual demand. These companies span the IT gamut from telephony,
copy/print, network and security. In acute cases we support client’s surge needs using our IBTS IT staff.
We maintain a fully staffed Helpdesk and IT department, with an adequate bench to support our
customers.
IBTS maintains a significant store of ready-to-ship IT equipment at our headquarters in the event we need
to outfit employees on short notice. This includes items such as laptops, tablets, portable scanners, and
jet-packs.
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IBTS also has a line of credit with Dell and Verizon sufficient to quickly order and ship any equipment
necessary. Case in point; we successfully outfitted over 90 new FEMA inspectors with tablets, software
and accessories in under 40 days.
IBTS currently hosts applications and data for over 35 customers. Under this hosted arrangement,
customers should enjoy a much faster recovery from interruptions due to natural or man-made disasters.
In most cases, all that is needed is access to a web browser. Most of our critical applications now reside
in a 300,000 square foot, secure datacenter with professional management, redundant power and
multiple layers of security.
IBTS recently installed the latest version of Lucity asset and work order management software in
Central. Lucity allows real-time intake of citizen complaints followed by immediate assignment to field
personnel for resolution. The most recent upgrade goes one step further, allowing city employees to
receive, and respond to, assignments on their smart phone or tablet. Using text messages and email,
this system significantly improves the information flow between the City and the Citizen, while
decreasing response times and increasing customer satisfaction We see Lucity as a real advantage
during periods of increased demand, such as a natural disaster, by allowing Central’s emergency
response to quickly scale by adding field personnel armed with the Lucity mobile application.
Enhanced IT Expertise through subcontractors and consultants
Also during times of increased demand, the following are examples of companies we currently use to
augment our skillsets to satisfy ours and our customer’s needs:
•
Verma - IT services resource located in City of Central
•
DELL – Infrastructure planning and design, hardware
•
CoreBTS - Specializes in Cisco networks, telephone and audio-visual systems
•
BroadAspect – national network and security provider
•
Ricoh – Printing and data management
•
ScansAmerica- scanning/indexing and data management
•
Lantel – telephony and networking
•
GEC – Local IT services resource for onsite support of applications such as ArcGIS

D.3 Replacement of Information Technology Resources

IBTS will be operating as a single entity, responsible for all IT support deliverables. In the event a vendor
is not available, we are ready with alternative vendors for support.
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Section E. Equipment Resources and Equipment
Section
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IBTS has provided Public Works and most services using our own equipment and staff. Subcontractor
staff and equipment will be used to extend current personnel and equipment capabilities. IBTS has been
and will continue add to staff and assets as we grow with the City rather than depending upon
subcontractors to provide these services. IBTS is committed to make public works a higher priority and
success for the City of Central.
Having all equipment and resources available is critical for maintaining City infrastructure (roads, street
signs, ditches, culverts, bridges, etc.) and meeting the requests of citizens in professional and prompt
manner. Additionally, equipment and supplies need to be stored in a manner that facilitates both
smooth public works operations and emergency response.
Public works is the most visible and critical service to be provided by the Contractor for the day-to-day
safety and convenience of residents and the appearance of the City. During emergencies, the needs are
more significant and urgent; accordingly, the contractor needs to have access to a large supply of
equipment and personnel to operate it.
IBTS is an innovative municipal service provider that deploys equipment resources, staff, vendors,
suppliers, and IT systems in a synergetic manner to serve citizens promptly with minimal cost. These
practices are the result of IBTS’ experiences serving several small- to medium-sized jurisdictions across
the nation.
IBTS provides modern, efficient resources to support City services during normal operations, all types of
emergencies, as well as special events such as Halloween and Christmas in Central. IBTS will continue to
provide most complete and professional equipment and resources to the City, and add or replace
resources as needed.
In past six plus years, IBTS has almost doubled its capacity and
resources particularly in response to the recent floods. IBTS
will add additional equipment for special services pending
discussions with the City.
IBTS is committed to provide modern, efficient resources to
support city services during normal operations and during
all types of emergencies. In 2017, following our
assessment of needs in the aftermath of the Louisiana flood
of 2016, we refreshed both our office-related and fieldrelated resources, spending more than $500,000 on new or
replacement capital equipment and facilities.
Section E addresses IBTS’ provision of equipment and
resources, with the exception of IT (already described in
Section D), for the City of Central.
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Section E also explains IBTS’ successful three-prong approach to access additional resources during
heavy work periods and emergency or catastrophic situations. Section E.3 describes how IBTS’ newly
developed vendor management practices will allow us to replace some or all of the resources if any
entity to IBTS is forced to reorganize or be terminated from the program.

E.1 List of Equipment and Resources Available for Provision of Services

Vehicles and Heavy Equipment in Sufficient Quantities and Capabilities
The table below demonstrates the significant investment IBTS has made in modern, efficient equipment
designated for road maintenance, drainage maintenance, roadway repairs, sign maintenance, traffic
signals, utility coordination and emergency services.
Investing in new equipment for the City of Central has significantly reduced the amount of downtime in
the field, decreased accidents, and directly improved morale of employees who use the equipment by
ensuring that none of our employees are burdened by using out-of-date machinery.
Vehicles and Heavy
Equipment

Quantity

Year

Owned

Dedicated

Primary Use

Location

Benefit: Significantly reducing the amount of downtime in the field and decreasing accidents improving the
morale of employees who use the equipment by ensuring they are not burdened by using out- of date machinery
Box Trailer

2

2017

Case Excavator

3

2016

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Case 580N Front End
loader/ Back Hoe
Case Excavator

1

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Chevrolet Silverado

3

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

5

2013

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Dumpster

2

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Dump Trailer 10'

2

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Dump Trailer 14'

1

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Emulsion Tank

1

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Ford F-250

2

2017

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Ford F-750

1

2015

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Freightliner Dumptruck

1

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Gooseneck Trailer 20'

2

2017

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

International Dumptruck

1

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Kubota 3200 Front End
Loader / Lawnmower

1

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Lawn Mower

5

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Polaris side by Side

1

2017

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Toyota Tacoma

1

2007

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Trailer 10'

1

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Trailer 16'

1

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

Trailer 25'

1

2016

•

•

Public Works

Public Works Yard

•
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Newly purchased and dedicated to the City
2016 International Dumptruck

Newly purchased and dedicated to the City
2015 Ford F-750 with Dora Patcher

Newly purchased and dedicated to the City
2016 Case 580N Front End Loader
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Small Power/Hand Tools
IBTS’ large supply of tools allows us properly care for Central’s property, roadsides, ditches, and other
areas that require ongoing maintenance. Our supply also allows us to respond to activities outside
normal operations, such as traffic accidents, storms/hurricanes, ice storms, and specials events such as
Christmas in Central.
The following table outlines our supply of small power and hand tools.
Quantity
Equipment
Quantity
Equipment
Benefit: Allows employees to complete work properly and effectively by having the appropriate tools
available.
Air Compressor

1

Leaf Blower

3

Air Tank

1

Pallet Jack

1

Battery Charger

1

Pick

3

Blower

1

Pitch Fork

2

Bolt Cutters

1

Plastic Rack

2

Bush Hog

1

Porta John

2

Chainsaws

12

Post Driver

1

Cooler

1

Pressure Washer

7

Diamond Blade Saw

1

Propane Tanks

2

Dig Bucket

1

Rake

20

Ditch Bucket

1

Rototiller

1

Dumpster

2

Shears

10

Extended Pole Saws

4

Shop Vacuum

1

Forks

3

Shovel

20

Freezer

1

Sledge Hammer

2

Gas Can (5 Gal.)

40

Spined Hoe

3

Generator

3

Traffic Cones

50

Grater Box

1

Tree Claws

1

Grooming Mower

1

Vibroplate

1

Hard Hat

6

Water Coolers

2

Herbicide Drums

12

Water Hose

3

Hewing Ax

1

Weed Eaters

6

Industrial Fan

2

Wheelbarrow

4

Ladders

10

Mop

20
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Facilities
Current City Services Building

Providing complete city services also requires facilities for office staff, storage, small impromptu
meetings, public reception, and communications. IBTS, through its work with the City for the last six plus
years, has provided professional facilities with parking and easy access which are solely dedicated to the
City for these functions.
In 2017, we also re-furbished the Municipal Service facility located on Sullivan Road with new
computers, an additional high speed printer/copier, a high speed scanner, and new furniture. IBTS also
operates a facility for public works equipment storage and the materials associated with field work from
temporary storage of debris, rip/rap, and spoils. The table below highlights these resources.
Municipal Services
City of Central Office
6703 Sullivan Road, Central, LA 70739
Benefit: Local office with easy access to City of Central and other facilities. Outfitted with necessary
administration equipment with extra room for storage or emergency use.
Assets
Square Feet
Office Spaces
Meeting Rooms
Printer/Scanner
Reception Area
Kitchen
Storage Facility
Parking Lot Spaces

Quantity
4668
16
1
3
1
1
1
25
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Public Works Yard
Public Works Yard
18540 Greenwell Springs Road, Greenwells Springs, LA 70739
Benefit: The public works yard provides safe storage with good access and sufficient capacity. Small
office for visitors or emergency staff is nearby and accessible.
Assets
Square Feet (Office Space)
Office Spaces
Meeting Rooms
Printer/Scanner
Tool Sheds

Quantity
2200
8
1
2
2

Dedicated

•
•
•
•
•

Baton Rouge Shared Administration Office
Baton Rouge Office
804 Main Street, Baton Rouge, LA 70802
Benefit: Small office for visitors or emergency staff is nearby and accessible.
Assets
Square Feet (Office Space)
Office Spaces
Printer/Scanner

Quantity
1500
2
1

Dedicated
•
•
•

E.2 Ability to Access Additional Resources

IBTS recognizes that providing city services means responding to the unexpected at any time on any day.
This includes both manmade and natural disasters that may last days or months, as well as unexpected
needs, such as litter control after a city function.
The required resources vary from heavy construction equipment, to a specialty contractor, to extra
manpower. During the last six years providing services to the City of Central and through our
experiences supporting other municipalities, we have established processes and agreements to meet
each need with the required resources.
For example, we have agreements in place with our subcontractors GEC and Pelican to provide both
field staff and professional services during normal operations and in response to both short- and longterm emergencies. We have further extended our ability to support Central through agreements with
local construction firms such as Westar and with trade and specialty contractors for this kind of support.
The following Shared Vehicles and Construction Equipment table below displays a number of these
resources, and an additional description of our ability to provide additional staff resources is provided in
Section C.
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Shared Vehicles and Equipment
In addition to the vehicles and capital equipment directly owned and dedicated to Central, IBTS has
additional equipment available for specialty jobs and priority use during an emergency available through
its agreements with its subcontractor Pelican and on-call equipment and construction companies such
as Weststar Construction.
This extension of assets can outfit at least 25 additional crews during an emergency for operations
ranging from road and ditch clearing to major construction in case of a wash out or similar hazard. The
tables below displays IBTS’ pre-position through shared and on-call agreements.
Shared Vehicles and Construction Equipment
Benefit: Outfits additional employees during emergencies.
Vehicles and Heavy Equipment

3/4 ton 4-door trucks
1/2 ton 4-door trucks
15 passenger van
20’ enclosed trailer
16’ enclosed trailer
12’ enclosed trailer
16’ deck/ equipment trailer
12’ deck/ equipment trailer
Multi-use utility trailers
30’ gooseneck deck trailers
45’ portable living quarters
T-180 skid steer with multiple
attachments

Quantity
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3
1
1
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1
1
1
3
2
1
1

Primary Use

Public works
Public works
Public works
Public works
Public works
Public works
Public works
Public works
Public works
Public works
Public works
Public works
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On Call Emergency Equipment

Benefit: Available within 24 hours to supplement current assets in
case of emergency or special need.
Equipment

Quantity

Case Dozer

1

Caterpillar Excavator

1

Caterpillar Front End Loader

1

Caterpillar Reclaimer

1

Caterpillar Rubber Tire Backhoe

1

Crawler Dozer

1

Fiat Allis Motorgrader w/Riper

3

Hitachi Excavator w/ Thumb

1

Hitachi Excavator

1

Ingersol-Rand Pad Foot and
Smooth Drum Vibrator
John Deere Dozer

1

John Deere Offroad Truck

1

Link Belt Excavator

1

Mitsubishi Motorgrader w/ Ripper

1

Walden Self Propelled Broom

2

Belltruck Offroad Truck

1

1

Three-Prong Approach
In addition to our pre-positioned manpower and heavy equipment agreements, IBTS has started
processes to provide additional surge resources. Our ability to access additional resources other than IT
resources during heavy work periods and during emergency or catastrophic situations is summarized in
a three-prong preparedness approach:
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Assess

Procure

•Identify Needs
•Define New Requirements

•Request Bids/Quotes
•Select Vendors

Deliver
•Coordination with Program
Director
•Delivery of Service

E.3 Replacement of Equipment and Resources

IBTS will be operating as a single entity, responsible for all support deliverables including those of its
partners. In the event that any partner to IBTS were to reorganize or cease operations, IBTS would be
ready to replace some or all the resources through its vendor management practices developed for this
precise circumstance by the IBTS’ Operations Division.
One of the main objectives of the IBTS vendor management practice entails splitting services and
suppliers between a primary vendor and a secondary vendor. The primary vendor would do a majority
of the work while the secondary vendor would do a minority portion. If the primary vendor were unable
to perform fully, the City of Central would still be able to secure resources and services through IBTS’
secondary vendor
We will choose the primary and secondary service providers and supply vendors primarily on:
• Best value
• Competency
• Location within or near city limits
• Reliability
• Stability
IBTS integrates its preparedness and services to work in a pro-active, engaged manner with all of its
partners to maintain a calm and orderly transition in the event of any emergency.
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Section F. Insurance and Bond
Section F.

Page

F.1 Proof of ability to secure all of the insurance coverage

108

F.2 Proof of ability to secure the bond requirements

108

F.1 Proof of ability to secure all of the Insurance Coverage

IBTS agrees to procure and maintain, for the duration of the Contract and for such extended
period as required by the Contract, the insurance coverage set forth below and name the City
as an additional insured. All insurance will be with insurers authorized to do business in
Louisiana with an A.M. Best rating of no less than A- VI. IBTS understands that any policies
written through the Institute of London Underwriter (“LIU”) will not require an A.M. Best rating.
Prior to commencing work, and upon the expiration or renewal of any policy, IBTS will provide
Certificates of Insurance to City evidencing the following insurance is in place:
Statutory Worker’s Compensation as required by the State of Louisiana.
•
•

•

•
•

Employers Liability Insurance with One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) in coverage.
Comprehensive Automobile and Vehicle Liability Insurance with Five Million
Dollars ($5,000,000) combined single limits covering claims for injuries to
members of the public and/or damages to property of others arising from the
use of IBTS owned or leased motor vehicles, including onsite and offsite
operations.
Commercial General Liability Insurance with limits of Five Million Dollars
($5,000,000) per occurrence and in the aggregate, covering claims for injuries to
members of the public or damages to property of others arising out of any
covered acts of IBTS undertaken to provide services for City as required under
the Contract or omission of IBTS or any of its employees or subcontractors.
Professional Liability Insurance with limits of Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) per
occurrence and in the aggregate.
Umbrella Policy of at least Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000) in coverage.

IBTS will ensure that all policies of insurance provide a waiver of subrogation in favor of City
and agrees to waive any claim in contract or tort against City to the extent covered by IBTS’s
insurance.
IBTS agrees to maintain tail coverage for Professional Liability Insurance for a minimum of two
years from the date of expiration or termination of the Contract. IBTS agrees to make available
to City, upon request, copies of any claim filed or made against any policy during the policy
term. IBTS agrees to notify City in writing, within thirty (30) calendar days, of any claim filed
against IBTS in excess of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) relating to the scope of
services provided by IBTS under the Contract.
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IBTS agrees to provide City with a renewed Certificate of Insurance at least thirty (30) days prior
to any IBTS provided insurance expiring or lapsing. Such renewal policies shall provide equal
and like coverage to the expiring/lapsing policies and provide coverage for the remainder of the
Contract term. IBTS acknowledges that it may be required to stop work if all required insurance
is not in full force and effect. As evidence that IBTS is able to procure the required insurance, a
current Certificate of Insurance which meets all of the City’s current and future requirements is
included below. Upon contract award, IBTS will have issued a new Certificate of Insurance
evidencing that the above insurance is in place prior to commencing work.
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F.2 Proof of ability to secure the bond requirements

IBTS agrees that upon execution of the Contract, IBTS will furnish a performance bond issued by
a commercial surety authorized to do business in Louisiana in the total amount of the annual
compensation for services for Year 1, Year 2 and Year 3. IBTS agrees that on or before July 1,
2019, IBTS will furnish a performance bond issued by a commercial surety authorized to do
business in Louisiana in the total amount of the annual compensation for services for Year 4.
IBTS agrees that on or before July 1, 2020, IBTS will furnish a performance bond issued by a
commercial surety authorized to do business in Louisiana in the total amount of the annual
compensation for services for Year 5. As evidence of IBTS’s ability to furnish the required
bonds, IBTS has included below, a bond commitment letter from our surety company that
exceeds the annual compensation requirements as set forth in the RFP.
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Section G. Proposal
In this section we have included our Pricing Proposal. As requested we have utilized Exhibit E Price Break
down format.
EXHIBIT E- PROPOSAL FORM

PERIOD

AMOUNT

YEAR 1
$3,873,920
YEAR 2
$3,990,138
ALL SERVICES IN RFQ & P
YEAR 3
$4,109,842
YEAR 4
$4,233,137
YEAR 5
$4,360,131
DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE- Excavation Per Mile in addition to
$28,123
amount of off-road drainage required in Scope of Services.
DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE- Cleaning Per Mile in addition to
$21,425
amount of off-road drainage required in Scope of Services.
Basic Labor for additional services per hour
$215
(Equivalent 4-man crew hourly rate, during normal working hours*)
After-hour/ Emergency Labor for additional services per hour
$325
(Equivalent 4-man crew hourly rate, outside of normal working hours*)
*Normal working hours are 8 hours per day on weekdays, excluding holidays

Note: Year 1 price represents $100,000 increase from our current terms due to increased
demand for services.
Note: IBTS will refund 10% of permit and inspection fees collected over $200,000 in a given
year.
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Section H. Contract
Section H.
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118

H.5 Emergency and Catastrophic Response

124

H.6 Approach to Scope of Services

130

This section outlines IBTS’ approach to the scope of work as we understand it. As the incumbent, IBTS
delivered on all areas of the scope of work of the current contract in addition to supplemental services
as requested by the City. IBTS remains committed to improve City operations and service to the citizens
of Central.

H.1 Agreement to Execute Contract

IBTS agrees to execute a contract substantially similar to the Sample Contract provided as an example in
the City of Central RFQ&P, Exhibit B.

H.2 Signature of Document

All documents requiring a signatory authority for IBTS will be signed by Ashok K. Goswami, IBTS Chief
Executive Officer. The IBTS Board of Directors resolution giving him the authority to sign on behalf of
IBTS is attached for Exhibit A. IBTS’ declaration of no conflict of interest with the City of Central for
services contemplated for this RFQ&P is in Exhibit B.
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H.3 Exhibit D- Declaration of No Conflict of Interest
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H.4 Transition Plan Including Duration

IBTS understands the importance of uninterrupted services to the citizens and communities, and has
demonstrated its commitment to achieve those goals by successfully and promptly transitioning into
City of Central services.
Track Record of Successful Transition in a timely and smooth manner
During the transition seven years ago, IBTS demonstrated its abilities and attention to details and pre
planning, to have:
•
•
•

All facilities, staff, IT systems, and resources available on day one, with just 30 days notice.
All data and records transferred, and all the permits and zoning issues were taken over from the
previous service provider
Getting prompt approval from the City on all policies, procedures, priorities regarding
communication, public relations, financial, coordination with other agencies, and all city
governance functions. IBTS believes that we work under the direction of the Mayor and we must
get Mayor’s approval on all policies, procedures, and priorities.

IBTS executives and transition team took personal interest and led the transition, a commitment to
serve the city has continued during past seven years. IBTS arranged a number of events to introduce our
staff and team to the business leaders, citizens, contractors, and council members, to show our
commitments to serve as a team.
IBTS was complimented for its care of its staff, and providing a well-furnished facility where citizens can
be served in a professional setting and in a welcoming manner.
Proposed Transition to the new contract
Upon the award of the next award, IBTS will take the following steps:
1. Complete negotiations and Provide Bonds and Insurance documents: IBTS will provide proof of
Insurance and performance bond as required by the contract.
2. Kick off Meeting with the Mayor after award: IBTS executives and Staff will arrange a kick off
meeting to seek further direction and to make sure coordination and transition is meeting the
expectations of the Mayor and that he considers IBTS as an extension of his staff.
3. Transition Plan: After execution of the new contract, IBTS will prepare a transition plan for
approval by the Mayor. The transition plan will include a check list of all the compliance issues,
time line, personal responsible, and a final acceptance of the successful completion of the
transition activities. This will in implementing any changes from the current contract to the new
contract.
4. Subcontract agreements: IBTS will provide confirmation that all subcontractors have been
brought on board to serve the needs of the City.
5. Staff Resources: IBTS will provide a staffing plan and review any reorganization and
reassignments as appropriate
6. Status of all current activities and projects: Although IBTS is an incumbent, IBTS will create a
status list of all projects and activities 30 days before the transition of the plan and review the
priorities of the Mayor. This will be a good opportunity to take a comprehensive view and taka
fresh look to find ways to improve.
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7. Status of all permits and inspections: As was done, during the last transition, IBTS will provide a
status and percent completion of all permits and inspections, so that an equitable transition can
be done based on percentage of completion of the inspections.
8. Review all the equipment and IT systems deployed at City: IBTS will conduct an annual review
and provide a report to the Mayor that all equipment and IT systems as proposed are being
made available to serve the City and seek any suggestions from the City. IBTS will also review
the status of its storage facility and any issues dealing with the adequacy of the supplies,
suppliers, and vendors to be ready to meet all needs of the city.
9. Policies and Procedures: IBTS will review the policies and procedures to see if any changes are
appropriate to better serve the City.
10. Data and Documents review: IBTS will review the data and documents management system to
ensure that all data and documents related with the City services are being managed well.
11. Financial and cash issues: IBTS will provide a closing documents to address all the financial and
cash issues dealing with city funds and payments. This will ensure that all issues are current.
12. Status of all capital improvements and public works issues: IBTS will provide a closing
document to provide the status of the Capital Improvements and Public Works issues at the
time of Transition.
13. Implement any lessons Learned from the 2016 floods: IBTS will have expanded disaster
response capacity and will provide Mayor a draft plan for his review and approval.
14. Review of all capital projects, grants opportunities, and other upcoming events: IBTS will
prepare a plan to implements proposed improvements and focus on short and long term needs
of the City.
Our transition plan will implement all innovative ideas and improvements as proposed. Our start up
plans will be implemented smoothly as IBTS has knowledge of the City of Central and what needs to be
“reset” to start the new contract.
Duration of Transition Plan
The transition plan will start upon the execution of the new contract and will be completed before the
end of the current contract. This duration will depend on the actual execution of the new contract.
Based on the announced planned time for selection and award, IBTS is convinced that there is no risks
for the successful transition. IBTS needs minimum time for the transition into the new contract.
All services will be transitioned on start date of new contract July 1, 2018 in a smooth manner.
Objectives of Transition Plan
With each new contract, including contracts where we are the incumbent, IBTS takes the opportunity
during contract start up to look for improvements. We will work with the Mayor and his or her
designees to identify process or activities to improve or update. The objectives of our transition period
are to:
•
•
•
•

Incorporate lessons learned from the last seven years
Document new processes as described in the proposal
Ensure that our ongoing support continues smoothly
Reset the program services per new contract
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Monitoring and Controlling Risk and Quality
We will establish a cadence for weekly reviews internally and for periodic reviews with the Mayor and
council regarding our transition. At these meetings we will discuss our current performance, and
opportunities for improvement. We will also discuss progress against our lessons learned for the next
contract.
We will meet with the Mayor and Council as appropriate to discuss recommendations we may have
regarding services, equipment, and processes for your review and consideration.
IBTS will review status of activities and priorities under the eight main areas of services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administrative Services
Financial Services
Public Works and Emergency Services
Planning and Zoning Services
Engineering Services
Storm water Management Services
Code Enforcement

Focus on Current Challenges of the Citizens and Communities from Floods
IBTS will pay particular attention to the recovery effort from the floods and any efforts to seek grants
and collaboration with FEMA and CDBG Disaster Recovery plans by the State of Louisiana. IBTS will learn
from our current involvement in State recovery programs as well is its other services to FEMA to avoid
common pitfalls and implement successful support.
Steps and Proposed Time Line
IBTS senior leadership will participate in the kick off meetings and will provide oversight to ensure that
all issues are addressed to the satisfaction of the Mayor and all stakeholders. Public relations and
communication with citizens and community is continued with sensitivity and care.
IBTS will be ready on Day One of the new Service Agreement.
IBTS hereby agrees to execute the contract substantially similar to the sample provided in the RFP
published by the City. All documents requiring signatory authority will be signed by Ashok K. Goswami,
PE Chief Executive Officer. The IBTS Board of Directors have given the authority to sign the contract on
behalf of IBTS. IBTS is ready to commit all personnel and resources presented in this proposal to start
the new services upon award. IBTS will deploy a Transition Team to support our onsite Team to ensure
smooth transition.
Transition Burden from Citizen’s Perspective
Since the City has been recovering from the floods, smooth transition for the next contract is even more
important at this stage due to what citizens had to suffer through during past 16 months due to floods
and bad weather. IBTS will ensure that citizens will continue to have high degree of faith in our ability to
serve them with passion and positive relationships. We will also continue to focus on ensuring that local
business continue to trust the working relationships that IBTS has built with them.
IBTS public service culture, brand of quality of service, care and respect given to each citizen will
continue without change.
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IBTS has in Place All Resources, Systems, and Staff to Serve the City and Improve Services
•

Key personnel, technical staff including subcontractor staff are in place to serve the city

•

IBTS has in place the facilities, equipment, IT systems, supplies, etc. needed to continue the
services without disruption or any risk

•

IBTS has in place the insurances and Bonds, financial, Human Resources, and other corporate
support to ensure that all contract requirements are met without typical start up risks due to
unknowns.

•

All Project references, ordinances, documentations of past decisions made by the City, approved
policies, and procedures are in place. There will be no risk of knowledge transfer.

•

All staff is trained in the current policies, procedures, equipment, and software systems,
therefore, the services will continue without any difficulty.

•

All banking relationships, and relationships with the local agencies, stakeholders, and businesses
are in place.

•

Citizens and contractors will have no challenge to adopt to the new procedures, staff, and
facilities to provide services. During the time of recovery from the disaster, a change in service
provider will not be a burden to the citizens and contractors if IBTS is awarded the next contract.
There will be no reason of dropping of any requests as transition poses no risk.

•

IBTS has expanded significantly its capacity and staff to respond to floods and other disasters.
These staff, subcontractors, and experts are in place now. IBTS has other experts such as new
grant writers, Capital Project Construction Managers, Storm Water Management experts in
place.

•

IBTS is much more capable for providing better services in next five to seven years than even
before. Therefore, the quality and capacity to meet changed needs of the City exists.

IBTS is proposing a draft time below for various steps to ensure that we go through our sincere due
diligence without taking anything for granted, and we seek guidance and confirmation on all issues to
make sure we are meeting the expectation of the Mayor and focusing on priorities of the City.
Transition Focus and Overall Strategy for Best Results
As the incumbent contractor, our transition in plan is unambiguous—our team is ready to continue its
current functions on day one of contract award. We anticipate no interruption of services and no loss of
corporate expertise. We will move forward with our self-examination and planned service
improvements.
Our Program Director will lead all necessary contract “Reset” tasks, shown below. Our Reset includes a
kickoff meeting with the City of Central leadership to review City’s expectations; refining existing staffing
; discuss new approaches and potentially adding new technology; evaluate current performance and
agree to establish benchmarks to measure future performance; listen carefully to identify areas of
needed improvement or requiring more focus and attention; candidly communicate the expectations of
IBTS for consistent and honest feedback on performance and addressing potential issues before they
become problems, and identify other matters requiring attention by the City and IBTS. We will also hold
an internal meeting to review and reconfirm IBTS policies, and processes (communications, meeting
schedules, planned activities, and quality control processes).
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Transition Steps and Timeline
The Program Director will be assisted by Transition Team consisting of experts from IT, disaster
recovery, grant writing, and representatives/advisors from our subcontractors to finalize our Transition
Plan. The following are steps and time line.
Activities

Post-Award/
Pre-Contract Start and
planning

Negotiate, provide insurance, bond
information, execute the contract
Kick off meetings

30 days after
contract
execution

30 days
before the
start of new
contract

7 days
before the
start of new
contract

Develop Transition Plan and submit to
Mayor for review
Subcontracts finalized
Staff and Resources
Develop status of all key projects
under public works
Develop status of inspections and
permits
Develop status of financial issues
Develop status of all capital projects,
developments in progress, and grants
Review equipment and IT systems
Review Policies and Procedures

*

Review Data and Records
Implement lessons learned from 2016
floods and proposed improvements
per proposal
Develop an annual work plan
Get approval from the Mayor on
Transition Plan and annual work plan
Start Implementation of the Transition
Plan

IBTS will train the staff and all our vendors on new contract requirements. New staff, including
subcontract staff, will receive initial orientation to the firm, introducing company processes, resources,
mission, and capabilities. This will include new staff orientation of City of Central policies, people,
culture, expectations, and the specific program data. This creates a solid foundation for successful and
consistent delivery excellence.
Transition- Out (to other service provider) Plan
As required by the Contract, upon the expiration of the contract, and if the City selects another service
provider, IBTS will comply with its current contract terms. IBTS will:
•
•

IBTS will cooperate in good faith in order to effectuate a smooth and harmonious transition to
the City or the new service provider.
IBTS will transfer all data and records, files, etc. that is pertaining to the city services. This will
include all City provided equipment, materials, supplies, etc.
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•
•
•

IBTS will remove all logos from its equipment
IBTS will provide current percentage of completion of all inspections and transfer the code
compliance responsibilities with mutual cooperation
IBTS will continue providing services until the last day of the contract. IBTS will also work with its
subcontractors and vendors to address and provide a closeout report to the City.

To this end, we will participate in transition meetings and will provide a plan to transfer electronic and
physical records along with email and other databases such as those related to permits and inspections.
We will provide documentation on status of issues. IBTS will also begin to close out and terminate our
contracts for our office and yard facilities. We anticipate a 30-day timeframe to conduct transition out.
‘RESET’ Contract
Initial meeting with Government and
new contractor
Transition out planning meetings with
City of Central Leadership
Meet with incoming contractor on
outstanding issues and data turnover
Develop plan to capture and turnover
data (e.g, email, databases, records)
Transfer databases, email and records

Post-Award/
Pre-Contract
Start

June 1–7

June 8–14

June 15–30

X

X

X

Post Close
Out

X

X

X

X

Develop outstanding issues
documentation
Inform performing vendors of contract
closeout
Terminate ongoing contracts
Identify if any equipment or materials
were city purchased
Plan for redeployment of IBTS
equipment and materials
Redeploy staff to other contracts
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H.5 Emergency and Catastrophic Response
The flood of August 2016 resulted in a reassessment of the needs of the community and
how to respond to a 500 or 1,000 year flood. The
IBTS team, through our work during the flood in
the City of Central and throughout other
communities across Louisiana, has put great
emphasis on evaluating and planning for future
large-scale emergency response situations or
disasters.

Figure IBTS worked around-the-clock to help get residents

The City has also put increased emphasis on
back into homes as quickly as possible after 60 percent of
emergency services in the issuance of its RFQ&P for single-family homes flooded during in August 2016.
City Services. Likewise, the City has taken a longterm, strategic view by developing a drainage master plan to prioritize and plan capital improvements to
reduce future flood-related events.
As a result, we have illustrated our experience and our commitment to effective disaster prevention,
preparedness, and recovery throughout our proposal. These concepts are described below and in
Section D.2, and Section E.2. Section B.2 provides examples of our past experience with emergency and
catastrophic response, and Section C.2.3 describes the new staff we have on our team for providing
support to our Program Director and Public Works Department.
IBTS Team Emergency and Disaster Resources
For more than a decade IBTS has been working with communities in Louisiana and across the country to
prepare for and respond to emergencies and catastrophic events; especially natural disasters. Through
current disaster recovery work in Louisiana as well as other states including Florida, New York, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, and Texas, we have developed tools and processes to address administrative,
technical, and physical needs at the city-, county-, and state-level.
Disaster recovery is a complex, lengthy, and high-stakes process. Mistakes can be extremely costly in
terms of missed opportunities for benefits or “claw-backs” of benefits that have to be refunded because
of oversights in grant administration or service delivery. In many instances, well-intended decisions
made under duress during or after a disaster with the best interests of the community in mind can have
significant unintended consequences. As Mayor Shelton wisely stated following the August 2016 floods,
“Sometimes you need to slow down to hurry up.” As shown in Section B.2 the IBTS team has added a
deep and versatile team of experts, many of whom are Louisianans or currently live in the state, with
the knowledge and experience to help the City of Central through whatever disasters might be
encountered in the future.
IBTS Re-Issued the Book on Disaster Recovery
Following Hurricane Katrina, IBTS published a Disaster Management Recovery Handbook to address
topics ranging from initial damage assessments to requesting assistance to disaster closeout activities.
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Through our disaster-related work since that
handbook was published, we have developed
additional tools, tips, and resources tailored to
meet the priorities and perspectives of public
officials and other stakeholders involved in the
life-cycle of a disaster. Not surprisingly, the
Internet is now the means to share this
information rather than a printed, bound
document. As part of the IBTS non-profit
public-service mission we have internally
funded the development of the IBTS OnHand
website. Access to the site
(www.ibtsonhand.org) is free of charge.

The home screen of IBTS OnHAND, which allows users to
customize their content by disaster phase, peril, stakeholder
role, location, and demographic.

OnHand contains original content based on input from public officials and other stakeholders across the
country, including the City of Central, in the form of videos, tips, case studies, references to and
explanations of regulatory requirements, and more. Early in the OnHand development process City of
Central officials reviewed the prototype website and shared recommendations for content and
organizational structure. Especially useful to municipal government stakeholders like City Managers,
additional content is being added daily to meet the evolving information needs of local officials required
to help them accurately and efficiently prepare for, respond to, and recover from disasters.
Following the floods of August 2016 IBTS began work on a case study to summarize lessons learned and
experiences gained by City of Central officials and municipal services staff, and IBTS staff. IBTS research
staff conducted a series of in-person and telephone interviews combined with extensive investigation
and analysis of public- and private-data sources to bring the City of Central experience to life in a way
that had not been done before.
The case study has been distributed widely through IBTS Board Appointing Associations to the members
of the National League of Cities, International City/County Manager Association, National Governors
City of Central Case Study
Following the IBTS-managed response and recovery
from the catastrophic August 2016 flood in Central,
Louisiana, IBTS published a case study that highlights
practical lessons learned and offers advice to help other
communities better prepare for natural disasters and
navigate post-disaster response. Flood events are
represented as they unfolded, highlighting the steps the
City and IBTS took to respond to the flood and how the
city is navigating the recovery process. Intermingled are
commentary and observations from those who were
there, offering lessons learned before, during, and after
the disaster.
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Association, National Association of Counties, and Council of State Governments. Following Hurricanes
Harvey and Irma, the case study was shared with public officials in hundreds of communities in Texas
and Florida.
Emergency Preparedness Plan
The 2017-2018 Emergency Preparedness Plan summarizes the potential hazards for the City of Central.
It rightly considers all hazards while focusing on the most probable risks. Flooding is obviously a major
and ongoing concern due to recent past events and Central’s location between two large rivers.
Hurricanes and tornados are the most probable additional natural causes of an emergency or disaster
threatening the City. These weather events bring additional impacts such as loss of power, roads being
closed, and flooding along with their high winds.
There are other potentially relevant natural hazards that include: wildfire in rural areas, drought, and an
even seismic activity from the New Madrid fault line just north of
Louisiana. There is also a potential hazard from man-made
emergencies primarily due to being downwind of Baton Rouge
where numerous refineries and chemical plants are located. Within
or nearby the City of Central there could be a hazardous material or
radiological spill from a truck on a highway or an aircraft crash.
The Emergency Preparedness Plan provides an overall concept of
operations to guide preparing for, responding to, and recovering
from a disaster. The Plan is a living document that continues to
evolve. For example, the City of Central has substantially updated
the Emergency Preparedness Plan for the 2017-2018 period
including a recent decision to operate out of two offices during an
emergency to improve command, control, and communications.
Cover of the City of Central's 2017-2018
Emergency Preparedness Plan, which
has been updated based on lessons
learned from the 2016 floods.

The Plan describes the emergency management staff structure,
resources, concept of operations for the City along with activities
such as exercises and training. The Plan also defines the role of our
staff and equipment in emergency planning and response.

IBTS Emergency and Disaster Staff Roles
As the current provider for City of Central’s Public Works and Emergency Services support, we play an
integral role in emergency operations support. Through our Public Works Department we assist with
safeguarding lives and property in the event of a disaster and/or emergency. David Ratcliff (Program
Director), Ray Louis (Public Works Director), Debbie Mouton (Assistant City Clerk) each have specific
roles in the Emergency Operations Plan.
In the event of an emergency, they are all to report to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) and
provide support with advising, directing, and recording decisions. Additionally, David Ratcliff and Ray
Louis are on call 24x7x365 to be available by telephone in case of need due to an emergency or disaster.
In summary, their roles specifically are to provide the following services:
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•

•

•

The Program Director reports to the Emergency Management Director to advise and provide
requested information regarding the overall status of our emergency service support. He
provides the overall direction for IBTS services to the City for emergency support
The Public Works Director gives direction to our field crews regarding clearing of City roads,
maintaining the city drainage system within the street right-of-way, and supplying equipment.
He provides updates on inventories and activities of the resources deployed and available to the
EOC. He also coordinates emergency transportation if needed through the Emergency
Management Director and assists in an evacuation. Throughout the course of the year, Mr. Louis
also has responsibilities related to training, exercises, and resource availability.
The Assistant City Clerk reports to the EOC to assist with keeping official city records of events,
decisions, and other related items

Our responsibility is for providing the
manpower, vehicles, and equipment to
maintain roadways and city drainage
systems. We are available to assist
other departments when requested
with personnel, material, and
equipment. We also maintain records
of purchases and disbursements
applicable to the disaster or
IBTS Program Director David Ratcliff and Mayor Jr Shelton help
emergency, and assist the Emergency
clear debris from a culvert during the 2016 flood.
Management Director with
coordination of emergency
transportation if necessary. Additionally, IBTS has other duties associated with supporting the EOC, such
as providing assistance to keep the common operating picture up-to-date with problems, activities, and
the location and condition of issues, personnel, and equipment.
IBTS Emergency and Disaster Operations Responsibilities
Throughout the course of the year, IBTS maintains our preparedness by doing the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Assembling and maintaining emergency contact lists to ensure communication and notification
should an event occur
Maintaining, reviewing, and updating our resource lists for manpower and equipment to
respond in an emergency. Our resource lists are described in Sections D.2 and E.2
Attending Emergency Operations Center planning meetings and supporting the development
and revisions to the Emergency Preparedness Plan
Providing training and conducting periodic briefings on our procedures and responsibilities to
our staff
Participating in exercises as directed

In the event that we receive a warning or if an event occurs the IBTS team will take the following initial
actions:
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•
•

The Program Director (David Ratcliff) will coordinate with the Emergency Management Director,
and advise in the decision regarding EOC activation.
The Public Works Director (Ray Louis) will report to the EOC to provide direction and
coordination of public works functions.

The IBTS team will undertake several additional actions in these cases including the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Notifying key public works personnel and subcontractors
Assigning duties and crews
Checking all appropriate equipment
Checking fuel supplies

We also notify our internal emergency management services support group to assess the likelihood of
requiring additional resources. These resources may include additional local field and professional staff,
additional equipment, and additional emergency services support coordination. As needs are identified,
our on-call staff and contractors will be alerted to be stand by, ready to assist.
As the potential emergency escalates and/or extends, IBTS will continue to elevate our support. We will
engage our teaming partner GEC to assist with communications, planning, and coordination. We will
bring in additional emergency services support staff such as JoAnne Moreau to direct our Public Works
activities, freeing up Ray Louis to work in the field. We will also add additional crews from our local
vendors such as Pelican. If needed, we will activate our on call agreements for additional heavy
equipment such as equipment available from Weststar Construction as described in section E.2.
We will assist with call-in volunteers or other volunteer support, adding additional local contractors if
needed. We will also contact the East Baton Rouge Parish Office of Homeland Security and Emergency
Preparedness for state and possibly federal assistance as directed by the Emergency Management
Director.
Compliance and Reimbursement
The IBTS team will work with the City of
Central to ensure compliance with
regulations and maximum eligible
reimbursement for costs incurred
responding to disasters. In the case of
federally-declared disasters such as the
2016 floods, the IBTS team will support
the City of Central through our extensive
experience with compliance requirements,
a snapshot of which is featured below:
•

Projects funded with CDBG-DR
must comply with all CDBG-DR
rules, including national objective,
eligible activities, and federal

An excerpt from an IBTS presentation explaining the CDBG Grant
Administration process.
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•

•
•

cross-cutting requirements. In addition, grantees must meet a Low- to Moderate Income (LMI)
targeting requirement.
Activities must be located within the disaster-affected area and address an unmet recovery
need that is related to the impact of the disaster. Federal cross-cutting requirements include
applicable environmental, maintenance of flood insurance, procurement, labor, fair housing and
relocation requirements.
CDBG-DR may be used for FEMA or other federal match but must still demonstrate funds are
being used for CDBG-DR eligible activities and must comply with CDBG-DR rules.
Federal programs must comply with 2 CFR 200 and disaster programs must meet requirements
of the Stafford Act. The Stafford Act specifically prohibits duplication of benefits.

IBTS will be available to assist the City of Central with relevant grant application processes and
documentation. Comprehensive records management and retention are critical and can be planned in
advance. Likewise, the use of staff and contracted labor and equipment must be managed and
documented. The extensive documentation processes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insurance policies
Competitive procurement processes
Labor hour and employee categorization requirements
Equipment usage and purpose
Debris management locations, loading, scale records, unloading, and monitoring reports
Environmental baselines and monitoring

Lessons Learned and Continuous Improvement
IBTS and the City of Central experienced and
literally lived through the flood of 2016
together. The lessons learned and unique
perspectives gained have significantly helped
IBTS and the City of Central along the
learning curve in ways that would be difficult
or impossible for individuals that were not
there to understand.
That said, with the passing of the flood’s one
year anniversary and return to more normal
operations, there is an opportunity to
reflect, build upon the experience, and
improve preparations in advance of a
potential future natural disaster. Toward
that end, IBTS and GEC, led in this effort by
Sherri LeBas, will discuss and explore
methods for continuous improvement with
the Mayor.

An excerpt of an “Experiences Gained” article on IBTS OnHAND,
featuring advice and lessons learned from Central’s experience
managing donations and volunteers.
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For example, IBTS and GEC could facilitate individual meetings or roundtable discussions with
stakeholders. These discussions could include state-, parish-, and local-level participants. Topics could
include how to increase access to and engagement with Louisiana state resources, establishing broader
networks of contacts and relationships, scenario modeling and preparedness plan interaction, and
Federal grant administration processes, among others.
While IBTS was able to deploy several experts from out-of-state IBTS offices following the 2016 flood,
we also learned that the most effective approach is to build and depend upon local resources to the
maximum extent possible. The inclusion of GEC and Pelican as part of the IBTS team is a direct result of
that effort. We intend to extend and deepen these in-state relationships moving forward.

H.6 Approach to Scope of Services

As a partner to the City of Central, IBTS adopts the City’s best interests as those of our own. As such, we
plan to continue providing additional services – whatever these may be – to help provide the citizens of
Central with the best possible quality of life. We view the aforementioned contract as permission to
serve the citizens of Central, not as a restriction on the services we can and cannot provide – IBTS does
whatever it takes to meet the evolving needs of the City.
This section highlights both the services we have provided previously and proposes the incorporation of
new and innovative ideas that will continue moving the City forward. These innovations build upon the
services IBTS has already provided to the City, and are posed as suggestions for review upon budget
renewal.
H.6.1. Administrative Services
IBTS maintains a people-first, nonprofit approach to administrative services and understands the
importance of efficient and effective internal administrative processes. These are required to carry out
the City’s day-to-day operations to ensure we provide the exceptional service the citizens of Central
have come to expect. IBTS will continue to improve upon our current administrative services through
software updates, process and procedural adjustments, and our staff’s continued commitment to go
above-and-beyond to serve the citizens of Central.

Software Requirements
GBA Master Series

IBTS procured GBA Master Series for the City in 2013, which was later rebranded as
Lucity, with the City’s permission, in July 2017.

Tyler Incode

IBTS procured and has used Tyler Incode for the City since 2011 to support finance and
accounting functions.

Accela

With the City’s prior permission, IBTS has used its Field Inspection Tool (FIT) since 2011
to track permits, licenses, and plan reviews for the City.

Microsoft Windows 7
Professional

IBTS is in the process of upgrading all City desktop computers to Windows 10 and will
complete this by September 2018.

Microsoft Office 2010
Professional

With the City’s prior permission, IBTS implemented Microsoft Office 2013 to support
City of Central services.
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ESRI GIS
Adobe Acrobat 10
Professional

With the City’s prior permission, IBTS has utilized ESRI’s ArcGIS Desktop software since
2012. The ArcGIS Desktop license includes the ability to view spatial data, create
layered maps and perform spatial analyses.
IBTS’s desktop environment for City of Central Services has included Adobe Acrobat
Professional since 2012.

The technology solutions provided by IBTS in the current contract have met all City demands and
provided additional capabilities to Central. City personnel and residents are familiar and satisfied with
these current systems, and maintaining their use will result in seamless continuation of service delivery
by City of Central staff. This will shorten the time, reduce the costs, and eliminate the potential backlash
from citizens that may come from switching platforms.
Additionally, IBTS uses the software systems outlined above with other municipal clients, enabling us to
provide reach back capabilities and apply lessons learned from other municipalities.
H.6.1.1 Capital Program Administration
Program Director David Ratcliff leads coordination with designated City representatives to develop and
implement the City’s capital improvement program. IBTS has brought on two local subcontractors:
Pelican and full-service engineering firm GEC, who can both assist with capital improvement projects.
Mr. Ratcliff has experience coordinating with subcontractors to ensure projects run on or ahead of
schedule and are in full compliance with local and state ordinances. An example of this is the City’s $1.4
million Frenchtown Road Widening Project, which is currently underway. Mr. Ratcliff works closely with
City of Central’s current engineering subcontractor to provide oversight and assist with the coordination
of utility placements. Using his knowledge of the City’s long-term goals and familiarity with the citizen’s
priorities, Mr. Ratcliff will coordinate with IBTS’s recently hired Grant Writer, Susanne Kohl-Parker, in an
effort to obtain additional funds for capital improvement projects in the City’s best interest.
H.6.1.2 Forecasting and Policy Implementation
IBTS Financial Services Manager Michele LoBianco is experienced in financial forecasting and analysis.
She will continue working closely with the City’s Finance Director to assist in research, presentation of
findings, and implementation of City Council policies and directives.
H.6.1.3 Contract Administration
Oversight and selection of third-party contractors for the City requires a nuanced understanding of
Central’s needs, priorities, and the capabilities of City personnel. As the incumbent service provider, IBTS
will leverage pre-existing relationships with third-party contractors to maintain and improve service, and
to help the City identify contractors that meet the needs of the City and best augment City personnel.
As Central continues to grow and develop, we anticipate that it will require additional third-party
support. Recognizing this, IBTS will provide additional procurement and administration support through
our corporate General Counsel and contracts team.
Additionally, IBTS will provide the City with on-call support from our corporate contract administrator
and corporate attorneys. This reach-back service capability will provide the City with legal experts who
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are already familiar with Central and can assist with identifying and navigating any legal issues that may
arise.
Mr. Ratcliff and the IBTS staff’s seamless support in contract administration has been a key component
of the City’s current success with third-party contractors. For example, after the August 2016 flood, Mr.
Ratcliff drew on his experience and familiarity with Central to make quick decisions in the best interests
of the City. He assisted the City in approving an emergency debris removal contract and served on a
selection committee.
As a result of Mr. Ratcliff’s guidance and support during this emergency period, Central was the first city
in the Parish to begin debris removal
operations. This was an important
step in helping the City’s citizens
return to their homes and
businesses quickly and safely.
H.6.1.4 Communication and Public
Relations
Coordinated and detailed internal
and external communication is
integral to Central’s commitment to
understand and exceed citizen
expectations in all service areas. IBTS
provides the technology and
software to ensure reliable
communication, however our
greatest strength is our dedicated
and experienced staff who can
minimize system issues and work in
close partnership with the Mayor
and his staff to communicate
consistent messages to the citizens.
IBTS maintains digitized public
records and will continue to digitize
all future records in the same
database in accordance with State
Law and the City’s fee schedule.
Records will be remotely backed-up
on our secure corporate servers
located near IBTS headquarters in
Ashburn, VA. Moving forward, IBTS
IBTS is responsible for updating the City calendar to notify the public of City
will help guide the City of Central in
Council and Commission meetings, and for posting meeting agendas and
minutes on Central’s website.
establishing a records retention
policy.
Sharing a consistent, positive message with the citizens builds a sense of comradery and support for the
City’s efforts. IBTS works closely with the City’s Economic Development Director Amanda Moody to
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coordinate public communications to residents through the City’s website, the media, or other means of
communication. Our continued support to Ms. Moody and the Mayor will ensure that timely updates to
both content and communications platforms are made as requested and identified by the City.
IBTS also provides storage of public records and applications for City services, including permitting. IBTS
uses FIT permitting software to process and record all applications for permits electronically. The
software automatically generates various types of reports, such as assessor reports and single-family
residential monthly reports, to notify the City and other agencies of permits and their status. This
capability streamlines monthly reporting to the U.S. Census Bureau. This system is already implemented
and used by City personnel; therefore there will be no time needed for staff training or data transfer. An
additional benefit of using FIT is that contractors and homeowners may apply for permits and
inspections remotely 24/7 without having to come into the City Services Office.
Annual reviews of City policies and procedures, such as those related to bidding, contracting, and
purchasing, not only maintain compliance, but also ensure that plans continue to grow with the City and
that staff are refreshed and kept up-to-date on current policies and procedures. This is also especially
important when it comes to reviewing City policies and procedures for emergency communications and
emergency preparedness. These annual reviews are currently completed in coordination with City Fire
and Police Departments, the Mayor’s office, the Department of Public Works, and other stakeholders.
This process will continue into the next contract period to ensure a coordinated response utilizing the
latest emergency communications technology.
IBTS Commitment to Continued Innovation
IBTS understands that the City’s top priority in any emergency situation is the safety of its
citizens. Although IBTS helped the City navigate the August 2016 flood with no serious
injuries or fatalities, IBTS seeks to take extra precaution by proposing implementation of a
reverse 911 system to help expedite the public communications process during
emergencies. The system reaches all citizens within a designated geographic area via text
message or automated voice message to allow for widespread near immediate
communication with all citizens or visitors in harm’s way.

H.6.1.5 Departmental Support
Assistant City Clerk Debbie Mouton currently provides seamless administrative and clerical support for
all City functions and departments as requested by the City. Already familiar with the processes required
to carry out the responsibilities as outlined in the contract, Ms. Mouton will continue to closely follow
the established schedule and apply her detailed understanding of required policies and procedures to
improve service. She also has existing contacts and relationships with the Mayor’s office and City Council
in place to carry out these tasks. There will be no learning curve or deadlines missed, as Ms. Mouton will
continue working diligently to complete all tasks by their deadline.
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These tasks include preparing
all materials and
documentation of City
Council and Committee
meetings and communicating
all required documentation
and notices to the City’s
Official Journal. Additionally,
Ms. Mouton also codifies and
updates City ordinances and
resolutions to the City’s
website.
To help streamline this
During the last contract period, IBTS implemented Municode to codify City
process, IBTS implemented
ordinances in an online database housed on the City’s website.
and will continue to use
Municode, which creates a database of ordinances and automatically updates them on the City’s
website.
H.6.1.6 Information Technology, Website Maintenance, and Technology Support
Without proper technology equipment and support, City processes could quickly become bogged down.
IBTS’s current network system software and hardware have been efficient and effective in managing the
City’s computing needs and scope of required services.
As demonstrated in software requirements chart on first page of section H, IBTS has made it a priority to
provide the City with technology solutions most apt to meet the City’s specific needs and make
processes more efficient. Any areas identified as insufficient have been updated on an ongoing basis.
For example, after the City made its first public records request to IBTS, we identified that our software
was insufficient to meet the demand. To mitigate the situation, IBTS purchased Barracuda mail archiver
to streamline the public requests process. Because our current technology systems have been sufficient
to meet the City’s needs, IBTS will continue using these systems, eliminating any “off-air” transition
time. This includes Tyler Incode software to maintain the City’s database of occupational and business
licenses.
Further IT support is provided by IBTS’s IT team. Our IT staff based at IBTS Headquarters is on call 24/7
to ensure Central’s needs are accommodated at all times. Central staff can submit work order requests
through the IBTS Help Desk and receive timely, prioritized support. In keeping with the processes used
to serve IBTS field offices across the country, if a major issue should arise, IBTS will send support staff
from headquarters to assist the City onsite. Our local IT partner, Verma Systems, is also available for onsite support to meet day-to-day needs such as minor equipment repairs.
IBTS provides the following IT services:
• Hosts email via Microsoft Exchange Server and Outlook
• Daily/weekly database and file backups, including email – offsite and secure
• Network monitoring including antivirus, spam, and threat detection
• Laptop and hardware purchasing and refresh
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•

Tier 1 through Tier 3 Helpdesk support

IBTS is also responsible for website content updates on a regular basis, as outlined in the contract. Ms.
Mouton coordinates with the Mayor’s office to update the City’s website as quickly as needed but at
least on a weekly basis, and within one business day of all City Council and Commission meetings.
H.6.1.7 Geographic Information System (GIS)

(Left) Zoomed-in samples of the City’s geo database showing maps with layers created by Ms. Cowen. (Right) A map distributed
to citizens via the City’s website to update residents on drainage work progress.

IBTS’ lead GIS Technician Kathi Cowen will continue to manage the City of Central’s existing GIS
database, including the maintenance, retrieval reproduction, and storage of all GIS information, as
required by the contract. Ms. Cowen will continue making timely updates – not less than monthly – to
the database and will update the PDF maps published on the City’s website for public use at least once
per month. Ms. Cowen will update the database’s address list as-needed, and leverage her existing
relationship with East Baton Rouge Parish, the City of Baton Rouge, and the State Department of
Revenue to distribute and receive data and assist Central in obtaining local and shared revenues.
Although not a contractual requirement, Ms. Cowen will continue to use ESRI’s ArcGIS Desktop software
to provide detailed parcel updates and improvements to the existing geo database, which merges layers
for all City infrastructure, including water and sewer lines, into a single interactive mapping system. The
current database allows City personnel to add and remove map layers as-needed to quickly create
custom maps.
For example, Ms. Cowen developed a map that color-codes public and private streets and servitudes.
The Public Works staff uses this map to quickly identify which roadways they are responsible for
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maintaining, which helps prevent them from performing work and incurring costs that are not the City’s
responsibility.
As evidenced by this example, the geo database implemented by IBTS allows City personnel and
residents to more quickly create maps relevant to their project needs, saving GIS staff time spent
fulfilling these requests and allowing them to spend more time making further GIS improvements.
As an added value to the City, Ms. Cowen, who is a Certified Floodplain Manager (CFM), will also
continue to maintain and help residents understand and utilize the flood zone GIS map that she
integrated into the geo database. Should a flood event occur, residents can quickly identify the flood
zone in which their property is located, as they were able to do after the August 2016 flooding.
IBTS Commitment to Continued Innovation
If budget allows, IBTS proposes to provide the City with a more sophisticated data mapping
tool that provides a more interactive data platform for use by citizens and City staff. This will
give Central a new, more transparent way to communicate information with the citizens, and
also allow citizens to navigate through more data and create customized maps relevant to
their needs. The tool will also reduce the amount of time City GIS staff spends fulfilling citizen
mapping requests.

H.6.1.8 Grant Assistance
Grant funding opportunities for a municipality like Central provide assistance for projects and services
that may not otherwise be funded by the City’s budget. These additional grant-funded services
contribute to improving the quality of life for citizens across the entire Central community. With this in
mind, IBTS recently hired a Grant Writer, Susanne Kohl-Parker, who has extensive local government
grant administration experience. Ms. Kohl-Parker will bring additional support to Central by:
•
•
•
•

Identifying available funding from federal, state and other sources
Assisting with the preparation of applications for grants
Assuring that grantors receive all required documentation and reports on time
Assisting the City of Central in the procurement or materials or supplies in accordance with
grant requirements.

In preparation for upcoming funding opportunities, IBTS has put in place a grant research process. The
process involves active monitoring of sites such as grants.gov, where most federal grant opportunities
are published. In addition, IBTS is also actively monitoring sites including: SAMHSA; the US Department
of Justice website; the National League of Cities’ online grant opportunity site; the Foundation Center’s
online database; and sites specific to funding as it pertains to Louisiana, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

The State of Louisiana’s website
LAeGrants
The Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries
Rural Health Information Hub
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Ms. Kohl-Parker will work closely with City leadership to develop a prioritized plan that identifies and
aligns with Central’s needs. A monthly update and progress report will be presented and discussed. As a
partner of Central, this will allow IBTS to support the City with grant funding in the areas most important
the City and its residents.

H.6.2 Financial Services
Effective financial services
result in City-wide savings that
allow for better service delivery
to the citizens. IBTS will
leverage our working
relationship with the City’s
Director of Finance to continue
making finance and fund
accounting processes more
efficient, while ensuring the
City’s needs and goals are met.
Financial Services Manager
Michele LoBianco will continue
to serve the City in this capacity,
with the assistance of Financial
Support Specialist Shannon
Gooch.

Mayor

Approves budgets, financial documents &
decisions

City Finance Director (CPA)

Communicates between Mayor’s Office
and IBTS

IBTS Staff

IBTS Financial Services Manager

Coordinates with City Finance Director and
between other municipal services
departments.

Communicate
budgetary
needs to
inform
financial
services

H.6.2.5 Fund Accounting
Outlines the hierarchy of financial decision making processes in Central.
IBTS has improved the City’s fund
accounting processes through
the implementation of Tyler Incode software. We will continue to use this software to maintain a Fund
Accounting System as outlined in the contract.
Incode is also used to administer the processes for fees, charges, and miscellaneous revenue pertaining
to City’s occupational business licenses. Ms. LoBianco’s experience using Incode will allow for a smooth
transition into the next contract period; likewise, no data will need to be transferred into a new system,
as we will continue using our current Fund Accounting System.
H.6.2.6 Other Accounting
Ms. LoBianco will continue using Incode to maintain the inventory of City assets in accordance with
GASB. Additionally, she will coordinate with IBTS’ new grant manager to maintain records required for
grants and ensure that the City’s grant award funds are applied most effectively and compliantly.
H.6.2.7 Budgeting
Already knowledgeable on the City’s annual budget and current and future funding priorities, Ms.
LoBianco and her staff will provide support and assistance in the preparation, amendment and
presentation of annual budget. Drawing on her experience in previous years working with the City’s
budget, Ms. LoBianco will also continue to provide valuable insight and recommendations for budget
improvements
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As part of the budgeting process, Ms. LoBianco performs budget monitoring vs. actual comparison to
ensure that City expenses don’t exceed budget allocations. Ms. LoBianco receives an automatic
notification from Incode when the City has exceed the budget, at which time she analyzes details and
coordinates with the City’s Finance Director to adjust the budget and take a budget adjustment to City
Council for approval.
In the next contract period, IBTS suggests setting a goal to reduce the number of budget adjustments
taken to City Council. To accomplish this, the Financial Services Manager will increase coordination with
the City Finance Director on the front-end of the annual budget process to identify and mitigate
expenditure estimates that are potentially too high or too low. This will result in more accurate financial
projections and more time for City Council to discuss issues and initiatives that improve the quality of
life for the citizens of Central.
H.6.2.8 Annual Financial Statements
Ms. LoBianco has successfully built a strong working relationship with the City’s Financial Director and
auditor to assist in preparation of the City’s CAFR, providing suggestions and recommendations to
provide more accurate statements.
H6. 2.9 Purchasing
Our financial services team will continue to provide consistent implementation of procurement policies
and preparation of Requests for Qualifications and/or Proposals in accordance with all applicable laws.
Our team’s familiarity with rules and ordinances and with the City’s procurement priorities will allow
IBTS to continue procuring goods and services for the City that are in full compliance, reducing the risk
of compliance errors on behalf the City.

H.6.3 Public Works
IBTS’s Public Works team’s dedication to the residents of Central, combined with their refined
understanding of and experience in municipal public works, allows them to deliver service that exceeds
both the scope of work outlined in the current contract and the citizens’ expectations. Our staff
members work around-the-clock to improve the natural and built environment of the City of Central and
to respond to citizen requests in the timeliest manner possible. We take an all-hands-on-deck approach
to Public Works, as staff from all departments assist DPW with both mundane and extraordinary tasks –
from bridge inspections to unloading donations and supplies during the August 2016 flood.
H.6.3.1 Drainage Maintenance
Having experienced the August
2016 flooding alongside the City
and its residents, IBTS knows
first-hand the importance to the
community of maintaining
drainage ditches to mitigate
flood-inducing blockages. IBTS
will provide all drainage system
maintenance for the City’s

A drainage ditch on Tallowwood Ave. before and after IBTS performed
maintenance to clear overgrowth.
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approximately 275 miles of roadway drainage systems and 100 miles of off-road drainage ways, as
outlined in the contract, and will continue to follow our current inspection schedule and make repairs in
a timely manner.
Although proper drainage maintenance practices were in place to meet the contract scope of work
before the August 2016 flooding, IBTS revamped and enhanced the program after the flood, as follows:

IBTS Post-Flood Drainage Maintenance Improvements
Comprehensive analysis to identify and remove blockages within the system citywide and in specified critical
areas such as Beaver Bayou, addressing 200 known blockages Citywide.
 IBTS is coordinating with FEMA, GOHSEP, and the Army Corps of Engineers to maximize the monies that
may be eligible for reimbursement.
Request to GOHSEP and DOTD tso upgrade or supplement existing cross drain systems under local state highways
that traverse Central, including Hooper Road, Wax/Magnolia Bend, and Greenwell Springs.
Roadside drainage procedural changes to address priority roadside drainage projects such as Plantation Way,
Woods Edge, and Cimmaron, among others.
Expedited maintenance schedule through purchase of additional equipment, assignment of additional staff, and
scheduling of entire subdivision cleanings.
Aggressive removal of obstructions as needed. IBTS assigned crews to walk drainage waterways throughout the
City to evaluate restrictions and remove structures of immediate concern to mitigate drainage complications.
Prioritization of pre-cleaning off-road culverts to ensure flow is not restricted prior to storm events. IBTS is
aggressively pursuing communications with DOTD to have culverts along Hooper Road, Magnolia Bridge Road,
and other identified critical cross drains replaced or supplemented.
Planned inventory of all drainage features within City limits, including location, size, and material to plan to assist
other City vendors in developing a citywide drainage maintenance plan.

Because IBTS knows that mitigating any drainage backup is a priority identified by the City, IBTS will
continue to move forward with these improvements and assign additional staff and equipment as
needed to ensure the drainage system is equipped to handle future heavy rainfall.
IBTS Commitment to Continued Innovation
IBTS proposes to either acquire or contract with a local construction firm for the use of heavy
construction equipment – including an excavator – that will be used for maintenance of
major drainage canals within City limits. Owning or contracting this equipment will allow
Public Works staff to perform maintenance as-needed and ensure all major drainage canals
are in working condition at all times. The equipment can also be used to expand the amount
of work the Public Works team can complete, such as debris removal after a natural disaster,
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and will also reduce the amount of time it takes to complete day-to-day tasks, such as
clearing brush from roadways.

H.6.3.2 Grass Cutting and Weed Control
To augment IBTS’s capabilities, IBTS will subcontract grass cutting and weed control to local contractors
Greenseasons, Louisiana Vegetation, and Pelican Contractors. As local contractors, these organizations
will identify products and best practices most suited to the local climate and conditions.
IBTS will be responsible for all string trimming and litter control on every ditch and sub-cut that does not
require heavy construction equipment. In lieu of grass cutting, IBTS will continue using a growth
inhibitor and herbicide treatment that has been previously approved by the City.
H.6.3.3 Litter Control
IBTS will assign ample Public Works staff to remove litter, debris, and nonconforming signs from all
roads and public right-of-ways within the City. We will use our work-order tracking system, Lucity, to
issue a work order for excessive debris or litter to ensure timely completion of removal and reporting to
appropriate State or Parish officials.
H.6.3.4 Bridge Assessment and Minor Repairs
IBTS Engineering Manager Jim Ferguson is a registered
Bridge inspector and will provide bridge inspections,
recommend repairs, and schedule replacements as
needed. Mr. Ferguson performs bridge inspections
statewide and also teaches a bridge inspection course
given at Louisiana State University. Mr. Ferguson’s
support in this area provides the City with expert level
services at a much lower cost by eliminating the need
for an additional staff member.
H.6.3.5 Roadway Repairs
As a “Community that Cares” well-maintained
roadways is one way in which the City demonstrates
its dedication to its citizens. IBTS has continuously
gone above and beyond the identified scope of work
to maintain and inspect all roadways within the City,
including streets, concrete, curbs, and gutters, at an
affordable cost.
For example, after examining underlying costs of
pothole repairs, IBTS identified a more cost-effective
solution by purchasing a DuraPatcher machine. The
DuraPatcher, which has been proven to be the most
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cost-effective method of road repair, allows Public Works to increase the volume of pothole repairs
made while reducing the amount of time needed to complete them. The more efficient process allows
Public Works to quickly respond to pothole repair work orders, keeping residents satisfied and roadways
safe.
In the next contract period, IBTS will continue to identify procedural improvements and make
equipment upgrades that improve the quality of Central’s roads and reduce time spent on roadway
repairs.
H.6.3.6 Roadway Striping
IBTS will perform all roadway striping within the City as outlined in the contract and continue to
implement innovative solutions to reduce the amount of time and money the City expends on roadway
striping.
H.6.3.7 Sign Maintenance
IBTS will continue to inspect signs at least bi-weekly and make any signage replacement or repairs. We
will continue using our work order tracking system, Lucity, to issue work orders for all signage
replacements and repairs to ensure timely completion.
IBTS Commitment to Continued Innovation
To further expedite road maintenance for the City, IBTS proposes to purchase a crack sealer
for use in the City of Central’s Public Works Department to more efficiently fill cracks using
hot tar. This will extend the life of roadways by eliminating water penetration, reducing the
number of roadway repairs staff have to make in the long-run, and reducing the time it takes
to make repairs in the short-term.
As a precautionary measure to mitigate the damage caused by the future flooding, IBTS
proposes to purchase a sandbag machine for the City of Central. The machine will allow
Public Works to fill thousands of sandbags per hour to protect City roadways and
infrastructure from flooding and other natural threats.

H.6.3.8 Special Services
IBTS prides itself on being a partner to Central
and its residents, assisting the City with any
and all citywide events requested. IBTS staff
are part of the community, and as such, we
know the importance of going above and
beyond to provide residents with events that
foster community engagement throughout the
year. IBTS will continue to ensure ample
personnel and equipment are assigned asneeded to assist with special services and
events within the City. IBTS currently
IBTS City of Central Program staff cook for residents at the
Central’s 2016 Health & Business Expo.
coordinates closely with the Mayor and City’s
Economic Development personnel to assist with
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a wide range of special sevents, such as the recent Central Christmas celebration in which IBTS staff built
an ice skating rink for City residents to enjoy. It’s service like this that improves the quality of life for all
residents and makes Central a truly unique place to live.
H.6.3.9 Traffic Signals
To ensure the safety of residents, IBTS will continue to maintain and repair all flashing warning beacons
and school zone signals in the City. IBTS will designate at least one staff member to be on-call 24/7 to
replace intersectional traffic control signs. IBTS also contracts school signal maintenance to Armco
Electrical, a Central company, to perform work as needed on a 24/7 basis.
H.6.3.10 Utility Coordination
IBTS will coordinate with local utility providers, whom we have an existing working relationship with, to
ensure timely provision of services and response to citizen requests. This existing relationship benefits
the City in mundane and extraordinary situations. For example, IBTS leveraged our existing relationship
with local utility partners to expedite repairs and quickly return to normal service after the 2016 flood.
As a result, IBTS was the first City in the Parish to have work trucks on the road repairing utilities and
other immediate needs to give residents access to clean water and electricity.
H.6.3.12 Emergency Services
IBTS’s commitment to serve the City of Central
and dedication to its residents comes through
loud and clear when it comes to providing
emergency services. When the catastrophic
flood hit in August 2016, IBTS responded
immediately and worked around-the-clock to
keep residents safe and begin the long recovery
process. While our services exceeded the
expectations of the citizens, as a partner of the
City, IBTS is committed to doing better. As a
result, we’ve used lessons learned from the
2016 flood response to shape our emergency
services in the future.

IBTS Central Program Director David Ratcliff speaks to a local
news station about requirements for homeowners to meet
proper elevation standards after the 2016 flood.

IBTS knows the importance to the City of using
local contractors to the greatest extent
possible, and as appropriate. This is why we partnered with local engineering firm GEC to resolve
staffing shortages that impacted Public Work’s service during and immediately after the 2016 flood.
GEC’s local staff will be on-call to provide assistance on a day-to-day basis, and available to provide
immediate assistance in the event of an emergency or catastrophic event. This assistance includes, but is
not limited to, debris removal monitoring, assessing damage to infrastructure, estimating repair costs,
and construction support.
To prevent shortages of equipment during any future disaster events, IBTS has implemented contracts
with local vendors for specific pieces of equipment that may be needed in an emergency event or
catastrophe. For example, in the event of an emergency, IBTS has arranged to have a forklift on standby
from a local contractor to use for unloading large amounts supplies and donations. The equipment is
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guaranteed to be provided to Central even if another city requests it. The City saves money by not
purchasing their own heavy machinery, but can be reassured that a lower-cost, contracted piece of
equipment will be available for use during an emergency. IBTS will review and renew contracts with
current equipment suppliers at least annually throughout the next contract period.
IBTS also purchased versatile machinery that is specifically designed for multiple uses. This saves the City
time, money, and equipment storage space as fewer pieces of equipment are used to complete a wide
range of tasks. During an emergency, equipment can be ready and operational at a moment’s notice.
IBTS Commitment to Continued Innovation
As state and parish emergency response agencies begin upgrading to FirstNet – the first
broadband network dedicated to America’s police, firefighters, and emergency medical
services – IBTS will ensure that the City of Central Police, Fire, and Public Works Departments,
and other essential staff have compatible equipment. Connecting to FirstNet means that the
City of Central’s communications systems will all be on the same frequency. In the event of an
emergency, this will safeguard communications between all essential agencies – regardless
of power and cell service outages.

H.6.4 Permit and Inspection Services
IBTS Permit & Inspection Totals (2012 through Oct. 2017)
Total Permits Issued

Total Inspections Performed

Total Plan Reviews Conducted

13460
34212
1489
IBTS uses FIT to record all permits issued, inspections performed and plan reviews conducted.

IBTS’ building inspectors use their combined depth and breadth of municipal knowledge and local
experience to go above and beyond the permit and inspection review services outlined in the contract.
Our team provides superior service to the citizens of Central, in addition to support for other City
departments, such as Public Works, in completing tasks that range from directing traffic to conducting
bridge inspections and ensuring gas lines are in compliance. IBTS’s industry-leading service and
unmatched knowledgebase of national, state, and City ordinances and regulations expedites the
issuance of permits. This reduces building project time for homeowners and contractors, making way for
increased economic development and ultimately reflecting positively on the City. Additionally, our local
presence means our inspectors already have relationships not just with local contractors and residents,
but also with other service providers whom we can contact immediately in the case of an emergency.
H.6.4.1 Plan Review
Our plan review staff have a long history providing service to the local area, including decades of local
municipal experience. This same team, including Building Official Jack Gleason and Inspectors Alan
Dwyer and Joe Messina, will provide for a seamless transition to the next contract.
The team will complete all residential and commercial plan review requests within the time period as
outlined in the contract. To streamline the process, our Planning and Zoning, Engineering, and
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Floodplain Management Departments are all centralized in the one building, allowing each department
to conduct their plan review processes in parallel and reduce processing time.
All permits required for building are issued in
accordance with applicable international
building codes and standards, state law, and
local ordinances. IBTS inputs all permits into
FIT to create an organized historical database
of records for contractors and the City to
access. Our Plan Review staff’s local presence,
decades of local municipal experience, and
familiarity with FIT software means there will
not be any learning curve or potential
disruption in the next contract in state and
local ordinance requirements or technology
usage.

Commercial inspection process for the City of Central.

H.4.2 Inspections Although not a contract
requirement, our building inspectors have
provided and will continue to provide building
inspection services before and after scheduled
work hours. To provide the most immediate
service to citizens and contractors, our building
inspectors make their direct contact
information, including cell phone numbers,
available to citizens and contractors. This
above-and-beyond service and genuine
dedication to the citizens of Central provides
an unmatched level of superior quality service
that results in reduced building time and costs
for contractors and citizens.

For example, after the catastrophic 2016 flood damaged 60 percent of single-family homes in the City of
Central, IBTS’s building inspectors streamlined the inspection process by completing the moisture test
and rough-in inspection during the same visit. The inspection team also proactively advised residents on
repairs needed to restore their homes, allowing residents to make repairs themselves and get back into
their homes faster.
Throughout the construction process, our inspectors coordinate with Planning and Zoning to monitor
and complete periodic inspections of onsite construction. Our close oversight prevents failed
inspections, saving the City time and money from having to make multiple site visits and inspections.

H.6.5 Planning and Zoning Services
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IBTS’ Planning and Zoning approach focuses on the long-term health of Central’s residents, economic
growth, and physical environment while also meeting the short-term priorities identified by the City.
Our team has a deep understanding of the City’s and the citizen’s priorities and the underlying factors
behind the decisions that ultimately result in best achieving the City’s immediate needs and long-term
development goals. The Planning Department will continue to work and provide input to the City’s
Master Plan consultant, Steve Villavaso, on the Master Plan update.

IBTS's Planning and Zoning Department will follow a 2018 schedule (except shown above) to ensure all activities are completed
in sync with the City's Planning & Zoning Commission meetings and Board of Adjustment meetings. This is an excerpt only.

IBTS has an established internal planning department schedule that we will continue following
throughout the next contract period. This ensures all planning and zoning activities for the City are
conducted on time and in coordination with the City’s Planning and Zoning Commission and Board of
Adjustments meetings.
An expert at bringing submitted plans into compliance with zoning regulations, Mr. Williams will prepare
all deliverables for the Planning and Zoning Commission, including revised maps, reports on subdivision
construction sites, re-zoning cases, and the number of building permits issued.
Deputy Program Director/Acting Planning and Zoning Director Matt Zyjewski will attend all Planning and
Zoning and Board of Adjustments meetings. He will draw on his extensive knowledge of local zoning and
building codes to provide complete and accurate information that is easy to discern to the public,
builders, developers, and Mayor and City Council.
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Because Mr. Zyjewski and Mr. Williams are both local and familiar with the City’s ordinances and the
priorities of the citizens, they can readily recommend policies and procedures in the best interests of the
City. During IBTS’ current contract period, for example, our team drew on our experience and familiarity
with the City to provide recommendations for code updates such as updating accessory structure size
requirements and recommending provisions for accessory dwelling units. These changes have reduced
the number of variances sought to the Board of Adjustment and also allowed members of the
community to age in place in Central.
Our team will continue to provide our insight in this area, and use our current Municode system to assist
the City with updating the Development Code and Zoning Code.
Our staff’s local presence and
compassion for serving fellow
citizens and neighbors results
in service that goes above and
beyond contract requirements.
Mr. Williams, for example,
provides site plan assistance
free-of-cost to residents, many
of whom lost their reference
documents in the 2016 floods.
This service saves residents
thousands of dollars and
allows them to more quickly
provide their plot plan and
subsequently to apply for a
building permit.

IBTS Community Resilience Assessment Framework and Tools
(CRAFT)

A sample baseline resilience assessment result produced using CRAFT.

IBTS recently launched the Community Resilience Assessment
IBTS’s Planning and Zoning
Framework and Tools (CRAFT), to provide a platform for small cities to
staff will also work across
assess and strengthen their social, economic and government resilience.
departments to complete all
The tools are used in partnership with IBTS resilience subject matter
other services as outlined in
experts, who can perform a baseline resilience assessment and project
the contract, such as
impact analyses for cities. As Central rebuilds after the 2016 flood, CRAFT
coordinating with GIS to
can be used to help the City identify zoning ordinance updates that will
maintain the City’s municipal
help the City become more resilient to future disasters.
addressing system. Likewise,
IBTS’s building inspectors
perform on-site inspections of all new developments for compliance with plans and applicable
ordinances. This cross-departmental support demonstrates the IBTS team’s ability to provide highquality services in the most efficient manner.

IBTS Commitment to Continued Innovation
IBTS’s proposes to assist the City by researching, identifying, and completing applications for
resiliency and land and water conservation grant opportunities. These will provide funding to
assist the City in completing projects that help Central build back stronger and minimize the
impact of future severe weather events or other threats.
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H.6.6 Engineering Services
As Central continues to grow and develop, IBTS recognizes the City’s need for local, on-call engineering
services. To meet this need, IBTS has brought on local teaming partner GEC. Due to their local presence
and familiarity with the City, GEC personnel will be available to be onsite during normal business hours
within one hour of request and ready to put their expertise to work in all areas of engineering services
as requested by the City.
H.6.6.1 Floodplain Management
In addition to support provided by GEC, IBTS has two certified Floodplain Managers available to the City:
GIS Technician/Floodplain Kathi Cowen, and Floodplain Manager Robert Joyner (EIT). Mr. Joyner is
familiar with the City’s current Floodzones and can quickly determine base flood elevations for all
proposed structures. To streamline these services, IBTS divided the City into work zones to better
organize work orders and make processes more efficient, resulting in cost and time savings for the City.
IBTS will continue to use this system to ensure timely delivery of service in the next contract period.
H.6.6.2 Community Rating System
The Community Rating System (CRS) is
important to the City of Central because it
promotes flood hazard mitigation efforts while
providing a tangible benefit to residents in the
form of reduced National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) premiums.

Central earns CRS credit for the following activities
maintained by IBTS:
 Activity 310 – Elevation Certificates
 Activity 320 – Map Information Service
 Activity 330 – Outreach Projects
 Activity 340 – Hazard Disclosure
 Activity 350 – Flood Protection Information
 Activity 420 – Open Space Preservation
 Activity 430 – Higher Regulatory Standards
 Activity 440 – Flood Data Maintenance
 Activity 440 – Stormwater Management
 Activity 510 – Floodplain Management Planning
 Activity 520 – Acquisition and Relocation
 Activity 540 – Drainage System Maintenance
 Activity 639 – Dam Safety

Improving the City’s CRS score is a priority for
IBTS, which is why IBTS first established
Central’s CRS program in 2014 and has
continuously worked to improve the City’s
score. The City of Central will continue to
coordinate with surrounding cities and
parishes by attending monthly CRS meetings to
ensure ratings continue improving and to
discuss CRS creditable activities that have been
taken. This helps improve Central’s CRS score
and creates mutual floodplain management
benefits among Central and surrounding cities and parishes.
IBTS Commitment to Continued Innovation

Furthering IBTS’s commitment to mitigating the severity and impact of future flooding
events, IBTS proposes enhancements to CRS Activity 540 – Drainage System Maintenance –
by mapping, inspecting, and regulating all major drainage ways and systems in the
community. This will result in significant additional CRS points for the community, which in
turn improves Central’s CRS ranking and provides greater NFIP premium discounts for
residents.
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H.6.6.3 Construction Plan Review and Approval
IBTS Planning & Zoning staff will provide cross-departmental support for plan review and approval of
preliminary construction plans as outlined in the contract. If needed, GEC will provide additional staffing
or focused expertise to assist with plan reviews.
H.6.4 Approval and inspection of all land development
IBTS Planning & Zoning staff will issue all requested land disturbance and tree removal permits and
perform all site inspections. All permits issued will be recorded in FIT to ensure accurate historical
records are available to contractors and the public upon request.

H.6.7 Stormwater Management
As Certified Stormwater Inspectors (CSI), IBTS
Floodplain Manager Robert Joyner (EIT) and
Engineering Manager Jim Ferguson (PE) will lead
Central’s Stormwater Management services. The
CSI certification designates Mr. Joyner and Mr.
Ferguson as experts in dealing with Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) enforcement
at the local level, specifically regarding prevention
of silt and other contaminants from commercial
and residential development sites from entering
into local drainage ways.
IBTS certified stormwater inspector Robert Joyner oversees a
Mr. Joyner and Mr. Ferguson will deploy their
stormwater management project on-site.
expertise in the field and knowledge of local
stormwater management practices to:
• Inspect Best Management Practices on construction sites.
• Provide annual reports demonstrating City’s compliance as an MS4 co-permittee with East
Baton Rouge.
• Review and approve Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans.
• Assist the City with compliance to the Clean Water Act and associated regulations as outlined in
the contract.
• Prepare and implement the required Storm Water Management Plan (SWMP). IBTS uses GBA to
manage illicit discharges, pollution control, and good housekeeping, and FIT to manage
construction site runoff and post construction site runoff.

H.6.8 Code Enforcement
The 2016 Flood changed the landscape in Central and IBTS recognizes this challenge. Our code
enforcement staff is well-positioned to handle code enforcement services in a post-flood environment.
We know how to communicate with citizens and local contractors to notify them of violations and
ensure communitywide compliance as best as possible.
IBTS will begin to target blighted homes that have been not been attended to by homeowners. IBTS
understands that blighted homes undermine property values and pose significant health, safety, and
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welfare concerns. As a part of this effort, IBTS will work with citizens to eliminate the issue and if need
be pursue condemnation hearings -- our goal is to help citizens mitigate the issue before taking legal
action.
Inspector Alan Dwyer, CBO, will assume code enforcement responsibilities and will help lead this effort
in concert with the rest of the IBTS staff. Mr. Dwyer has extensive building code knowledge and will help
ameliorate the impact of blighted homes across the community. Furthermore, IBTS will continue to
manage the day-to-day complaints that arise and will testify at all administrative hearings.
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